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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Chemically Modified Viruses for Prostate Cancer Detection 

By 

Kritika Mohan 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

University of California, Irvine, 2016 

Professor Gregory A. Weiss, Chair 

 

The sensitive detection of cancer biomarkers in urine could revolutionize 

cancer diagnostics and treatment. Such detectors must be inexpensive, easy to 

interpret, and sensitive. M13 bacteriophage provides one such highly 

inexpensive, and easily functionalizable platform for the development of such 

detectors. My work focuses on genetically and chemically modifying M13 viruses 

towards biological recognition of prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), a 

prostate cancer biomarker. Elevated PSMA levels have been observed in 

prostate cancer patients’ urine, and also found on the surface of prostate cancer 

cells. For early diagnosis of prostate cancer, I have developed the chemistry 

necessary for the detection of clinically relevant concentrations of PSMA (<0.25 

nM) in synthetic urine for direct application to patients’ samples. High sensitivity 

to PSMA results from the synergistic binding by two different ligands to PSMA on 

the same phage particle. The primary ligand is genetically encoded, and the 

secondary recognition ligand is chemically synthesized to electrostatically wrap 
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around the phage surface. The concept of ‘phage wrapping’ utilizes the 

electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged phage surface and the 

positively charged oligolysine peptide ‘wrapper.’ Furthermore, the dual ligands 

result in bidentate binding with high copy, dense ligand display for enhanced 

PSMA detection through a chelate-based, avidity effect. Such dual modified 

viruses integrated into electrically conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 

(PEDOT) films, act as the bioaffinity matrix for the electrochemical sensing of 

PSMA. The capture and binding of PSMA results in a change in the virus-PEDOT 

film’s resistance, which is also proportional to the PSMA concentration. 

Biosensing with films provides a 100 pM limit of detection for PSMA in synthetic 

urine without requiring enzymatic or other amplification. I further utilized this 

concept to reduce the non-specific adhesion between viruses and prostate 

cancer cells through wrapping the phage surface with polyethylene glycol. 

Additionally, I developed orthogonal wrapping techniques to selectively attach 

ligands and polyethylene glycol on the phage surface in desired ratios and 

architectures for the capture of PSMA-positive prostate cancer cells for 

metastasis detection. The combination of orthogonal chemically-modified viruses 

and biosensors holds the potential for the development of a real-time and 

reagent-free point-of-care device for prostate cancer detection.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

Beyond Infectious Diseases:  
Applying Modified Viruses in the 21st Century 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Beyond causing infectious diseases, viruses provide a useful benchtop for 

chemical experiments and building complex biomedical reagents. Filamentous 

bacteriophages, such as the closely homologous M13 and fd phage, infect 

bacteria, and propagate in a non-lytic manner. Furthermore, the lack of 

mammalian promoter sequences prevents them from causing human diseases.1–

3 Such properties make M13 and fd phage nearly ubiquitous tools for a wide-

range of biotechnology applications.  

These members of the Ff class of phage have highly uniform structures. 

The phage (approximately 1 μm by 6 nm) encapsulates a ssDNA genome 

encapsulated in a flexible, long, rod-like protein coat formed entirely from multiple 

copies of five individual proteins. Along the entire length of the virion, ≈2700 

copies of the amphiphilic P8 protein are closely packed with a five-fold symmetry 

axis, and a free, unstructured N-terminus; the proteins’ C-termini interact with the 

phage genome. Each phage end is capped by five copies each of minor coat 

proteins P3 and P6 at one end, and, P7 and P9 at the other end.1  

Viruses offer a nanometer-scale benchtop for chemical biologists to build 

molecular-scale devices and materials for a wide variety of applications. Major 
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attributes for the ease of phage-based applications include the low cost of 

production, and wide temperature and pH stability.3,4 Additionally, phage are 

easy to propagate and handle at all scales of production. Furthermore, the 

relatively monodispersed phage self-assemble into liquid crystalline structures. 

The virus capsid presents a huge surface with easily modifiable residues to 

attach genetically non-encoded moieties with dense display. Here, the focus is on 

these widely versatile viruses, highlighting their tremendous potential as ‘nano-

benchtops.’ 

 

GENETIC MODIFICATION OF VIRUSES 

 
Phage display features a peptide or protein of interest fused to the outer 

terminus of the coat proteins. This approach provides a link between the 

genotype and the phenotype, with the gene of interest fused to the gene 

encoding the coat protein.1 The close packed structure of the phage capsid 

prevents the display of most proteins (>6 residues) on every copy of the major 

coat protein.5 To solve this problem, a phagemid system allows a mixture of 

unmodified and protein of interest-fused coat proteins to be expressed in 

bacterial cells. The phagemid display of short peptides on P8 provides ≈10% 

incorporation levels without affecting the packing of the phage capsid.6 

The conventional usage of phage has been towards selections and 

biopanning.7,8 Peptide ligands have been reported for a variety of targets from 
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protein biomarkers to small molecules such as TNT9 and organic crystals,10 and 

the scope of selections has even been extended to screening for catalysts.11 

Furthermore, a combination of different display methods can provide dual-

displayed phage particles. This can either be achieved through combining 

modified genes, or through modified phage propagation protocols utilizing double 

virus infection,12 as reviewed by Bratkovič and coworkers.13 

 

CHEMICAL MODIFICATION OF VIRUSES 

 
Though molecular display dominates conventional applications of viruses, 

non-genetic manipulation of the virus surface expands their repertoires and 

applications. Both covalent and non-covalent modifications, some in conjunction 

with genetic modifications, offer improvements on nature’s functionalities. The 

modifications can be categorized into four broad classes, described below.  

First, attachment to the functionalities inherent to amino acid sidechains 

(Figure 1-1), is the most commonly used strategy, typically employing the 

reactive amino acid sidechains present on P8. Wang and coworkers compared 

the reactivities of the three prominent functionalities open to modification: 

carboxylates on Asp and Glu, phenol functionalities of Tyr, and the amines of 

Lys.14 The carboxylate groups can be activated through carbodiimide (such as 

EDC) treatment for coupling to amine-functionalized moieties, whereas the Tyr 

sidechains can be coupled to diazonium salts. The amine groups, including the 

N-termini and Lys sidechains could be coupled to NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) 
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esters or other activated carboxylates (e.g., tetrafluorophenyl esters).15 Amine 

functionalities proved most reactive and efficient at such coupling reactions.14 

Preincorporation of the azide on the diazonium salt further enhances the scope of 

chemical modification through the use of copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne 

cycloaddition ‘click’ reaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1. A compendium of the inherent functionalities present on the phage 

coat protein, and the most commonly applied modification techniques. The green 

circle indicates the appended handle or the probe. 
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Though the extent of modification reported was relatively lower for 

carboxylic acid groups and Tyr, it could still be applied for the generation of dual 

modified phage especially in conjunction with amine modifications or genetic 

display. The amine groups, including the N-terminal amine and Lys side chains 

could be coupled to NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide) esters.14 Alternately, other 

activated esters such as tetrafluorophenyl esters could also be used for amine 

coupling.15  

The next classes of modifications include the chemically and genetically 

imparted functionalities, which provide the desired handle for further 

modifications. In the second classification, modification of N-terminal amines into 

aldehydes introduces a range of bioorthogonal reactions,16 Figure 1-2. The third 

class of chemical modifications begins with the genetic incorporation of either 

Cys or unnatural amino acids with desirable new functionalities, Figure 1-3. For 

example, genetically-displayed N-terminal Cys can be modified in a variety of 

ways including native chemical ligation.17 Naturally occurring selenocysteine, 

which offers high nucleophilicity, has also been genetically displayed using an 

opal stop codon suppressing tRNA, and provides a reactive handle for further 

chemical modifications.18 Schultz and coworkers extended their approach to 

phage display, leading to the incorporation of p-azidophenylalanine, which 

provides one of the most easily modifiable azide handles on the phage 

surface.19,20 
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Figure 1-2. The set of chemically imparted functionalities providing an orthogonal 

aldehyde handle on the N-terminus of coat proteins. 
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Figure 1-3. A compendium of functionalities genetically incorporated onto the 

phage surface, and the most commonly applied modification techniques. 
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 Though phage particles are stable to a wide variety of covalent bond 

forming conditions, the limited solvent accessibility of some residues can limit 

modification efficiency. To circumvent this limitation, non-covalent modifications 

to the phage coat have also been employed, Figure 1-4, forming the fourth set of 

classifications. Such modifications either utilize the high negative charge on the 

phage surface arising from the presence of Glu and Asp acid residues in the N-

terminal region, or build upon the amphiphilic character of the P8 coat protein.21 

Here, the chemical approaches to equip the viruses with such capabilities and 

functionalities are discussed.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1-4. The set of non-covalent phage modifications, which utilize the 

surface charge or  the amphiphilic character of the P8 coat protein.  
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APPLICATIONS OF MODIFIED PHAGE 

 

1.1 Modified Phage for Enhanced Imaging  
 

In recent years, improvements to in-vivo imaging have started to address 

the key issues hindering the broader adoption of this powerful technology. First, 

the chosen wavelengths of light must have minimal tissue autofluorescence and 

optical transparency, for example near-IR wavelengths. Second, the imaging 

agents must exhibit suitability for bioconjugation, and water solubility. Low 

solubility results in aggregation, which leads to intermolecular quenching of 

fluorescence emission. The high solubility of viruses and their versatility for 

surface modifications enables their applications as imaging scaffolds. 

One of the earlier chemical modifications of phage leveraged free amines 

on the phage surface to conjugate a near-IR dye. This approach takes advantage 

of the large number of free amines on P8 and the phage surface. The alkyl-

thioether Cyanine dyes were activated with NHS to provide the corresponding 

succinimidyl ester for bioconjugation. Cyanine dyes exhibit strong emission in the 

near-IR wavelengths allowing deep tissue penetration. Additionally, the phage 

used in this example displayed a peptide targeting the cell surface receptor   

VCAM-1 to allow binding and internalization into MCEC cells for imaging.22 

Building on these results, in vivo screening tool was also developed for 

selectants from a phage-displayed library of peptides targeting SPARC (Secreted 

Protein, Acidic and Rich in Cysteine). In this example, FITC-modified phage 
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selectants were examined for binding to SPARC in mice injected with Lewis lung 

carcinoma cells. These results allowed relative ranking and elimination of initial 

leads, and could identify unfavorable pharmacokinetics or non-specific binding. 

The use of phage as a scaffold allowed attachment of up to 800 

fluorophores/phage for higher sensitivity, without losses from proximity-based 

quenching.23  

This straightforward approach to phage surface modification was applied 

to ratiometrically detect pH homeostasis and its disruptions, which are associated 

with cancer and other diseases. The ratios of pH-sensitive to pH-insensitive 

Cyanine dyes allowed normalization and intracellular pH measurements. Again, 

the use of phage allowed dye conjugation of 400-500 copies per phage, thereby 

increasing the overall brightness and signal to noise ratios. The differences in the 

tissue penetration of light at the emitted wavelengths still posed a challenge for 

ratiometric determination of pH. Nevertheless, the method allowed imaging and 

pH determination with >95% accuracy.24 In a variation of this approach, a FRET 

pair was immobilized on the phage surface modified with NHS-activated 

cyclodextrin through EDC coupling.25 Adamantyl-functionalized FITC and 

rhodamine were complexed with cyclodextrin-phage. The emission intensity of 

FITC varies linearly with protonation thereby allowing pH analysis in the range of 

5-8.5.26 Whereas, direct conjugation of the FRET pair through isothiocyanate 

functionalization on each fluorophore provided linear pH analysis in a narrow 

range from 6.4-7.4.27 
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Further extension of IR imaging employed probes such as single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), which fluoresce in the second NIR window (950-

1400 nm). This imaging moiety allows deep tissue penetration and low tissue 

autofluorescence. Despite their favorable properties, the hydrophobicity of SWNT 

poses a challenge for in vivo use. Belcher and coworkers solved this challenge 

by binding SWNTs to the highly soluble M13 phage with phage-displaying a 

SWNT-binding peptide on P8. This allowed imaging at low concentrations of 2 

μg/mL with penetration of up to 2.5 cm in matrigel-based tissue samples. Phage 

served as an ideal scaffold, as P3 displayed a SPARC-binding peptide for tumor 

targeting, thus, combining both the imaging and tumor homing moieties.28 The 

system could be used as probes for image-guided surgery of sub-millimeter 

tumors.29 In a related study, the bacterial enzyme sortase was used to 

chemoenzymatically attach fluorophores to P8 amines. Sortase recognizes its 

substrate, LPXTG peptide tagged on the fluorophore, and cleaves between the T 

and G residues leading to the generation of an acyl enzyme intermediate. Next, 

nucleophilic attack by the phage amines results in conjugation to the fluorophore. 

By introducing an orthogonal reaction, sortases increase the versatility of phage 

surface modifications.30 

Imaging techniques such as MRI and radiolabeling have also incorporated 

phage as scaffolds. For example, magnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles, bearing a 

positive charge, were assembled on the surface of triglutamate-displaying phage 

vector by electrostatic interactions, resulting in ≈26 nanoparticles/phage targeted 
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to SPARC receptors using a P3-displayed peptide. This approach allows 

increased delivery to the target site and consequently improves image contrast. 

Phage, again proved efficient as the scaffold bearing multiple nanoparticle 

copies, compared to conventional technique, which would deliver single 

nanoparticles.31 Additionally, electrostatic interactions can drive phage to form 

biomimetic structures with noble metals such as Au and Ag for tumor imaging 

and photodynamic therapy.32  

Due to the inherent specificity of phage for F+ bacteria, radiolabeled phage 

provide additional opportunities for selective imaging and distinguishing bacterial 

infections from inflammation. In this example, phage were functionalized with the 

activated NHS ester of mercaptoacetyltriglycine, which can coordinate 99mTc.33 In 

a follow-up study, the approach was extended to four different types of phage 

allowing detection of host bacteria specific to each phage, though in vivo 

specificity remains a concern.34 

Phage can also deliver hyper-polarized 129Xe-MRI contrast agents termed 

‘Xe biosensors’ for MRI and NMR. Xe has a natural affinity for hydrophobic 

cavities such as cryptophane A (CryA), but these molecular cages often need a 

solubilizing, targeting domain and multiple copies for improved sensitivity and 

specificity. The surface of phage provides the ideal benchtop for implanting such 

additional functionality. First, N-terminal amines of P8 were transaminated in a 

novel reaction with pyridoxal phosphate, Figure 1-2.16 This reaction site 

specifically introduces ketone groups. In the next step, ketone-functionalized 
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phage react with aminoxy-functionalized CryA. Additional solubility for the phage-

CryA complex was provided by step-wise attachment with aminoxy-PEG followed 

by CryA (1:10 PEG: CryA). Next, Xe bound to CryA is in continuous exchange 

with solvated Xe in the surrounding aqueous environment termed CEST 

(chemical exchange saturation transfer), with distinct resonance frequencies for 

each. 129Xe spins provide remarkable detection limits of sub-pM (230 fM) 

concentration without much optimization.35 In a following study, cell targeting 

ability was provided by P3 proteins displaying scFv, which binds to EGFR on 

MDA-MB-231 cells, with hyperpolarization of Xe providing a 10,000 fold signal 

enhancement.36 Furthermore, Xe is completely abiotic and inert, and this 

approach should have broad biocompatibility and essentially negligible 

background signal. The key issue of scFv specificity and affinity remains inherent 

to essentially all biosensors. Further developments of this element in phage-

based devices could impact the field, as the sub-pM sensitivities exceed the 

capabilities of the best molecular recognition scaffolds. 

Desired handles can also be introduced on the phage surface through a 

combination of genetic and chemical modifications. Another approach to 

introduce the bio-orthogonal aldehyde chemistry employed sodium periodate, 

Figure 1-2. This phage scaffold included P3 N-terminal Ser or Thr residues for 

conversion to N-terminal glyoxal functionality through the periodate oxidation.37 

Such moieties can then be selectively modified with aminooxy-functionalized 

glycans or derivatized-aminobenzamidoxime. The conjugation provides long term 
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stability in comparison to conventional hydrazone formation, and holds the 

potential for future development into fluorogenic probes.38 

 

1.2 Phage as a Drug Delivery Vehicle 

 
Systemic delivery of disease therapeutics can lead to side effects in 

addition to the drug’s desired activity. Toxic side effects arise from the 

indiscriminate delivery of the drug to non-tumor sites, where the compound can 

be modified, or bind inappropriately. Targeted drug delivery can solve this 

problem by more precisely dosing the disease site, and thereby decreasing the 

required drug dosage. Antibody-drug conjugates, the most successful targeted 

drug delivery approach requires expensive development and manufacturing. 

Phage offer a highly amenable platform for development, and also inexpensive 

production costs. Though a key consideration towards the use of phage as a 

drug delivery vehicle is the presence of toxic lipopolysachharides, which need to 

be carefully eliminated during phage purification. 

The tremendous hydrophilicity and solubility of phage particles has been 

demonstrated in the display of highly aggregation-prone membrane proteins.39 

Conjugation of hydrophobic drugs (e.g. Doxorubicin, Dox) can reduce clearance 

by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS). Phage-displaying DFK, a 

cathepsin B cleavage site, were conjugated to Dox through EDC coupling for 

drug loading levels of ≈3500 Dox/phage, to allow reduced dosage and 

administration frequency. Furthermore, P3 of the modified phage displayed IgG 
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binding domain for binding to target specific antibody allowing cell targeting and 

internalization. A limitation of this cathepsin linkage is the release of the drug as 

an Asp adduct, which can render some drugs inactive.40 Building on this method, 

Belcher and coworkers modified the P3 to SPARC-binding peptide, and reduced 

Dox loading to ≈257 Dox/phage. The phage-drug conjugate exhibited a 100-fold 

more potent response, with a 20-fold higher selectivity for SPARC-positive cells 

and reduced non-specificity resulting from hydrophobic adhesion to cell 

membranes.41  

Delivery vehicles have been built using phage fragments, amphiphilic P8 

proteins embedded in vesicles, Figure 1-4. The hydrophobic helix of P8 

spontaneously inserts into the lipid bilayer of the liposomes, and orients with the 

N-terminus exposed on the vesicle surface for cell targeting by fused peptides. 

Tumor targeting of Dox-loaded PEGylated-liposomes enhanced drug 

cytotoxicity.42–46 In addition, Petrenko and coworkers attributed enhanced 

cytotoxicity to endosomal membrane disruption, as provided by P8.47 In a 

variation of this approach, P8-targeting peptides were incorporated into 

PEGylated-polymeric micelles for targeted delivery of the encapsulated 

hydrophobic and bulky-structured drug, paclitaxel. Again, the use of PEG 

reduces non-specificity while increasing the blood circulation time.43,48  

Encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs has also been achieved through self-

assembly of phage and block-copolymers. Here again, phage provides 

solubilization and a large surface for target-specific modification. In this example, 
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low pH biodegradable PCL-P2VP copolymer forms a core encapsulating Dox, 

and phage form a shell for these spherical nanoassemblies of ≈200 nm diameter. 

The phage were premodified with folic acid through the EDC and sulfo-NHS 

bioconjugation, allowing folate receptor-mediated endocytosis at the target cells. 

In addition, protonation of the pyridine units in the polymer leads to deformation 

of the assembly and pH-dependent release of Dox. The method however results 

in very large sized particles, which could render them susceptible to clearance by 

MPS.49  

Multi-stage delivery vectors comprising Si, Au nanoparticles (NPs) and 

phage have been designed to improve loading efficiency, and target site 

accumulation and delivery. In this method, the components self-assemble due to 

electrostatic interactions. For example, assemblies of Au-NP and phage-

displaying RGD with an overall negative zeta potential,50 were attached to Si-NP 

bearing a net positive charge. Additionally, the pores of Si mesoporous disc-

shaped nanoparticles included secondary payload-carrying NPs such as 

carboxylated quantum dots or amine-functionalized super-paramagnetic iron 

oxide NPs.51  

Additionally, progress has been made towards the use of phage-displayed 

peptides for eliciting the desired immune response, and as a vaccine carrier. This 

approach is especially useful for the display of poorly immunogenic peptides, 

which benefit form the multi-copy dense display of the peptide. For a detailed 

account of this topic, we refer the reader to the review by Scott and co-workers.52  
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1.2.1 Nucleotide Delivery  

 

Delivery of siRNA for cancer treatment can be challenging due to this 

biopolymer’s instability in physiological fluids, and its inability to internalize into 

cells. Consequently, targeted liposomes were modified to electrostatically 

encapsulate siRNA, and phage P8.53 The positively charged C-terminus of P8 

electrostatically complexes with the negatively charged siRNA providing 

complexes termed ‘nanophages.’ For targeted delivery, the N-terminus was again 

conjugated to a cell homing peptide.54 Specific delivery to the nuclei was 

achieved through the use of liposome-transposon complex, which also 

incorporated nuclear localization peptide. The various components used 

electrostatic interactions for assembly.55 Along similar lines, DNA was 

incorporated into porous, glutathione-degradable clusters of silica NPs and 

paramagnetic iron oxide, coated with PEI covalently linked to P8 through NHS-

EDC reaction. Targeted delivery is achieved through magnetically guiding iron 

oxide, in addition to P8-displayed peptide.56 This approach holds the potential to 

combine drug delivery with tissue regeneration. An early report also described 

the use of phagemid infective particles to target and express the gene of interest 

inside the cell.57 Furthermore, elimination of the P3 expression cassette reduced 

the phagemid size, improving the efficiency of gene delivery.58 Phage containing 

a eukaryotic transgene cassette have also been electrostatically complexed with 

cationic polymers such poly-D-Lysine, PEI for efficient gene delivery.59 
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1.3 Phage as an Intrinsic and Extrinsic Antimicrobial Agent 

 

The constant rise of multi-drug resistant bacteria drive the need for 

alternative antimicrobial therapies. Bacteriophage especially lytic ones, can kill 

bacterial cells with high specificity and potency. But, bacterial cell lysis leads to 

the release of large amounts of endotoxins with undesirable side-effects. In light 

of these facts, non-lytic phage serve as a promising alternative. Removal of the 

restriction endonuclease gene renders the phage incapable of replication, a 

useful property for ‘therapeutic’ phage. Furthermore, chemical modifications of 

the phage surface with currently existing drugs allow higher drug loading 

combined with targeted delivery. Thus, a high concentration of the drug results in 

the bacterial cell environment, increasing the drug potency. 

In earlier studies, P8 amines were conjugated to NHS-activated 

chloramphenicol-prodrug on phage-displaying an S. aureus targeting peptide on 

P3. Chloramphenicol prodrug was achieved by coupling with glutaric anhydride, 

which was active off-phage as a result of serum-based proteases.60 In a further 

modification, neomycin was inserted as a hydrophilic aminoglycoside solubility 

enhancing linker, countering the hydrophobicity of the drug, which can disrupt 

phage stability at high concentrations. The NHS-activated chloramphenicol was 

first conjugated to amine group on neomycin. Next, the chloramphenicol-

neomycin adduct was conjugated to P8 carboxyl groups through EDC coupling, 

improving the drug loading to almost 10,000 chloramphenicol molecules/phage. 

The phage-drug complex was also found to be 20,000 fold more potent than free 
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drug, as opposed to the 20-fold improvement obtained without the linker.61 In 

mice-based studies, chloramphenicol-phage complex was found to be non-toxic 

with low clearance rate from blood, and also generated a reduced immunogenic 

response compared to unconjugated phage.62 These results expand on the now-

classic phage infectivity approaches to antibiotics, leveraging the high density 

workbench on the phage surface for drug delivery to cells.  

Silverized materials offer another interesting anti-bacterial approach that 

minimizes the risk of developing resistance. Glutaraldehyde enables phage 

crosslinking to generate micrometer-scale diameter phage fibers. The phage 

used were genetically modified to display a tri-Glu peptide to enhance the 

negative charge on the phage surface. This highly anionic surface bound silver 

ions due to electrostatic interactions. These silverized phage demonstrate rapid 

bactericidal action within 300 μm of the fiber. Such silverized phage coatings 

retained their anti-microbial activity even on Kevlar fibers, for use in future 

material development.63 

 

1.4 Phage as a Biomimetic Matrix for Tissue Regeneration 

 
Regeneration scaffolds focus on mimicking the inherent relationship 

between the cell and its extracellular matrix (ECM). Phage can provide both the 

ECM structure and chemical cues. For example, liquid crystalline films comprised 

of self-assembled phage can serve as a scaffold providing a number of desirable 

properties, including long rod shape, nanometer-scale size, monodispersity, 
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topographical features such as indentations and grooves, and the ability to attach 

ligands for cell-adhesion and growth. One early application applied aligned and 

self-assembled thin films of phage. Next, the phage amines were modified 

through reaction with alkyne-functionalized NHS ester, which was further 

conjugated to azide-functionalized RGD peptides. The RGD peptides are 

implicated in cellular recognition and attachment mediated through integrins. The 

click chemistry bioconjugation proceeds in aqueous media, at room 

temperatures, with typically high efficiencies, and can readily attach a variety 

azide-derivatized moieties. The approach enables high density display with some 

control over RGD peptide levels through the bioconjugation conditions. The 

approach enhances cell adhesion and growth on the surface of these phage 

films, as observed for NIH3T3 cells.64  

In a related study, high density display of cell adhesion peptides applied 

selection for peptide linkers to either RGD or IKVAV sequences. These 

selectants displayed the cell adhesion peptides on every copy of P8, and were 

used to compose a 3D phage-based fibrilar matrix for neural progenitor cell 

growth.65 In a subsequent study, two-dimensional films were obtained by 

subjecting the RGD-modified phage to a shearing force providing long-range 

orientation for cell growth.66 In addition to the chemical cues for tissue adhesion 

provided by RGD-displaying phage, display of the streptavidin binder HPQ 

(biotin-like peptide) sequence allows dense conjugation of large growth factors 
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such as FGFb and NGF, which provide biochemical cues for neural progenitor 

cell differentiation.67  

Charge-based binding to the phage surface is a straightforward 

modification requiring little additional processing or reagents, Figure 1-4. Lee and 

coworkers deposited phage films on gold-coated glass slides to further 

characterize cell proliferation. As a lab-on-a-chip platform, the slides were first 

coated with positively charged cysteamine allowing charged layer stacking of 

negatively charged phage. Next, the growth of NIH3T3 cells was monitored using 

SPR spectroscopy. Cell proliferation directly correlated with growth factor 

concentration demonstrating the importance of dense bioconjugation on the 

phage surface. The phage uniquely allow such density, which will also be 

exploited in drug delivery applications.68 In a further extension of this approach, 

microfabrication techniques on gold substrates allowed patterning with phage on 

cysteamine films.69 Furthermore, the generation of three-dimensional phage 

matrices was achieved through electrostatic stabilization with cationic polymers. 

Poly-L-lysine and chitosan stabilized matrices showed >90% cell survival.70  

Bone regeneration therapy has also advanced through the application of 

modified phage. Both biochemical and topographical features of the artificially 

generated matrix affect cell proliferation and differentiation. A collagen-derived, 

DGEA peptide displayed on phage served to induce the desired cellular 

response. The MC3T3 cells exhibited a significant outgrowth morphology, in 

addition to DGEA-caused expression of cytoskeleton proteins such as actin, 
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collagen.71 Similarly, Mao and co-workers generated a two-dimensional artificial 

ECM through layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly of the phage and poly-L-lysine. 

The inherently high anionicity of phage allowed the formation of these films 

without requiring additional modifications, and also assembled as parallel ridges. 

A mixture of phage displaying RGD or PHSRN (synergy site of RGD), which 

promotes RGD-based cell adhesion was used to induce differentiation of 

mesenchymal stem cells,72 and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).73 

In a crucial development and follow-up paper, Mao and co-workers 

generated a virus-activated matrix for bone repair, which requires both 

angiogenesis and osteogenesis. The pores in a 3D-printed bone scaffold were 

filled with a matrix comprising of phage. Yet again, the negative charge on the 

phage was utilized for matrix formation through chitosan-stabilization. The matrix 

was then implanted in a bone defect, where the RGD-phage induced new bone 

formation through angiogenesis and mesenchymal stem cell differentiation.74 

 

1.5 Modified Phage for Detection  

 

Early and efficient detection of disease-related markers, either proteins or 

whole cells, is key to favorable prognosis and patient outcomes. In addition to the 

parameters required for successful detection, the method should have a quick 

turnaround time and very little sample preparation, for successful development 

into a clinical test or a point-of-care diagnostic system. Phage provide scaffolds 

for both ligand display and highly versatile surfaces for further modification with 
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two or more different moieties. Furthermore, enhanced readouts are achieved 

through multi-copy functionalization of the large number of P8 coat proteins. 

Lateral flow assays (LFA) are rapid, easily commercializable form of point-

of-care (POC) diagnostics, provided key issues are addressed. For example, 

LFAs are notably poor at detecting viruses due to their limit of detection (LOD) 

falling outside the clinically relevant range. Dual-modified phage particles are 

being employed to increase the sensitivity of LFAs. The P3 coat proteins were 

genetically modified with SamAvi peptide tag, which could be biotinylated using 

birA enzyme. Next, the biotinylated detection antibody, which binds to the target 

was conjugated to phage-biotin through neutravidin. Additionally, the P8 coat 

proteins were modified to enhance visualization of the LFA readout. First Traut’s 

reagent functionalized the P8 amines with a free thiol. Next, the thiol was 

conjugated to maleimide-functionalized horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme. 

This approach requires addition of TMB as a substrate for HRP, thus detection is 

not reagent-free. Nevertheless, the study provided a detection limit of 104 pfu/mL 

for MS2 viruses.75 Subsequently, a 100-fold lower LOD directly compared to 

conventional Au nanoparticles was observed for noroviruses, specifically Norwalk 

virus like particles.76 In a subsequent study, the detection antibody was replaced 

with an aptamer linked to P3 through a biotinylated PEG linker and neutravidin, 

as before.77 The combination of aptamers and phage-displayed peptides could 

allow more diverse libraries and novel selections. 
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Fluorescence combined with diffraction-limited objects such as phage 

addresses the lack of quantitativeness associated with LFAs. For example, 

Willson and Conrad research teams designed phage labeled with fluorescent 

dyes, allowing the use of automated image processing and direct counting, 

assisting quantification.78 As described above, P3 were functionalized with 

detection antibodies, whereas the P8 amines were conjugated to the succinimidyl 

ester of Alexa Fluor 555. This approach eliminates the need for addition of HRP  

substrates. The system provided a 104 pfu/mL LOD. However, the limited 

dynamic range resulted in saturation at 100 pfu/strip. Setting aside the need for 

sophisticated optics, stability and photobleaching of fluorogenic dyes, the 

approach illustrates dual conjugation to phage for sensitive detection of viruses. 

Tests for circulating tumor cells (CTCs) promise to identify metastasizing 

cells for distinguishing cancer aggressiveness and monitoring the course of the 

disease. In particular, sensitivity, specificity and cell viability for tumor  

heterogeneity analysis, remain key unsolved challenges. M13 phage could solve 

such issues because they offer multipoint functionalization. However, the non-

specific binding between viruses and the multitude of cell surface receptors must 

be eliminated. Towards this goal, we have generated viruses modified with 

various architectures of PEG and PEGylated ligands for prostate cancer cell 

detection.79 PEG or PEGylated ligands were functionalized with azides or 

maleimides and conjugated to on-phage oligolysine (Lys14) peptide ‘wrappers’ 

functionalized with alkyne or thiol functionalities, Figure 1-4. In these 
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experiments, PEG contributes multiple essential functions. First, PEG disrupts 

non-specific adhesion, a conventional role for PEG. Second, PEG spaces the 

multiple ligands to control the relative spatial configuration for optimal avidity-

based binding. Third, PEG was used to anchor non-genetically encoded ligands 

on the phage. The flexibility and versatility of PEG was required in these roles, 

but the two step attachment through wrappers was necessary to avoid 

encapsulation of the oligolysine peptide by PEG. The oligolysine wrappers utilize 

the high negative charge present on the phage surface to electrostatically bind to 

the phage. PEG polymers provide an ≈80% reduction in non-specific binding, and 

the ligands selectively bind to and capture from solution, PSMA-positive LNCaP 

cells.79 We plan to incorporate these PEGylated viruses in film-based biosensors 

for the sensitive detection of cells.  

In another study utilizing PEGylated phage, anti-Her2 antibodies were 

conjugated to P8 amines using a 6-arm-PEG15K-NHS linker. The technique 

allowed placement of ≈150 antibodies per phage particle. Phage were also linked 

to magnetic particles conjugated to anti-P3 antibody. With 250 target cells mixed 

with leukocytes (4 × 106 cells/mL), the group achieved an unprecedented >90% 

capture efficiency, with 80% purity and >85% cell viability. The capture purity 

dropped to 40% when the number of target cells dropped to 25 in the mixture. 

Notably, non-specific capture was unobserved.80  

Towards detection of analytes at low concentrations, SERS provides a 

sensitive technique acquiring raman scattering signals from surface-adsorbed 
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molecules. The enhancement in signal is obtained through the incorporation of 

Au or Ag noble metal nanoparticles. Pasqualini, Arap and coworkers ascribe the 

assembly of phage into a hydrogel from a Au colloidal solution, through the net 

positive charge of P8 coat protein (pI 9.4).50 However, under their conditions (pH 

7.0 and imidazole), the thiols of cysteine side chains are likely to form Au-S 

bonds in the hydrogel. Such cysteines are present through misincorporation .81 In 

the hydrogel, phage displayed peptides target αv integrins on melanoma cells. 

The levels of imidazole used for hydrogel formation governed internalization or 

cell surface localization of the material. The approach was advanced by 

designing Ag nanoparticle-phage assemblies based on electrostatic interactions 

without imidazole. P8-displayed peptide was selected for affinity to lymphoma 

U937 cells, and bioconjugation to fluorescein isothiocyanate allowed in vitro 

imaging. Phage binding to the cells generated a distinct shift in raman peaks, 

which benefits from Ag nanoparticles providing a much higher signal to noise 

ratio. In this assay, cells were immobilized for detection, thus, capture efficiency 

and sensitivity require further development.82 

In another interesting approach, Cha and coworkers phosphine-stabilized 

Au nanoparticles aggregated on thiolated-phage to provide an optical indicator of 

antigen binding. Phage displaying a peptide ligand for IgG were thiolated by 

covalent conjugation to cysteamine using the amide forming EDC reagent. Next, 

biotin-IgG bound phage were concentrated on a streptavidin-modified surface. 

The addition of Au-nanoparticles leading to their aggregation on the phage 
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surface generated a red shift, which was visually detectable at 100 fmol biotin-

IgG concentrations.83 To quantify biotin-IgG concentration, thiolated-phage were 

next conjugated to maleimide-functionalized DNA with the sequence of A30. 

Thiols were introduced by reaction with N-succinimidyl 3-[2-pyridyldithio]-

propionate (SPDP). Next, captured phage were detected using complementary 

T15-modified Au nanoparticles. Subsequently, DNA-Au NPs were eluted with T30-

DNA to produce a quantitative result with 25 fmole LOD.84 Within the long phage, 

inter- and intramolecular crosslinking presents challenges to this approach. 

To further improve the selectivity of conjugation, Cha and coworkers 

derivatized the IgG-binding phage with aldehyde groups. P8 amines were first 

reacted with succinimidyl 4-formylbenzoate to introduce an aldehyde 

functionality. This functionality can provide more reliable conjugation to 

hydrazine-derivatized DNA. In parallel, Au NPs were modified to not just bind to 

phage but also generate a SERS signal. Ag-modified Au NP with complementary 

DNA, also carried Cy3. A further enhancement in SERS signal was achieved 

through introduction of additional layers of these SERS-active NPs on the same 

IgG-bound phage. In these applications, phage provides an ideal benchtop for 

conjugation to multiple entities, which lead to an enhanced signal to noise ratio.85 

Fluorophores such as Alexa Fluor, conjugated to P8 amines have also 

been employed by Belcher and coworkers for bacterial cell detection and 

imaging. The P3 proteins were genetically modified to display BAP (Biotin 

Acceptor Peptide), which after biotinylation bound to a streptavidin modified 
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antibody for S. aureus. As expected, phage due to their inherent binding for F-

positive cells, detected such E. coli strains without the need for further 

modification with antibody. The detection and imaging was also performed in 

vivo, though for efficient treatment with antibiotics, the specificity of bacterial 

strain detection would be crucial.86 

 

1.5.1 Phage as a Biological Recognition Unit in Biosensors  

 

Traditionally, antibodies have been used for biological recognition in 

biosensors. But antibodies have limitations such as the high cost of production, 

and require an antigenic target. Phage can serve as a cost-effective, easily 

modifiable alternative to antibodies, and also hold the potential for label free 

detection. A large number of approaches for phage incorporation into biosensors 

have been described. Broadly classifying the approaches as either covalent or 

non-covalent phage incorporation, reveals key trends.  

For example, covalently modified silicon nitride chip surfaces for light 

addressable potentiometric sensing of the MDAMB231 cancer cell line. The chip 

surface was first treated with APTES to generate free amines, which were then 

converted to aldehydes using glutaraldehyde. Next, P8-amines reacted with the 

surface to form imines. Like most such approaches, the chip surface required 

blocking with bovine serum albumin to prevent non-specific signal generation. 

This method proved useful for the detection of bigger moieties such as cells, but 
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ineffective at detecting smaller biomolecules. Again, P8 amines serve as a easily 

modifiable handle for phage incorporation and immobilization.87 

Similarly, we have developed biosensors with phage covalently attached 

to the gold surface. First, the gold surface was modified with NHS-thioctic ester 

leading to a thiol-gold bonded self-assembled monolayer (SAM). Next, P8 

amines reacted with the activated NHS ester providing the virus electrodes. Upon 

analyte binding, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy provided a 

corresponding readout as an increase in the impedance.88,89 A 120 nM LOD was 

obtained for prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) through recognition by 

phage-displayed peptide ligands. Despite the ease of detection, low signal to 

noise and sensitivity of detection remained key issues, and also required 

passivation of the unmodified gold surface through blocking with additional 

proteins such as BSA.88 In a subsequent study, the approach was used in 

conjunction with quartz crystal microbalance providing a 7 nM LOD for anti-M13 

antibody.90 

Non-covalent incorporation of phage into biosensors invariably relies on 

the surface charge of phage. The biggest advantage of using this method, 

besides the need for little or no other chemical reagents required, is the tunability 

of the resulting film. In general, the surface charge and thickness can be easily 

modified. Mao and coworkers modified the phage surface charge to generate a 

polycationic surface through display of four arginine residues. Next, LBL 

assembly was used to generate alternate films of such viruses and negatively 
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charged Au-nanoparticles, simply by immersion in the solution. The resulting 

nanocomposite films displayed a unique SPR spectra, which was responsive to 

environmental humidity due to its effect on inter-nanoparticle spacing.91 

To improve the sensitivity of the device, we switched to non-covalent 

immobilization of phage in electrically conducting films. Composite films are 

deposited on the surface of a planar gold electrode consisting of a conducting 

organic polymer PEDOT (poly-3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene) into which virus 

particles are incorporated during polymerization. PEDOT in perchlorate solution 

undergoes an oxidation reaction resulting in a p-doped positively charged 

polymer. These PEDOT units associate with the negatively charged phage as the 

counter ion during deposition on gold. PEDOT-nanowires synthesized via 

lithographically patterned nanowire electrodeposition obtained a ≈20 nM LOD for 

anti-M13 antibody.92 The method was extended to the detection of PSMA and 

provided a 66 nM LOD in synthetic urine.93 This detection approach doesn’t 

require the addition of redox reporter species, or gold surface passivation to 

prevent non-specificity, though priming of the gold surface with PEDOT was 

necessary before plating of virus-PEDOT. This technique appears to block non-

specific binding due to complete coverage of the gold surface with PEDOT. 

The architecture of the devices likely plays a crucial role in the device 

sensitivity. For example, a modified approach deposited virus-PEDOT composite 

as films on the surface of a planar gold electrode, without the need for priming 

the gold electrode with PEDOT, unlike previous nanowire virus-PEDOT 
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synthesis.94,95 In contrast to the above mentioned studies, virus-PEDOT films can 

be generated and the analyte detected in about an hour, compared to >24h 

working time for SAM-based approaches. Furthermore, without optimizing this 

approach provided a 6 nM LOD for anti-M13 antibody. This method provides a 

lower LOD for the antibody as each phage presents ≈2700 epitopes for antibody 

binding. The remaining challenge at this stage was the sensitivity required for 

cancer biomarker detection.94 

In a subsequent study, we developed the concept of ‘phage wrapping’ to 

increase the density of ligands present on the surface of the phage for increased 

sensitivity through avidity and bidentate binding mode. One ligand to PSMA was 

genetically displayed through the phagemid system, whereas the second peptide 

ligand was conjugated to an oligolysine (Lys14) peptide. Phage wrapping 

maximizes the number of ligands on phage for bidentate synergistic binding to 

PSMA, Figure 1-4. As the negative charge on the phage is required for both 

incorporation into PEDOT and wrapping, the phage-PEDOT films were first 

synthesized and then wrapped with additional ligands. This strategy allowed us 

to detect PSMA at 100 pM concentrations in synthetic urine with an osmolality of 

516.2 mOsm/kg.96,97 The technique is currently being developed into a point-of-

care detection device.  

Phage-based electrochemical immunosensors have also been applied 

towards the detection of small molecules such as the herbicide atrizine, which 

are conventionally detected through competitive assays with low sensitivity. In 
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this report, phage-displaying peptide specifically recognizes the atrazine-capture 

antibody complex on magnetic beads. Then, HRP-conjugated anti-M13 antibody 

bound to the phage catalyzes the conversion of pyrocatechol to benzoquinone, 

which can be analyzed by chronoamperometry.98 In this example, phage 

provides the ideal scaffold for immobilization of the various moieties involved in 

the assay. 

Besides the standard applications of phage-displayed peptides in 

biosensors, colorimetric sensors termed ‘phage litmus’ have also been designed 

towards the sensitive detection of chemicals. Lee and coworkers demonstrate the 

use of self-templated assembly of trinitrotoluene-binding peptides displayed on 

phage, to generate bundles that undergo structural changes on analyte binding 

providing a 300 ppb LOD.99 This example thus leverages the self-templated 

assembly of phage, and the resultant structure for a novel detection modality. 

 

1.6 Phage as a Biological Template for Material Design 

 
The precise assembly of nanoscale building blocks for the generation of 

complex structures in optical, electronic, magnetic devices or materials is often 

critical to the resultant functions of the smart materials. Key characteristics of 

such materials include monodispersed size and shapes, with desired 

composition and structure, in addition to economical and scalable manufacturing. 

More recently, efforts have been directed towards the use of organic and 

biological molecules for structured assembly. Phage, anisotropic in nature, with 
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relatively monodispersed size and shape, provide an easily functionalizable 

surface for such material generation. Phage also feature a five-fold symmetry 

axis along their length, and peptides displayed on phage with 20% incorporation 

rates will be ≈3 nm apart.100 Furthermore, the tendency of phage to self-organize 

into long-range order, such as liquid crystalline structures can provide additional 

advantages for some applications. 

1D-Micro and nano-sized phage fibers with high surface-to-volume ratios 

can be generated through electrospinning with glutaraldehyde cross-linking. 

Belcher and coworkers showed the generation of virus-PVP (polyvinyl pyrolidone, 

a highly water soluble material) composite fibers with nematic ordered 

morphologies.101 Phage-based functional fibers were achieved through 

conjugation of P8 carboxylates to amine-functionalized cadmium selenide 

quantum dots prior to electrospinning.102 Silverized phage fibers, and coatings on 

Kevlar fibers have also been developed through electrostatic interactions and 

crosslinking.63 The surface charge on phage can also be achieved by reacting 

the P8 amines with glutaric anhydride, providing multiple carboxylic acid 

residues. This highly anionic surface adheres to polyaniline, in the presence of 

poly-sulfonated styrene to generate highly conductive composite fibers.103  

Hybridization of DNA strands attached to the phage can dictate specific 

geometries and therefore properties of the resultant materials.  The versatility of 

the phage surface can provide specific attachment sites at either termini for DNA 

modification, which, in turn, allows reversible ligation. Thiolated-DNA strands 
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were conjugated to P3 or P9 through maleimide-functionalized substrates for 

sortase-mediated bioconjugation reactions. The method allowed sequential 

linking of three different phage types in the desired order.104 

Two-dimensional assembly of viruses has also been achieved for NP 

nucleation and other purposes. Multilayers of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, 

linear-polyethyleneimine (LPEI) and polyacrylic acid (PAA) display characteristic 

interdiffusion between layers. A dropcast phage layer competes with PAA for 

binding to LPEI. The stronger affinity of PAA for LPEI forces the phage towards 

the surface, and results in the formation of a highly ordered phage monolayer.105 

These sandwiched stacks of LBL assembled LEPI-PAA can be patterned using a 

capillary-assisted molding approach.106 Such LBL assemblies of phage have also 

been generated on carboxylate-functionalized graphene-oxide sheets. P3-

displayed peptide with affinity for the carboxylate functionalities of graphene 

oxide orients the phage, and external shear force provides alignment. Stacking of 

such layers generates ultrathin nanomesh membranes with highly selective pore 

sizes suitable for water-treatment applications.107  

 

1.6.1 Inorganic Nucleation  

 

In earlier studies, peptides binding to semiconductors with the selectivity to 

recognize crystal composition and crystalline faces were obtained through 

phage-displayed libraries. This work lays the foundation for organic materials to 

be used for the structural assembly of inorganic materials.108 Similarly, phage-
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displayed peptides selected to recognize ZnS crystals, direct alignment and 

nucleation into 3D smectic layered structures,109 and quantum dot and highly 

conductive nanowires,110,111 and also superparamagnetic nanoparticles.112 

Multicomposite materials have also been generated through utilization of 

the polyanionic phage surface. Metals such as Rh, Pd, Ru complex to form 

cationic species in aqueous solutions. Such materials can nucleate on the phage 

surface. These aggregated nanoparticles remain anchored on the surface after 

sodium borohydride reduction. For bifunctional materials, P3 proteins were 

genetically modified to bind Fe3O4 for magnetic separation. A key limitation of this 

approach is the failure to nucleate metals such as Au and Pt, which typically form 

anionic species in solutions.113  

The polyanionic phage surface has also been utilized to biomimic the 

composition and orientation of crystallized minerals for bone-like material 

fabrication. The biggest challenge in this area is the lack of precise control over 

1D organization. Mao and coworkers loaded Ca2+ onto phage to generate phage 

bundles held together by electrostatic interactions. Furthermore, the helically 

chiral phage surface allows precise alignment of Ca2+ for nucleation and 

crystallization of hydroxyapatite.114 Hierarchical fibril architecture resembling 

bone ECM was further achieved through the combination of collagen with 

increased phage anionicity through Glu8 phagemid display.115 The development 

of such biomaterials mimicking bone ECM could allow bone regeneration therapy 

especially in combination with bone repair as discussed in section 1.4 above. In 
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another example, phage films treated with apatite precursor solution provided a 

template for biomineralization leading to the formation of tooth enamel-like 

composites.116  

Mesoporous Si structures have widely varied applications including 

catalysis, adsorbents, and drug delivery agents. However, the generation of 

highly ordered structures is a major challenge. In addition, the shape, size and 

morphology of the pores can govern the incorporation of functional materials 

such as Au acting as a heterogeneous catalyst. Monodispersed phage serve as 

an ideal template providing ordered pore lattices, and a benchtop for introducing 

a variety of chemical handles for further modification or nucleation of metals. Mao 

and coworkers utilized the surface charge on phage for anchoring APTES, which 

acts as a nuclei for polycondensation of TEOS leading to SiO2 formation. They 

authors further examined the effect on pore structures with varying charges on 

the phage surface.117 Campero and coworkers applied phage reacted with N-

succinimidyl S-acetylthioacetate or N-succinimidyl S-acetylthiopropionate to 

display thiols providing nucleation sites for metal NP formation.  The Au NPs thus 

incorporated were catalytically active, and allowed free flow of molecules due to 

encrustation in the walls after calcination.118 The phage, thus, can act as 

temporary spacers removed through high temperature treatment.  

Catalytic nanowires composed entirely of noble metals increase the cost 

of preparation. As a result, noble metal nanowires have been synthesized with 

composite materials. Again, phage-displaying a peptide with affinity for Au 
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provide powerful approaches to nanowire fabrication. The nanowires were 

extended to develop Au-Pt core-shell nanowires. The composite noble metal 

system provided enhanced catalytic activity.119 

 

1.6.2 Virus Batteries  

 

In a rather non-intuitive application, viruses have been used to design 

nanostructures for energy storage and conversion. A variety of materials and 

techniques have been employed for constructing dimensionally small batteries. 

Nanostructured materials hold the potential to improve secondary (rechargeable) 

batteries due to their monodispersed size and hierarchical organization. In an 

early study, dual-modified viruses allowed the generation of crystalline and 

uniformly packed Co3O4-phage nanowires, dispersed with Au. Such an electrode 

provided greater reversible storage in comparison to the conventional graphite 

anode used in Li-ion batteries.120 Furthermore, placement of these virus-

templated Co3O4-phage layers in the LBL assembly of solid-state polyelectrolyte 

LPEI-PAA system further improved electrochemical performance.121 Again, the 

ability of phage to form highly organized structures and nucleate materials on its 

surface allows such applications.  

Enhanced electronic conductivity of active materials such as iron 

phosphate has indirectly been achieved through phage conjugation. Phage 

nucleating iron phosphate and conjugated to SWNT serve as cathodes with no 

apparent affect on capacity retention up to 50 cycles.122 Replacing 1D-SWNT 
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with 2D-graphene in phage-based cathodes increases the battery’s specific 

capacity.123 Additionally, SWNTs coated with polyaniline provide materials with 

high electrical conductivity. First, phage binding to SWNTs through a displayed 

peptide were cross-linked using glutaraldehyde to generate a hydrogel scaffold. 

A porous film of polyaniline was next synthesized on the hydrogel. Phage 

provides the ideal benchtop for uniform and dense contact area between SWNTs 

and polyaniline leading to high specific capacity. In addition, phage eliminates the 

requirement for solubilizing agents for otherwise aggregation-prone materials.124 

In another variation, phage nucleating different compositions of transition metal 

(Co, Mn) oxides provided over two-fold increased specific capacities.125 

Methanol fuel cells offer multiple advantages but the cost of noble metal 

electrodes deters their commercialization. Phage selectively modified to nucleate 

or conjugate Au/Ag/Pt NPs can considerably reduce the cost with electroactivities 

in a range similar to conventional materials. First, the P8 amines were reacted 

with NHS-acetylthiopropionate followed by hydroxylamine hydrochloride to 

generate thiolated phage. Next, the thiols allowed both selective conjugation of 

pre-formed NPs, and nucleation of metals from solution leading to NP 

formation.126  

Phage, in addition to the characteristics detailed above, also exhibits 

piezoelectric properties due to the lack of an inversion center. The P8 coat 

proteins have an inherent dipole from the N- to C-terminus, with a five-fold axis of 

symmetry allowing polarization and generation of piezoelectricity.127 The energy-
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harvesting capabilities were further enhanced with the nanocrystal formation of 

perovskite-structured piezoelectric material, BaTiO3 on phage through charge-

based nucleation of barium.128 

 

1.6.3 Photosensitive Materials  

 

The development of light harvesting systems requires efficient electron 

and energy transfer to the reaction center. The subnanometer-scale phage have 

been applied to allow precision nanoscale structuring to increase exciton flux, the 

transfer of energy without charge transfer. Furthermore, modification of the N-

terminal and Lys sidechain amines on the P8 coat protein results in formation of 

FRET pairs with average distances of <2.5 nm. For artificial photosynthesis, 

these P8 amines were coupled to the carboxylate-modified Zn-porphyrin 

complexes through the use of NHS-EDC. This Zn-porphyrin phage showed an 

intense but broad Soret band at 406 nm; the broadness could result from altered 

P8 structure due to Trp-porphyrin aromatic stacking interactions, which lead to 

different excited states. Furthermore, the exciton migration through FRET was 

verified through pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy.129 This exciton 

migration ability of covalently modified phage was applied to formation of 

nanowire-based photoanode for dye-sensitized solar cells. For this material, 

anatase was used to efficiently transport electrons. This method leveraged the 

nucleation ability of phage films allowing deposition of TiCl4 before conversion to 

anatase. Phage were first cross-linked by glutarldehyde or EDC to provide a 
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stable hydrogel-like material. Hydrolysis at 80 °C and high temperature annealing 

at 450 °C of these films converts the amorphous TiCl4 to form crystalline TiO2 

(anatase), which improves electron collection. Additionally, phage can bind Au 

NPs prior to anatase coating for efficient optical absorption.130,131  

The conjugation of azo compounds to biomolecules can impart 

photoresponsivity with reversibility. But, such modifications have largely not been 

extended to materials in higher dimensional architecture. Phage forming higher 

ordered self-assembled structures could potentially solve this challenge. Towards 

this goal, phage were genetically modified to display Tyr on P8, which were then 

converted to azo compounds by diazotization with p-substituted  anilines. The 

resultant azo-phage complex retains the photoswitchable cis-trans isomerization 

of the azo functionality.132 This photoswitchable isomerization has also been 

used to develop light-responsive ligands using a disulphide-constrained library. 

The azo functionality was introduced through disulphide reduction followed by 

reaction with 3,3'-bis(sulfonato)-4,4'-bis(chloroacetamido)azobenzene.133 

Phage-based photosensitizers have also been developed for 

photodynamic therapy. Phage terminal amines were conjugated to the 

photosensitizer, 9-ethenyl-14-ethyl-4,6,13,18-tetramethyl-20-oxo-3-phorbine-

propanoic acid. Also, to achieve selective localization, P8 displayed peptides with 

affinity to the target cancer cells. Illumination with light at 658 nm generated 

cytotoxic singlet oxygen species.134 
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1.7 Beyond the Traditional Selections 

 

Chemical modifications have also been applied to increase the scope of 

phage-display based selections. For example, glycopeptide ligands to lectins 

such as concanavalin A have also been achieved using phage with both genetic 

and chemical modifications. Derda and coworkers conjugated a P3-displayed 

library with mannose. The N-terminal Ser was first converted to aldehyde (Figure 

1-2), and subsequently reacted with aminooxy-functionalized mannose.135,136 In 

another approach, a P3 displayed library containing a free Cys was conjugated to 

mannose through the formation of a disulphide bond through the use of 2-(3-

nitropyridyl disulfide ethyl)-mannopyranoside.137 Such methods present an 

alternative form of synergistic binding mode obtained through the use of phage. 

Furthermore, synergistic binding based selections have also been performed with 

a phage-displayed Cys containing peptide library, conjugated to a pre-determined 

maleimide-functionalized ligand. The approach provided a much higher affinity 

extended ligand system.138 Cyclic peptide libraries have also been generated on 

phage P3 proteins. First, peptide library containing three reactive Cys is 

genetically displayed. Next, cyclization is achieved through reaction with tris-

(bromomethyl)benzene, providing two peptide loops (Figure 1-3).139 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

As summarized here, phage provide an exceedingly flexible benchtop for 

the inclusion of a wide-range of useful functionalities. Such functionalities and 

multiple modalities on the phage surface result from a combination of chemical 

and genetic modifications. Moving forward, future examples will combine and 

extend such modifications in synergistic, novel ways. For example, we imagine 

applications with flotillas of modified viruses providing targeting, imaging, cell 

killing, gene delivery, and tissue regenerating functionalities for patient-specific 

diagnosis and treatment. To date, examples described here report cooperativity 

for up to two such functions, but multifunctional viruses could improve healthcare 

in a dramatic way. We hope, the widespread yet field-of-application specific 

modifications of the phage surface, which currently limit the viruses to up to two 

functions can be extended through the utilization of cross approaches. To 

accomplish such multi-functionality, the orthogonal reactions described above 

could be combined. For example, the materials nucleation offers fascinating new 

properties for implantable sensors. Similarly, a combination of covalent and non-

covalent modifications on the same phage particle could further broaden the 

scope of phage-based applications. The work described in this thesis utilizes 

genetic and non-covalent modifications on phage towards sensitive and specific 

detection of prostate cancer. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Sub-nanomolar Detection of Prostate-Specific Membrane 
Antigen in Synthetic Urine by Synergistic, Dual Ligand 

Phage 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 

The sensitive detection of cancer biomarkers in urine could revolutionize 

cancer diagnosis and treatment. Such detectors must be inexpensive, easy to 

interpret, and sensitive. This report describes a bioaffinity matrix of viruses 

integrated into PEDOT films for electrochemical sensing of prostate specific 

membrane antigen (PSMA), a prostate cancer biomarker. High sensitivity to PSMA 

resulted from synergistic action by two different ligands to PSMA on the same 

phage particle. One ligand was genetically encoded, and the secondary recognition 

ligand was chemically synthesized to wrap around the phage. The dual ligands 

result in a bidentate binder with high copy, dense ligand display for enhanced 

PSMA detection through a chelate-based, avidity effect. Biosensing with virus-

PEDOT films provides a 100 pM limit of detection for PSMA in synthetic urine 

without requiring enzymatic or other amplification. 

     
 

Key reference: Kritika Mohan, Keith C. Donavan, Jessica A. Arter, Reginald M. Penner, and 
Gregory A. Weiss. Sub-nanomolar Detection of Prostate-Specific Membrane Antigen in 
Synthetic Urine by Synergistic, Dual-Ligand Phage. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2013, 135(20), 
7761-7767. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

More effective biosensors could address a critical need for detecting cancer-

associated biomarkers. An estimated 29,000 men in the US will succumb to 

prostate cancer in 2013.1 Unfortunately, the lack of validated clinical diagnostic 

markers complicates efforts to develop tests for early prostate cancer detection. For 

example, a recent report concludes that the Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) test 

used for prostate cancer diagnostics is more harmful than beneficial.2 Despite this 

caveat, PSA remains an important biomarker for detecting recurrent prostate 

cancer. However, early detection of the disease could enable more effective 

treatment and prognosis.3 Thus, issues addressable by bioanalytical chemistry 

include the development of more sensitive measurements of protein concentration 

and then applying such measurements to identify and validate more effective 

biomarkers.  

Unlike PSA, Prostate Specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA) concentrations in 

biological fluids appear to offer a more useful metric for prostate cancer diagnosis 

and prognosis.4 For example, elevated PSMA levels have been observed in 

prostate cancer patients’ urine.5 The PSMA concentration increases from 0.25 nM 

to approximately 3.5 nM in prostate cancer patients’ biological fluids including 

urine.6 PSMA, a 750-residue, 90 kD glycoprotein, is overexpressed on the surface 

of tumor cells as a non-covalent homodimer in >94.3 and >57.7% of primary and 

metastatic prostate cancers respectively.7,8 Elevated PSMA levels also correlate 

with the aggressiveness of tumor growth.9 Thus, PSMA offers an important 
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biomarker for the development of biosensor-based diagnostic devices. This report 

describes the development of a biosensor capable of detecting clinically relevant 

concentrations of PSMA (<0.25 nM) in synthetic urine. 

In 2003, Petrenko and Vodyanoy demonstrated the use of whole virus 

particles as a bioaffinity matrix for biosensors.10,11 In an improved generation of 

biosensors, T7 virus particles with a peptide antigen from the West Nile virus on 

their surfaces have been incorporated into conducting polymers by Cosnier and 

coworkers to allow detection of antibodies to the West Nile virus.12 This strategy can 

offer higher density ligands for biomarker binding, as T7 phage have a high density 

of peptides displayed on their surface. Improving biosensor sensitivity through 

increasing the density of ligands on the phage surface inspired in part the approach 

reported here. 

M13 bacteriophage, or more commonly ‘phage,’ serve as receptors for 

biosensors reported by our laboratories. Viruses that infect only bacteria, the M13 

bacteriophage have a readily customized protein coat, which can be tailored to bind 

to cancer biomarkers.13 The M13 viruses have ssDNA encapsulated by 

approximately 2700 copies of the major coat protein (P8) and five copies each of 

the four minor coat proteins. Manipulating the encapsulated DNA can provide 

peptides and proteins fused to the phage coat proteins, which are displayed on the 

phage surface.13 Combinatorial engineering of such polypeptides allows molecular 

evolution to obtain displayed ligands with specific binding affinities and 

specificities.14,15  
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For direct electrical detection of biomarkers, M13 bacteriophage have been 

incorporated into films of an electronically conductive polymer, PEDOT (poly-3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene).16–20 Synthesis of the biosensor film is accomplished by 

electropolymerizing EDOT on the surface of a planar gold electrode from a solution 

that contains virus particles. During biosensor measurements, the electrochemical 

impedance of the virus-PEDOT film increases upon exposure to the biomarker, 

providing a quantifiable readout for analyte binding.21 

Modifications to the biosensing films could further improve the device’s limit 

of detection (LOD) for translational relevance. In a previous report, we have 

described phage-incorporated into PEDOT nanowires, which resulted in biosensors 

with a >66 nM LOD for PSMA in synthetic urine.22 Conventional phage display 

results in a low density of genetically encoded ligands displayed on the surface of 

the phage. Here, we focus on increasing the density of such ligands, as a strategy 

for more sensitive measurements with higher signal-to-noise ratios. The concept of 

“phage wrapping” to improve ligand density builds upon our previous reports of 

wrapping the negatively charged phage surface with positively charged polymers to 

prevent non-specific binding to the phage.23,24 The approach takes advantage of the 

presence of negatively charged residues, one Glu and two Asp, on the N-terminus 

of each P8. Since each phage includes 2700 copies of P8, such carboxylate-

bearing residues result in a high negative charge on the outer surface of the virus 

particle.25 As reported here, additional ligands wrapped onto the phage surface due 

to this electrostatic interaction, lead to enhanced affinity and selectivity for PSMA.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

2.1 Genetically-Encoded, Phage-Displayed Ligands Targeting 

 PSMA  

 

The two forms of PSMA, monomeric and dimeric, offer different targets for 

ligand binding; the dimeric form is overexpressed by prostate cancer cells, and the 

monomeric form offers a closely matched negative control for non-specificity, as a 

protein only found in healthy prostate cells.9 The relative binding affinities of two 

previously reported phage-displayed ligands,22 phage-1 and phage-2, (sequences 

and nomenclature in Table 2-1) for the PSMA isoforms were first examined by 

ELISA (Figure 2-1). Phage-2 binds with higher affinity to the PSMA dimer, than 

phage-1. Neither phage-displayed ligand binds with significant affinity to the PSMA 

monomer. Thus, the peptide ligands selectively bind the dimeric form of PSMA. The 

specificity of phage-displayed ligands for the dimeric PSMA is critical for potential 

clinical applications. Additional negative controls include phage-displayed peptides 

targeting the blocking agent (bovine serum albumin, BSA) and Stop-4 phage 

targeting PSMA; the latter phage includes an analogous phagemid packaged into 

phage without ligands displayed on their surfaces. As expected, the negative 

controls failed to show any significant binding.  
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Table 2-1. PSMA ligands, sequence and nomenclature. PSMA ligands, sequence 

and nomenclature nomenclature. The "X" in the structure describes the entries in 

the first column, and is the PSMA binding ligand; K14 is defined as a peptide 

composed of 14 lysines. 
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Figure 2-1. Phage-based ELISA comparing ligand binding to monomeric and 

dimeric forms of PSMA. This ELISA includes PSMA monomer; all other reported 

experiments with PSMA apply the cancer-relevant PSMA dimer. Stop-4 provides a 

negative control with helper phage packaging the phagemid DNA. Throughout this 

report, error bars for ELISA data represent standard error (n = 3). All experimental 

data points with the exception of the negative controls (n = 1) include such error 

bars, though often these are quite small. 
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The two PSMA ligands, 1 and 2, provide a starting point for the development 

of biosensors. For translational relevance, the LOD of the resultant biosensor must 

be <0.25 nM, and a high-signal-to-noise ratio is essential for definitive diagnosis. In 

theory, the affinity of the ligands for their target analyte should correlate with their 

usefulness in biosensor applications. For example, a higher affinity ligand could 

enhance sensitivity for the analyte. In a previous report, we described using phage-

displayed homolog shotgun scanning to improve phage-displayed ligand affinity for 

PSMA by >100 fold.22 However, this approach requires extensive mutagenesis and 

selections.  

Nature applies evolution-guided affinity maturation, but also relies on another 

approach for more rapid affinity maturation. The immune system, for example, 

applies the principle of avidity to boost the apparent affinity of a weaker initial lead. 

During the initial immune response, the IgM protein presents receptors in a 

decavalent format, allowing weak initial binders to attain higher apparent affinity 

through proximity- and chelate-based avidity.26 The large, phage surface with 

repeatitive structural motifs appears well-suited to this approach, and, indeed avidity 

effects are often present during phage-based selections and screens.27 This 

concept could provide a generalized method for expedient improvement of ligand 

affinity and biosensor sensitivity.  
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2.2 Cycloaddition to Generate the Secondary Recognition Ligand 

 

To exploit this avidity effect, phage wrapping was used to boost ligand 

density, subsequent affinity, and the resultant sensitivity and the signal-to-noise of 

phage-based biosensors. Each ‘wrapper’ consists of two parts linked together by 

the CuI-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (‘click’) reaction (Scheme 2-1).28 The 

first component, an oligolysine (K14) peptide provides affinity to the phage surface. 

For the click reaction, an alkyne (4-pentynoic acid) was coupled to the N-terminus of 

the K14 peptide. The second component of the wrapper is the peptide ligand to 

PSMA. In previous studies, the PSMA-binding peptides, 1 and 2, exhibited limited 

solubility in water. The peptides were therefore synthesized as fusions to the 

solubilizing peptide sequence K3 on their N-termini. For the click reaction, the N-

termini of the peptide ligands were coupled to an azide (4-azidobutanoic acid).   

The two parts of each wrapper were chemically synthesized using solid 

phase peptide synthesis and purified by reversed-phase HPLC before the 

cycloaddition reaction. Here, click chemistry offers a convergent synthesis, and the 

reaction takes place at room temperature and in aqueous solution.28 The resultant 

secondary recognition ligands thus provide an oligolysine half to wrap the phage 

(termed KCS for “lysine, chemically synthesized”), and a second component, the 

PSMA ligand (1 or 2), to bind to the analyte, Figure 2-2. The products formed by the 

click reaction (KCS-1 or KCS-2) were characterized by MALDI-TOF MS (Figure 2-3), 

and purified by reverse-phase HPLC to an estimated 90% purity.      
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Scheme 2-1. The CuI-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction to generate the 

secondary recognition ligand, KCS-2. The boxed 2 and K14 indicate the ligand 2 and 

oligolysine peptides, respectively. 
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Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of bidentate binding to PSMA by chemically 

synthesized (KCS-1, green) and genetically encoded (peptide 2, red) ligands to 

PSMA (PDB: 1Z8L). The former ligand wraps non-covalently onto the negatively 

charged P8 proteins found on the phage surface due to conjugation with a positively 

charged K14 peptide (blue). Simultaneous binding by the two ligands provides 

higher apparent affinity to PSMA. The inset depicts a simplified version of the 

schematic appearing in the subsequent figures shown here. 
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Figure 2-3.  A representative MALDI-TOF spectra of the purified product from the 

azide-alkyne cycloaddtion reaction. The azide-functionalized peptide-2 and alkyne-

functionalized oligolysine yields KCS-2. The calculated m/z for KCS-2 [M+] 3930.31, 

found 3930.35. 
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2.3 Phage Wrapping to Maximize Ligand Density 

 

Wrapping the phage with chemically synthesized PSMA ligands described 

above clearly enhances binding affinity to PSMA (Figure 2-4). The phage-displayed 

ligand (phage-2) was wrapped with the secondary recognition ligands (KCS-1, KCS-2 

or a mixture of the two) to generate a phage surface displaying two PSMA ligands. 

The wrapped phage were then assayed for binding to the PSMA dimer. Negative 

controls, which resulted in no detectable binding, included the PSMA ligands 

targeting BSA and Stop-4 targeting PSMA. Phage-2 wrapped with KCS-2 exhibits 

≈50 times higher affinity for PSMA than phage-2 without the ligand wrapper, Figure 

2-4. Additional optimization examined the concentration of the wrapper, Figure 2-5. 

As a result, the wrapper concentration can maximize the ligand density on the 

phage surface. The effectiveness of wrapping for improved apparent binding affinity 

is dramatically demonstrated by comparing the binding affinities of the helper phage 

(KO7) versus KO7 wrapped with KCS-2, Figure 2-6. Lacking a displayed ligand, KO7 

phage displays no significant binding to PSMA, but KO7 phage wrapped with KCS-2 

binds with significant affinity to PSMA. Taken together, the results demonstrate that 

the wrapping strategy achieves much higher affinity for the target and the wrapped 

ligands remain functional. Additional negative control, Stop-4 phage wrapped with 

K14 targeting PSMA resuled in no detectable binding, as expected, Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-4. Phage-based ELISAs demonstrating the effectiveness of ligand 

wrapping. Phage with chemically and genetically encoded ligands bind with much 

higher apparent affinity to the targeted PSMA.  
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Figure 2-5. Phage-based ELISA illustrating optimization of KCS-1 levels. A 

concentration of 2.7 μM for KCS-1, offers an approximate 15% increase in apparent 

affinity to PSMA, versus other concentrations.  
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Figure 2-6. Phage-based ELISAs demonstrating the effectiveness of ligand 

wrapping. The chemically synthesized KCS-2 wrapper converts helper phage, KO7, 

lacking a genetically encoded PSMA ligand, into a high affinity binding partner to 

PSMA. The decrease in apparent binding affinity at the highest phage concentration 

could be attributed to steric effects.   
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Figure 2-7. Phage-based ELISA illustrating additional negative controls, the PSMA 

binding ligands targeting BSA and Stop-4 phage wrapped with K14 targeting PSMA. 
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2.4  Primary and Secondary Recognition Ligands on Phage for 

 Bidentate Binding  

 

The arrangement and density of the primary, genetically encoded ligand and 

the secondary, chemically synthesized ligand determines the affinity of the wrapped 

phage for PSMA. For example, wrapping phage-2 with KCS-1 results in phage with 

an apparent 4-fold higher affinity for PSMA than phage-2 wrapped with KCS-2 

(Figure 2-8). Peptide 1, however, has a much lower apparent affinity for PSMA than 

peptide 2, as shown in Figure 2-1. Thus, the increased binding affinity of phage-2 

wrapped with KCS-1, suggests that the two ligands target different sites on the 

surface of PSMA. Furthermore, a 1:1 mixture of KCS-1 and KCS-2 wrapped on the 

surface of phage-2, offers intermediate affinity between neat KCS-1 and neat KCS-2. 

The results demonstrate that phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 results in improved 

affinity due to a bidentate binding interaction. Conversely, phage-2 wrapped with 

KCS-2 fails to access this bidentate binding mode. Thus, the two ligands displayed 

on phage, for phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1, can result in a chelate-based avidity 

effect, which enhances binding affinity beyond the gains achieved purely by 

maximization of ligand density. 

In practice, chelate-based avidity effects can be challenging to design, as 

geometry and sterics must be satisfied to allow both ligands to reach an optimal 

interaction with the receptor. In fragment-based drug discovery efforts, for example, 

development of linkers with appropriate configuration is a non-trivial problem.29 
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Phage wrapping provides a more expedient solution to this problem. The second 

ligand, presented by a non-covalently bound wrapper, can equilibrate on the phage 

surface until finding a satisfactory geometry to allow simultaneous binding for 

synergistic effect.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Phage-based ELISA comparing different ligand wrappers. The wrapper 

combination of KCS-2 & KCS-1 indicates a 1:1 (w/w) ratio of ligand wrappers. 
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2.5  Biosensing with Virus-PEDOT Films 

 

Can these wrapped virus particles be exploited to create virus-electrode 

biosensors with a higher sensitivity for PSMA? To explore this question, films of 

PEDOT were prepared on gold electrodes by electropolymerization in the presence 

of phage-2 (Scheme 2-2). The PEDOT formed in solution during 

electropolymerization, associate with the negatively charged perchlorate ions from 

the electrolyte solution as it is deposited onto the gold electrode.30 Polymerization of 

EDOT in the presence of negatively charged phage particles leads to incorporation 

of virus particles into the polymeric film as counter-ion dopants due to electrostatic 

interactions.21 The cyclic voltammogram acquired during electrodeposition of the 

virus-PEDOT bioaffinity matrix indicates that the maximum current increases with 

every deposition cycle, consistent with the expected increase in the surface area of 

the film during growth (Figure 2-9A). SEM imaging confirms incorporation of phage 

into the bioaffinity matrix; we observe both filament-like and less-extended features 

having dimensions consistent with phage integrated as rope-like bundles into the 

polymer at various angles to the film, Figure 2-10. The KCS-1 wrapper was then 

applied in vitro simply by exposing the resultant phage-2 film for a short time to an 

aqueous solution of the wrapper. For the biosensing measurements, only the 

highest affinity ligand combination of phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 was used, and 

studied in comparison to phage-2 films. 
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Scheme 2-2. Polymerization of EDOT in the presence of (A) LiClO4 or (B) phage-2, 

followed by wrapping with KCS-1 (green and blue).                                                                            
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Figure 2-9. (A) Cyclic voltammogram for the electrodeposition of virus-PEDOT films 

on the surface of a planar gold electrode. (B) Binding of the analyte to the phage-

displayed peptides in the bioaffinity layer produces a quantifiable resistance 

change. 
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Figure 2-10. SEM image of a (A) PEDOT film and a (B) virus-PEDOT film prepared 

under the same conditions. 
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2.6  EIS to Quantify PSMA Binding  

 

As we have observed in our prior work,21 the electrochemical impedance of 

the virus-PEDOT film increases as PSMA selectively binds to the phage-displayed 

peptide ligands (Figure 2-11). The real component of the impedance, R, in 

particular, increases upon PSMA binding. In previous work, we demonstrated that 

the increase in R, ΔR, normalized  by the  initial resistance, Ro, (ΔR/Ro)  can  be  

correlated with the concentration of a target molecule.21 Here, impedance data were 

acquired in PBF (phosphate buffered fluoride)-Tween buffer, spanning a frequency 

range from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz in an electrochemical cell with a Pt counter electrode, 

and virus-PEDOT film electroplated on a planar gold working electrode (Figure 2-

9B). The films incorporating phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 provide higher sensitivity 

for PSMA detection than films incorporating phage-2 (Figure 2-12). For example, 

the relative impedance change, ΔR/Ro, at each concentration of PSMA is three-fold 

higher. The noise present in this measurement (estimated as the standard deviation 

for five impedance measurements) is unchanged resulting in a much higher signal-

to-noise ratio for phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 relative to unwrapped phage-2. A 

series of negative controls validate the data obtained. The PEDOT films 

incorporating Stop-4 phage, PEDOT films lacking PSMA binding ligands, and 

PEDOT films incubated with KCS-1 result in no significant binding to PSMA, as 

expected. The specificity of PSMA binding was investigated by using an alternative 

target, transferrin receptor (TfR), which has 54% sequence similarity to PSMA. No 

significant binding affinity to TfR was observed, as expected. This experiment 
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illustrates the negligible change in impedance caused by the wrapper due to the 

small size of the wrapper. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-11. Biosensing with virus-PEDOT films. Relative change in resistance 

obtained, ΔR/Ro, plotted as a function of frequency for phage-displayed ligands 

targeting PSMA. Data collected at 1 kHz (highlighted), were used for the analysis of 

PSMA binding.  
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Figure 2-12. Biosensing with virus-PEDOT films. ΔR/Ro of the film increases with 

the PSMA concentration. Throughout this report, error bars for the biosensing data 

represent standard error (n = 5). Data was fit to the indicated lines using the Hill 

equation, resulting in an R2 value of >0.99.  
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2.7  Calculating the Hill Coefficient  

 

The biosensing data acquired for phage-2, and phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 

targeting PSMA, follows a Langmurian adsorption model. The data acquired was fit 

to the following Hill equation: 

 

Y =
Y!"#   ∗    [L]!    
[𝐾!]! + [L]!

 

 

where Y is ΔR/Ro, L is the ligand concentration, and n is the Hill coefficient.31 

Consequently, the dissociation constant, Kd and n were determined for phage-2 (Kd 

= 54 nM, n = 1.3, LOD = 6 nM), and phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 (Kd = 33 nM, n = 

1.5, LOD = 3.1 nM). Here, the two LODs, defined as 3x over background signal, 

were calculated from line fits to the data shown in Figure 2-12. The response 

obtained for phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 displays a much higher signal-to-noise 

ratio, compared to films incorporating only phage-2. Such sensitivity can play a 

crucial role in low concentration analyte detection. The n-values obtained are >1, 

indicating the presence of multiple binding sites and a cooperative binding effect. 

Phage-2 can access cooperative binding due to the avidity effect of multi-copy 

phage-displayed ligands. Wrapping phage with additional ligands leads to a further 

increase in cooperativity for phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1. Again, the synergism of 

the two ligands leads to higher PSMA binding affinity for phage-2 wrapped with KCS-

1. 
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2.8  PSMA Detection in Synthetic Urine  

 

To further demonstrate the usefulness of the approach for potential clinical 

applications, biosensing data was next acquired in synthetic urine. This complex 

solution includes water, nitric acid, urea, sodium sulfate, potassium chloride, sodium 

dihydrogen phosphate, sodium chloride, ammonium chloride and 10 other 

components; the resultant solution has a high salt concentration (a calculated 

osmolality of 516.2 mOsm/kg and a pH of 5.8).32,33 The solution provides a good 

model for the clinical challenge of identifying cancer biomarkers found in urine 

samples. Substituting synthetic urine for PBF, impedance measurements with virus-

PEDOT films were acquired as before (Figure 2-13). Having already established 

phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 as the most effective ligand combination for detecting 

PSMA in terms of sensitivity, specificity and signal-to-noise ratio, our experiments 

focused on this ligand combination for synthetic urine-based biosensing. In the 

presence of PSMA, the impedance scans for virus-PEDOT films of phage-2 

wrapped with KCS-1 follow similar trends in both PBF and synthetic urine. However, 

the lower frequency ranges differ dramatically for the negative controls. For 

example, the negative control with Stop-4 phage in PBF displayed a much higher 

ΔR/Ro; this response at low frequencies was suppressed in synthetic urine.  Thus, 

the measurements in synthetic urine resulted in higher specificity for the PSMA-

ligand interaction.  
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Figure 2-13. Detection of PSMA in synthetic urine using virus-PEDOT film 

biosensors. ΔR/Ro versus frequency for the detection, in synthetic urine, of PSMA.  
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Turning next to the measurement of PSMA concentration, the synthetic urine 

solution also appeared to enhance measurement sensitivity. The calibration curves 

in PBF and synthetic urine were overlaid for comparison (Figure 2-14, green and 

purple, respectively). At high analyte concentrations, measurements in PBF and 

synthetic urine are superimposable. Both conditions reach saturation at high PSMA 

concentrations, hence the overlap in device response. At the lowest PSMA 

concentrations, the higher ΔR/Ro response in synthetic urine can be attributed to 

higher sensitivity and selectivity for PSMA under the high-salt conditions. Phage-2 

films wrapped with KCS-1 targeting PSMA in synthetic urine, yields a 100 pM 

experimentally observed LOD. Applying the calculation to determine LOD described 

above yields a 10 pM LOD for the detection of PSMA in synthetic urine. 

Furthermore, this sensitivity requires no signal or enzymatic amplification. As before 

no significant change in impedance was observed for the negative controls.  

The high salt concentration in synthetic urine appears to prevent non-specific 

charge-charge interactions. Binding of the biomarker to the virus-PEDOT film 

generates a positive ΔR/Ro, whereas a negligible ΔR/Ro for the negative controls 

indicates a non-significant extent of non-specific binding by the analyte. The 

resultant specificity increase in synthetic urine boosts the apparent sensitivity of the 

device by decreasing background binding. This effect also enhances the sensitivity 

by unmasking a higher concentration of ligands for analyte detection, which would 

otherwise be occluded through non-specific binding. Thus, a dramatic improvement 

in specificity and sensitivity can be obtained through the decreased non-specific 
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interactions. The results suggest a general strategy for improving biosensor 

performance through focusing on decreased non-specific binding.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-14. Detection of PSMA in synthetic urine using virus-PEDOT film 

biosensors. ΔR/Ro versus PSMA concentration. The inset expands the low PSMA 

concentration region. Data was fit to the indicated lines using the Hill equation, 

resulting in an R2 value of >0.99. 
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2.9 PSMA Detection in Human Urine Samples (unpublished work) 

  

The work described in this chapter, so far, was further extended towards the 

detection of PSMA in human urine samples obtained from patients. The samples 

assayed could be broadly classified as prostate-specific antigen (PSA) positive or 

negative, based on the results of the PSA test, which is the current clinical test used 

for prostate cancer diagnosis. The PSA test results were provided with the samples, 

Table 2-2. In general, a PSA value of <4 ng/mL is considered normal, implying non-

cancerous.34 The relative capture and detection of PSMA from urine samples was 

first examined by ELISA, Figure 2-15. For this assay, the wells of the microtiter 

plate were first immobilized with a capture antibody, anti-PSMA (ΥPSMA-1) 

antibody. Next, 100 μL of urine samples were added to the appropriate wells. The 

relative levels of captured PSMA were then quantified using a detection antibody, 

anti-PSMA (EP3254) antibody. All the samples assayed showed the expected 

readouts; the samples from PSA-positive patients displayed high levels of PSMA, 

and vice-versa. The two PSA-positive samples exhibited high HRP activity, 

indicating significant amounts of PSMA was captured from 100 μL of the urine 

samples. Additionally, a 5.6 nM PSMA solution was simultaneously assayed to 

provide a reference for the readouts. And, both the PSA-positive samples indicated 

the presence of at least two-fold levels of PSMA compared to the PSMA reference. 

Furthermore, the four PSA-negative urine samples were also assayed to test the 

specificity of PSMA detection. As expected, the PSA-negative samples showed 

readouts below the 5.6 nM PSMA control assayed.  
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The ability to detect PSMA through ELISAs in human urine samples from 

cancer patients is a significant step towards the development of a PSMA-detecting 

urine sample-based diagnostic test. It should be further noted that these results 

were obtained from only 100 μL of the urine samples. Also, the urine samples 

assayed had not been concentrated to increase the apparent PSMA concentration. 

Furthermore, the samples tested in this assay are from 2006-08, and PSMA could 

have undergone a certain level of degradation. Consequently, it might be possible 

to achieve a much higher signal to noise ratio with freshly collected urine samples 

and virus-PEDOT impedance measurements utilizing wrapped viruses. The ability 

to detect PSMA specifically in patient urine samples demonstrates the potential in 

PSMA testing for clinical applications. In the future, a wide variety of urine samples 

will be analyzed to test for sensitivity and specificity of PSMA detection. 
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Sample 
number 

Study Identification 
number Date PSA Value 

(ng/mL) 

1 A00000304 1/30/08 45.3 

2 A00000047 12/7/06 23.7 

3 A00000043 1/30/07 0.8 

4 A00000076 8/18/06 0.65 

5 A00000215 8/20/07 0.47 

6 A00000202 3/30/07 0.4 

 
 

Table 2-2. Details of the urine samples. The study identification numbers, collection 

dates, and the corresponding PSA values for the urine samples assayed. The 

samples were provided by Dr. Dan Mercola, Cancer Research Institute, UCI.  
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Figure 2-15. Detection of PSMA in human urine samples using PSMA-specific 

capture and detection antibodies through a sandwich-ELISA. The sample details 

are included in Table 2-2. A 5.6 nM PSMA solution provides a positive reference. 

The PSA-negative samples and a 0.2% non-fat milk solution in PBS serve as the 

negative controls. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

The 100 pM experimentally measured LOD obtained for phage-2 wrapped 

with KCS-1 is a significant improvement over our previous effort, which had a >66 

nM LOD22 for PSMA. This detection sensitivity satisfies a key requirement for 

clinical applications. The chelate-based avidity effect and high specificity obtained 

due to the bidentate binding mode distinguishes this work from our previous efforts, 

and also accounts for the greatly improved signal-to-noise ratio and LOD obtained 

without enzymatic amplification. Furthermore, inclusion of synthetic urine as an 

analyte solution expands the applicability of the technique. However, the reported 

biosensing films have not been optimized. Further improvements could be made to 

achieve an increased response, without amplification, for lower PSMA 

concentrations, as demonstrated by earlier experiments with similar biosensing 

films.35  

In conclusion, wrapping phage with additional ligands can increase the target 

affinity due to a chelate-based synergistic effect. Phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1 binds 

to PSMA with a 33 nM Kd and a 3.1 nM LOD in PBF, and a 100 pM experimentally 

measured LOD in synthetic urine. Furthermore, the ability to detect PSMA from 100 

μL of prostate cancer patient urine sample illustrates the potential in PSMA being 

used as a clinical marker for early diagnostics, and biosensing-based 

measurements. In the future, the biosensors will be optimized for improved PSMA 

detection, and will be used for assaying human urine samples. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as 

received unless otherwise noted. KO7 helper phage, horseradish peroxidase 

conjugated to α-M13 monoclonal antibody were purchased from GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences. PSMA was a generous gift from Drs. William Ernst and Gary Fuji 

(Molecular Express). 4-Azido butanoic acid was a generous gift from Dr. Ting-Bin 

Yu and Professor Zhibin Guan (UC, Irvine). 4-Pentynoic acid (GFS Chemicals, Inc.), 

O-benzotriazole-N,N,N',N'-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate, HBTU (GL 

Biochem Ltd.), Tris-(benzyltriazolylmethyl)amine (Anaspec Inc.), triethyammonium 

acetate buffer (Fluka Biochemika) and sorbitan monolaurate, Tween-20 (EMD 

Science) were used as received. Milli-Q UV water was used for the preparation of 

solutions. 

 

M13 bacteriophage propagation 

The M13 phage display vectors (phagemids) containing the genes encoding 

P8 fused to either peptide 1 or 2 were used to transform CaCl2 competent E. coli 

XL-1 Blue cells, before plating onto LB agar plates supplemented with 50 μg/mL 

carbenicilin.  The cells were grown at 37 °C in 2 mL 2YT media supplemented with 

carbenicilin (50 μg/mL) until the culture reached log-phase growth. The culture was 

then infected with KO7 helper phage (1010 phage/mL) and shaken at 250 rpm for 1 

h at 37 °C. The starting culture was then transferred to 75 mL 2YT/carbenicilin 

media supplemented with kanamycin (10 μg/mL). The culture was shaken at 250 
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rpm for 16-18 h at 37 °C. To isolate the phage from the cells, the culture was 

centrifuged for 10 min at 10 krpm at 4 °C. The supernatant was decanted into 

separate tubes, and the phage was precipitated by addition of 1/5th volume of PEG-

NaCl (2.5 M NaCl, 20% PEG-8000). The solution was incubated on ice for 1 h. 

Next, the phage were recovered by centrifugation for 20 min at 10 krpm. The 

supernatant was discarded, and the phage pellet was resuspended in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS, 135 mM NaCl, 2.50 mM KCl, 8.00 mM Na2HPO4, 30.0 mM 

KH2PO4, pH 7.2) with added 0.05% Tween-20. After additional centrifugation for 10 

min at 15 krpm, the phage precipitation step was repeated as described above. 

Phage concentration was determined by UV absorbance at 268 nm (OD268 = 8.31 

nM).  

For incorporation of phage in the virus-PEDOT films, the phage pellet 

obtained after the above protocol was re-suspended in aqueous LiClO4 (12 mM) 

solution. 

 

Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis  

The peptides were synthesized at 0.40 mmol scale following the standard 

procedures for solid-phase peptide synthesis with Fmoc-protected amino acids on 

Rink-amide resin (Novabiochem). The last coupling step was performed with 4-

azidobutanoic acid or 4-pentynoic acid to yield the azide- or alkyne-functionalized 

peptides respectively. The synthesized peptides with a carboxamide C-terminus 

were cleaved from the resin by treatment with 9.5 mL trifluoroacetic acid, 250 μL 
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triisopropylsilane and 250 μL of water in a N2 atmosphere for 3 h.  The cleavage 

mixture was filtered from the resin, and the peptides were precipitated by addition of 

ice-cold diethyl ether. The peptides were recovered by centrifugation at 3 krpm for 

20 min at 4 °C, and resuspended in water before lyophilization. The peptides were 

characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, followed by reverse phase HPLC 

purification with a C18 column. Fractions containing the purified peptides were 

combined and concentrated using rotary evaporation, followed by lyophilization. The 

purified peptides were further characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 

The calculated m/z for peptide-1 [M+] 1349.67, found 1350.1. The calculated m/z for 

peptide-2 [M+] 2040.28, found 2040.23. The calculated m/z for alkyne-functionalized 

K14 peptide [M+Na]+ 1914.37, found 1914.18 . 

 

Click chemistry reaction for the synthesis of KCS-2 

As a representative protocol for the click chemistry reaction, the synthesis of 

KCS-2 was adapted from Lumiprobe Corporation’s protocol for application to 

peptides with the following exceptions.36 First, the reaction was performed at 200 

μM azide-derivatized peptide concentration in 75% acetonitrile and 25% water. 

Second, water was used as the solvent, in place of DMSO. Third, a final 

concentration of 1 mM CuSO4 was used, and the acetone precipitation step was 

skipped. Product formation was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

before purification. For purification, the reaction mixture was first concentrated using 

2 kD MW cut-off micro concentrators, and then further concentrated under high 
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vacuum to approximately 100 μL. The concentrated reaction mixture was purified 

using reverse-phase analytical HPLC. Purified product was then subjected to 

reverse-phase analytical HPLC and MALDI-TOF, to verify purity and confirm 

identity, respectively. The calculated m/z for KCS-1 [M+] 3240.05, found 3240.08. 

The calculated m/z for KCS-2 [M+] 3930.31, found 3930.35.  

 

PSMA Targeting Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 

In a phage-based ELISA, specific wells of a 96-well microtiter plate (Nunc 

Maxisorp) were coated with 100 μL/well of a solution of PSMA (5.56 or 11.1 nM) 

monomer or dimer protein diluted in PBS. The plate was incubated for 1 h on a 

shaker at room temperature. The coating solution was removed, and the wells were 

blocked with 320 μL/well of 0.2% w/v solution of BSA in PBS for 30 min, and 

washed three times with 300 μL/well of wash buffer PT (0.05% Tween-20 in PBS). 

Separately, phage-displayed PSMA-binding peptides were serially diluted along 

with a negative control (KO7) in phage dilution buffer, PBT (0.1% w/v BSA, 0.1% 

Tween-20 in PBS). The wells on the ELISA plate were then incubated with the 

phage samples (100 μL/well) for 1 h. The wells were washed five times with PT and 

then incubated with horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-M13 antibody (100 

μL/well, 1:5000 dilution in PBT) for 30 min. The wells were washed three times with 

PT, and two times with PBS. The plate was then developed by incubating with HRP 

substrate solution (100 μL/well; 1 mg/mL o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 

0.02% w/v H2O2) in citric acid buffer (50 mM citric acid, 50 mM Na2HPO4, pH 5.0). 
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Following an appropriate incubation time, HRP activity was measured 

spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a microtiter plate reader (Bio-Tek).   

 

Phage-based wrapping ELISA: Phage (5 nM in 225 μL) and 2 μL of the purified 

cycloaddition reaction product, KCS-1/2 (308.7 μM) in water: acetonitrile (60:40), 

were mixed and serially diluted in PBT. The solution were shaken at room 

temperature for 15 min on an orbital shaker. After blocking the ELISA plate, the 

wells were washed three times with PT and once with 300 μL/well of PBS-NaCl 

(PBS supplemented with 0.2 M NaCl). The wrapped-phage solutions (100 μL/well) 

were then transferred to the appropriate wells of an ELISA plate, prepared as 

described above. The wells were washed four times with PT and two times with 

PBS, followed by incubation with horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-M13 

antibody (1:15000 dilution). The wells were then washed six times with wash buffer 

PT, and two times with PBS. Levels of phage binding were quantified as described 

above.  

 

ELISA for PSMA Detection in Urine Samples  

For PSMA capture, specific wells of an ELISA plate were coated with 100 

μL/well of a solution of anti-PSMA (ΥPSMA-1, Abcam) capture antibody (1:2000 

dilution in PBS). The plate was incubated for 1 h on a shaker at room temperature. 

The coating solution was removed, and the wells were blocked with 320 μL/well of 

0.2% w/v solution of non-fat milk in PBS for 45 min. The blocking solution was 
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prepared by shaking at room temperature for 30 min, followed by incubation on ice 

for 30 min. Next, the plate was washed three times with 300 μL/well of PT, and 

once with 300 μL/well of PBS-NaCl. The wells on the ELISA plate were then 

incubated with the 100 μL/well of urine samples, or 5.6 nM PSMA solution, or non-

fat milk solution (negative control) for 1 h. The wells were washed three times with 

300 μL/well of PT, and once with 300 μL/well of PBS-NaCl, and then incubated with 

100 μL/well of a solution of rabbit monoclonal anti-PSMA (EP3254, Abcam) 

detection antibody (1:1000 dilution in PBS) for 1 h. The wells were washed three 

times with PT, and once with PBS, and then incubated with horseradish-

peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (100 μL/well, 1:2000 dilution 

in PBS) for 1 h. The wells were washed three times with PT, and once with PBS. 

The plate was then developed by incubating with HRP substrate solution with 2 

mg/mL o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride.  

 

Synthesis of Phage-PEDOT films 

A circular gold electrode (CH instruments) was manually polished with three 

diamond polishing pastes (Ted Pella) having particle sizes of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 μm on 

a polishing microcloth (Buehler), and sonicated in nanopure water for 10 min. A 

flame-cleaned platinum film electrode was used as the counter electrode. The 

electrode was placed in the virus-PEDOT plating solution (12.5 mM LiClO4, 2 mM 

EDOT and 3 nM phage). Electropolymerization occurred by cycling between 0.2 

and 1.15 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode for 10 cycles using a PARSTAT 2273 
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controlled with POWERCV software (Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN), 

at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. Synthesized films were rinsed with Milli-Q water and 

transferred to the run buffer, 0.1% Tween 20 in phosphate buffered fluoride (PBF, 

4.2 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4 and 140 mM NaF, pH 7.2). 

 

SEM Analysis 

Scanning electron microscopy was performed using a Philips XL30 FEG 

SEM at a 10 kV operating voltage. The samples were coated with a thin layer of Ir 

by sputter coating prior to SEM analysis. 

 

Impedance Measurements 

Freshly synthesized virus-PEDOT films were rinsed with Milli-Q water and 

then equilibrated in PBF-Tween buffer for 10 min. Then five consecutive EIS scans 

were acquired using a PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat controlled by POWERSine 

software (Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN), at 50 frequency data points 

spanning 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz with a 10 mV voltage modulation amplitude. The 

electrode was then rinsed with water, and incubated with PSMA for 30 min followed 

by rinsing with water and PBF-Tween. The electrode was returned to the run buffer 

and equilibrated for 10 min before acquisition of five consecutive EIS scans. The 

data was fit to the Hill equation using GraphPad Prism.37 

For biosensing with wrapped-viruses, the synthesized virus-PEDOT films 

were rinsed with Milli-Q water, and then incubated with KCS-1 (308.7 μM) for 15 min. 
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The electrode was then rinsed with water and PBF-Tween, followed by incubation 

with PSMA. EIS scans were acquired as described above. For synthetic urine runs, 

the electrode with the bio-affinity matrix was incubated with PSMA in synthetic urine 

to achieve the desired concentration. The EIS scans were acquired as described 

above. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Biosensing with Virus Electrode Hybrids 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Virus electrodes address two major challenges associated with 

biosensing. First, the surface of the viruses can be readily tailored for specific, 

high affinity binding to targeted biomarkers. Second, the viruses are entrapped in 

a conducting polymer for electrical resistance-based, quantitative measurement 

of biomarker concentration. To further enhance device sensitivity, two different 

ligands can be attached to the virus surface, and increase the apparent affinity 

for the biomarker. In the example presented here, the two ligands bind to the 

analyte in a bidentate binding mode with a chelate-based avidity effect, and result 

in an 100 pM experimentally observed limit of detection for the cancer biomarker 

prostate-specific membrane antigen. The approach does not require enzymatic 

amplification, and allows reagent-free, real-time measurements. This chapter 

presents general, in-depth protocols for the development of such biosensors with 

modified viruses for the enhanced detection of arbitrary target proteins. Building 

on chapter 2, here I provide an in-depth account of the strategies and protocols 

adopted, and the associated background information. 

 

Key reference: Kritika Mohan, Reginald M. Penner, Gregory A. Weiss. Biosensing with virus 
electrode hybrids. Current Protocols, 2015, 7(2), 53-72. (Invited Article) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter describes a general protocol for the development of a 

biosensor aimed at efficiently detecting cancer biomarkers in patient’s biological 

fluids including blood and urine. The virus electrode biosensors provide highly 

sensitive, reagent free, real-time detection of the targeted protein.1 M13 

filamentous bacteriophage, the biological recognition element, display peptide 

ligands to a specific biomarker. These viruses and their phage-displayed ligands 

are incorporated into the biosensor during electrochemical polymerization with a 

conducting organic polymer, poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) onto gold 

electrodes.2–6 Upon binding, a perturbation in the electrode’s electrical 

impedance results in a quantitative measurement of the target biomarker. In this 

article, the target analyte is prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), a 

prostate cancer biomarker.7–9  

 High sensitivity to PSMA resulted from the synergistic action of two different 

PSMA ligands on the same virus particle, Figure 2-2. One ligand, termed the 

primary recognition ligand, was genetically encoded by a phagemid encapsulated 

within the virus. The second ligand, termed the secondary recognition ligand, was 

chemically synthesized as a fusion peptide to oligolysine, i.e., KCS-1 or KCS-2 

(where KCS is defined as "lysine [K], Chemically Synthesized"; see Table 2-1) for 

electrostatic wrapping around the phage surface. The dual ligands result in a 

bidentate binder with dense ligand display for enhanced PSMA detection through 

both a high concentration of ligands and a chelate-based, avidity effect.10 
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Biosensing with virus-PEDOT films provided a 100 pM limit of detection (LOD) for 

PSMA in synthetic urine without requiring enzymatic or other amplification.1 The 

reported approach leverages two ligands with varying target affinities to achieve 

high sensitivity for the targeted biomarker. 

 Phage-based biosensors offer a number of key advantages. First, phage 

and the displayed peptide ligands are extraordinarily stable.11 For example, the 

virus-hybrid surfaces are stable for over 14 hours in rapidly flowing, high ionic 

strength buffer,4 and the phage retain their binding abilities after 6-weeks at 65 

°C.12 Second, phage form liquid crystals at high concentration, which can 

maximize the density of packing in the biosensors. We have observed this dense 

packing, which causes the phage to line-up like match sticks, in atomic force 

microscopy of our covalent virus surface.4 Third, the “kelp forest architecture” of 

the covalent virus surface, which we observed by QCM allows rapid kinetics in 

binding to biomarkers.13 Such multi-point, cooperative binding has been observed 

by SPR for a phage-based surface.14  

Most importantly, phage readily allow adaptation to arbitrary molecular 

targets. Phage display has been successfully applied to a wide range of targets, 

including proteins (as described here), DNA, and small molecules. The 

architecture described here, for example, can be applied to the detection of 

different biomarkers for a broad range of diseases simply by modifying the viral 

DNA to ligands targeting biomarkers associated with each disease.  
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STRATEGIC PLANNING 

 

Selection of the targeted biomarkers requires careful consideration. For 

example, PSMA, a prostate cancer biomarker is shed into the urine sample of 

cancer patients.15 Thus, it serves as a suitable target for non-invasive testing in 

urine from patients. Phage-displayed peptide libraries were used to select for 

ligands that selectively bind to PSMA.16–18 Theoretically, the ligands displayed on 

phage could either be peptides or proteins, but for the secondary recognition 

ligands, peptides are preferred for dense ligand display. In addition, the high copy 

number of peptide ligands on the phage surfaces increases their effective 

concentration in the bioaffinity layer.  

A wide range of bioorthogonal chemistries could allow attachment of the 

secondary recognition ligand. A modular approach is preferred rather than the 

synthesis of a long peptide to obtain higher yields of the synthetic peptide. 

Additionally, the oligolysine half of the wrapper can remain constant for all 

wrappers. Thus, it is advantageous to synthesize the two halves separately and 

substitute different secondary recognition ligands. Copper-catalyzed azide 

alkyne-cycloaddition, a ‘click’ reaction, can link the two halves of the wrapper, as 

the reaction offers a convergent synthesis that proceeds at room temperature in 

aqueous solution.19  

The generation of the bioaffinity matrix on the gold electrode may be 

accomplished by adsorption, entrapment, specific interaction, cross-linking and 

covalent attachment. Biomolecular entrapment of the viruses within a polymer 
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matrix provides robust attachment and allows the ligands to remain functional.20 

Additionally, the method is expeditious and avoids potential phage-degrading 

steps.   

The protocols in this article describe a general method for the detection of 

a biomarker using electrochemical biosensors comprising of phage-display 

ligands wrapped with additional secondary recognition ligands to increase the 

sensitivity to the target, Figure 2-9B. Three basic procedures will be described. 

First, the secondary recognition ligands are synthesized from individual peptides. 

Second, phage-displayed ligands and control phage are propagated and isolated. 

Third, the virus-PEDOT films are formed before generation of a calibration curve 

for target protein detection. As a specific example to illustrate the steps 

mentioned above, the incorporation of peptide ligands into the bio-affinity layer 

for the detection of PSMA is described here.  

 

PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS OF LIGANDS 

 

Conventional solid phase peptide synthesis was used for the generation of 

alkyne- and azide-functionalized peptides (Table 2-1). Next, the peptides were 

purified by reverse-phase HPLC, and the fractions characterized by MALDI. The 

relevant fractions were then combined, and their purity analyzed by analytical 

reverse-phase HPLC.  
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3.1 BASIC PROTOCOL 1: CLICK CHEMISTRY REACTION TO 

PREPARE KCS-1 AND KCS-2 

 
After the azide- and alkyne-functionalized peptides have been synthesized 

and purified, the next step is to link them by click reaction, Scheme 2-1, listed as 

KCS-1 and KCS-2 in Table 2-1. The reaction protocol for click reaction is modified 

from the Lumiprobe protocol for oligonucleotides.21 While working with Cu(I), the 

disproportionation of Cu(I) to Cu(II) or Cu(0) leads to the generation of the non-

catalytic Cu states. Ligands such as TBTA are commonly used to stabilize the 

Cu(I) state. Alternatively, if the reaction proceeds at a rapid rate, the addition of 

ligands can be avoided. Triethylammonium acetate acts as a buffer.  

 

MATERIALS 

Alkyne-functionalized peptide stock solution (200 μM in water) 

Triethylammonium acetate buffer (1 M, pH 7) 

HPLC grade water or Milli-Q water 

Azide-functionalized peptide stock solution (200 μM in 1:3 water-acetonitrile 

 mixture) 

Ascorbic acid 

Copper sulphate  
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3.1.1 Setting up the Cycloaddition Reaction 

1. Prepare a 5 mM ascorbic acid solution in HPLC grade water. 

The solution is unstable and should be discarded after each use. 

HPLC grade water is recommended, but not required; inconsistent 

results were observed from reactions performed in Milli-Q water. 

2. Aliquot 200 μL of the alkyne-functionalized peptide solution into a 15 mL 

conical tube. 

The concentration of both azide- and alkyne-functionalized peptides 

in the final reaction mixture will be 40 μM. Higher concentrations 

resulted in lower yields. Parallel 40 μM, 1 mL scale reactions 

should be used to obtain higher yields and more product. The 

reaction mixtures from the parallel reactions can then be combined 

before characterization. 

3. Add 50 μL triethylammonium acetate buffer solution to a final concentration 

of 50 mM.  

4. Add the required amount of HPLC grade water such that the final reaction 

volume after the addition of solutions below will be an estimated 1 mL. 

Vortex the solution. 

5. Add 200 μL of the azide-functionalized peptide stock solution. Vortex. 

If necessary, the azide-functionalized peptide may be used in slight 

excess as suggested in the Lumiprobe protocol. A 1:1 ratio 

provided the expected results with the peptides used here. 
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6. Sparge the reaction mixture by bubbling through an inert gas (e.g., nitrogen) 

for 30 sec. 

7. Add 200 μL of the ascorbic acid solution. Briefly vortex. 

8. Add 10 μL CuSO4 solution (100 mM).  

9. Sparge the reaction mixture again with nitrogen for 10 sec. 

The reaction vessel (conical tube) should be sealed immediately to 

avoid absorption of oxygen by the solution.   

10. Vortex the conical tube, and incubate overnight (≈16 hours) at room 

temperature. 

A precipitate observed after addition of all reagents likely results 

from a high concentration of azide-functionalized peptide ligand. In 

addition to decreased concentrations of the azide-functionalized 

peptide ligand, the solution can be heated to 80 °C for a few 

minutes. 

 

3.1.2 Characterization of Product Formation 

11. Combine the reactions into one conical tube.  

12. Run MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry on a sample of the reaction product to 

confirm product formation. 

α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid was used as the matrix for 

sample preparation.  
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3.1.3 Purification of the Cycloaddition Reaction Product 

13. Concentrate the reaction mixture using 2 kD molecular weight cut-off micro 

concentrators. 

In general, ten reactions were run and concentrated down to 500 

μL to 1 mL for further purification. 

14. Run reverse-phase HPLC for purification.  

The reactions were run at 40 μM, hence the product concentration 

is insufficient to run preparative HPLC. The product was purified 

using analytical scale HPLC. Multiple runs were performed. 

Fractions were analyzed by MALDI-TOF, and appropriate fractions 

from different runs were combined. 

15. Place the fractions under speed vacuum to remove the solvent. 

16. Resuspend the product to a final concentration of 1 μg/μL in 60:40 water: 

acetonitrile mixture.  

HPLC-grade water was used for the final resuspension. The 

percentage of acetonitrile should be used as needed for solubility. 
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3.2 BASIC PROTOCOL 2: PHAGE PROPAGATION, ISOLATION, 

PURIFICATION, AND QUANTIFICATION 

 

  M13 bacteriophages infect gram negative bacteria (e.g., E. coli), and 

can be readily isolated from bacterial culture. The phagemids (plasmid-like 

vectors) encode the display of peptide ligands as fusions to a periplasmic 

localization signal sequence (stII leader sequence: MKKNIAFLLASMFVFSI 

ATNAYA or DsbA: MKKIWLALAGLVLAFSASA) and the N-terminus of P8, the 

major coat protein. The signal peptide directs the resultant protein into the 

periplasm. Furthermore, the sequence also incorporates a signal peptidase site, 

which is cleaved off leading to the displayed peptide fused to the N-terminus of 

the P8 coat protein through the Gly-Ser linker (GGGSGSSSGGGSGGG). The 

order of the resultant fusion is signal sequence-(N-terminus-peptide ligand)-(Gly-

Ser linker)-P8-COOH. DNA encoding displayed peptides were introduced by 

mutagenesis.22 The phagemid also includes an antibiotic resistance marker to 

allow selections for its propagation in the presence of carbenicillin as used below. 

Other proteins required for phage propagation and assembly are separately 

provided by co-infecting the cultures with helper phage (M13 KO7). The genome 

of KO7 has a mutated packaging signal, which decreases its efficiency and 

ensures preferential packaging of the phagemid DNA. The encapsulated viruses 

are then secreted from the bacteria and can be precipitated from the culture 
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using PEG-NaCl precipitation. This protocol details all steps necessary to obtain 

purified phage.  

 

MATERIALS 

E. Coli XL1 Blue Cells (CaCl2 competent; e.g. Stratagene) 

M13 phage-display vectors( phagemids, Vrisko Limited) 

2YT medium (16 g tryptone, 10 g yeast extract, 5 g NaCl; adjust to 1 liter with 

 Milli-Q purified water, pH 7; sterilize by autoclaving) 

Carbenicillin stock (50 mg/ml in sterile water, i.e., autoclaved Milli-Q purified 

 water) 

Tetracycline stock (5 mg/ml in sterile water, i.e., autoclaved Milli-Q purified water) 

Kanamycin stock (40 mg/ml in sterile water, i.e., autoclaved Milli-Q purified water) 

Helper phage (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) 

PEG-NaCl (2.5 M NaCl, 20% PEG-8000) 

PBS-Tween (PBS: 135 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, 30 mM KH2PO4, 

 pH 7.2 with added 0.05% Tween-20) 

Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) 

15-mL Flacon tubes 

50- and 250-mL centrifuge bottles 

UV transparent plates (Corning, cat. No 3635) 

Microtiter plate reader (Bio-Tek) 
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Note: All buffers and solutions used for phage propagation are sterilized prior to 

use by autoclaving. Solutions such as PBS-Tween are sterile-filtered after 

addition of Tween to sterile PBS. 

1. Transform the M13 phage-display vectors (phagemids) encoding peptide-2 

fused to P8 into CaCl2 competent E. coli XL1 Blue cells following Addgene's 

protocol for heat-shock bacterial transformation.23 

2. Spread the transformed cells onto LB agar plates supplemented with 50 

μg/mL carbenicillin. Incubate overnight at 37 °C.  

 

3.2.1 Starter Cultures for Phage Propagation 

3. Aliquot 2 mL of 2YT media into two 15 mL Falcon tubes, and add 2 μL of 

carbenicillin and 1 μL of tetracycline from the antibiotic stocks to each tube.  

XL1 Blue E. coli encode the tetracycline resistance gene on a 

plasmid with the gene encoding the F pili, which are required for 

phage infection. 

4. Add a single colony to each of the two cultures. 

5. Incubate the cultures with shaking at 37 °C until each culture reaches log-

phase growth (OD600 of ≈0.45-0.5).  

Shaking the cultures in a slanting position improves growth as it 

provides increased aeration in the Falcon tubes. Growing the 

cultures to log phase is crucial to obtain high infection efficiency.24  

There are only a few F pili present per bacterial cell. But, if a high 
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density of cells is achieved by allowing the cells to grow past log 

phase then the F pili expression is lowered. This results in lower 

infection efficiency. The shaking incubators are set to 250 rpm. 

6. Infect the culture with KO7 helper phage with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) 

of 4.6. 

MOI can also be calculated as the ratio of the number of phage 

particles being added, to the number of bacterial cells in the culture. 

For the phage particles, an  OD268 of 1 = 5 × 1012 particles/mL. For 

the bacterial cells, OD600 of 1 = 1 × 109 cells/mL.  

7. Incubate the cultures with shaking for 1 h at 37 °C.  

 

3.2.2 Grow Overnight Cultures 

8. Transfer 150 mL of 2YT media to a 500 mL baffled flask. Add 150 μL 

carbenicillin and 75 μL of kanamycin.  

The kanamycin resistance gene is present in the KO7 helper phage 

genome. Thus, the antibiotic is added at half strength to the 

overnight cultures. For overnight cultures, a desirable ratio of 

volume of flask to culture is >3:1, for optimal culture aeration. 

9. Transfer the two starter cultures to the 150 mL overnight culture prepared in 

step 8.  

A ratio of ≈1:35 between the volumes of starter and overnight 

cultures works for most phage. Some phage grow better in larger or 
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smaller culture sizes. For Stop-4 phage (phagemid packaged into 

the phage with no displayed ligands) and phage-2, 150 mL and 450 

mL overnight culture volumes are recommended, respectively. The 

specific volumes used here were based on the size of the 

centrifuge bottles available.  

10.  Incubate the cultures overnight with shaking at 37 °C.  

As with culture size, the duration of overnight cultures can be an 

important variable, which may require customization. For Stop-4 

phage and phage-2, 16 and 19 h overnight culture durations 

respectively were found to be optimal. 

 

3.2.3 Phage Precipitation 

11. Aliquot 30 mL of PEG-NaCl into a 250 mL centrifuge bottle. Place the bottle 

on ice. 

Precooling of the centrifuge tube is recommended for higher yields. 

The volume of PEG-NaCl used is ≈1/5th the volume of the overnight 

culture. 

12. Transfer the overnight culture to another 250 mL centrifuge tube. Centrifuge  

for 15,334 × g for 10 min at 4 °C. 

The centrifuge should be pre-cooled to 4 °C before centrifugation. 

At this point, the bacterial cells are contained in the pellet, and the 

virus particles remain suspended in the supernatant.  
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13. Transfer the supernatant from step 12 to the centrifuge tube containing PEG-

NaCl (step 11). Mix by inverting the tube 10 times.  

Care should be taken during transfer such that the cell pellet is not 

disturbed.  

14.  Incubate the solution on ice for 1 hour. 

The solution contains phage, and thus the tube should always be 

completely covered with ice. 

15. Centrifuge at 15,334 × g for 20 min at 4 °C. Decant and discard the 

supernatant. 

16. Recentrifuge at 2445 × g for 4 min at 4 °C. 

After step 15, the phage pellet can appear as a smear along the 

side of the tube. This step helps collect the pellet at the bottom of 

the centrifuge tube. If the centrifuge tubes are placed in the exact 

position as before, with the pellet facing away from the center of the 

rotor, the pellet will be collected at the same spot. Care should be 

taken not to overdo the centrifugation; otherwise the subsequent 

resuspension of the phage pellet becomes harder. A 4 min spin is 

usually sufficient and optimal unless the pellet size is extremely 

small. If necessary, the centrifugation can be reduced to 2 min. 

17. Remove excess supernatant by blotting the centrifuge tubes on paper towels 

for 1-3 min. 

18.  Resuspend the phage pellet in 5 mL of PBS-Tween.  
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Tween helps disaggregation of the phage particles. Resuspension 

should be largely performed by pipetting. After the addition of PBS-

Tween to the pellet, incubation on ice for a few min softens the 

pellet, and assists the resuspension. The pipetting steps may be 

alternated with quick vortexing steps. During resuspension, the 

phage should still be kept on ice as much as possible.  

19. Transfer to a 50 mL centrifuge tube and re-centrifuge at 13,776 × g for 10 

min at 4°C. 

This step pellets the insoluble debris from the cell culture. 

 

3.2.4 Perform Second Precipitation 

20. Transfer the supernatant to a fresh centrifuge tube. Add 1/5th volume of 

PEG-NaCl and incubate on ice for 1 h. 

Repeating the precipitation steps results in a much cleaner phage 

stock, largely free of impurities. 

21. Centrifuge for 20 min at 30,996 × g at 4 °C. Decant and discard the 

supernatant. 

Since the volume of the solution is much smaller compared to the 

initial culture size, smaller centrifuge tubes (50 mL) and higher 

speeds can be used for precipitating the phage. 

22. Recentrifuge for 4 min at 2204 × g at 4 °C. Remove excess supernatant by 

blotting the centrifuge tubes. 
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Blotting removes any residual PEG, which might interfere with 

future experiments. At this step, the phage pellet should have a 

white color. The appearance of any discoloration indicates the 

presence of impurities.  

23. Resuspend the phage pellet in LiClO4 and re-centrifuge at 13,776 × g for 10 

min at 4 °C. 

The amount of 12 mM LiClO4 used should be kept to a minimum to 

avoid over dilution of the phage stock. The resuspension is done in 

LiClO4 as the phage-EDOT solution needed for the 

electrodeposition of the film on the gold electrode uses LiClO4. For 

other biological assays, the phage resuspension may be performed 

in phosphate buffer. 

 

3.2.5 Phage Quantification 

24. Quantify the phage by measuring the UV absorbance of the solution. An 

OD268 of 1 = 8.31 nM or 5 × 109 phage/mL 

For measuring phage concentration, an 1:10 dilution is preferred 

over an 1:100 dilution, as this volume avoids small pipetting errors 

that could occur with the latter dilution. For long term storage, 

phage stocks should be diluted to 40-65 nM. The stability at 4 °C 

varies, but most phage are stable for a few days. For prolonged 

storage, phage stocks can be flash-frozen and stored at -80 °C. 
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Such phage stocks are stable for 6-12 months. The appearance of 

phage precipitating from the solution indicates an old and unusable 

phage stock.  

25. Similarly, the experiment can be repeated to propagate the negative control 

Stop-4 phage. 

 

3.3 BASIC PROTOCOL 3: BIOSENSING: FORMATION OF THE 

BIOAFFINITY MATRIX AND ELECTROCHEMICAL DETECTION 

 

Next, the bioaffinity matrix of the biosensor is prepared for electrochemical 

detection of PSMA. Incubation and binding of the target analyte, PSMA, to the 

biological recognition element produces a change in its electrical properties. 

Specifically, an increase in biosensor resistance is observed upon PSMA binding. 

As described above, PEDOT is formed by the electrochemical polymerization of 

EDOT in the presence of LiClO4 and virus particles. The negative charge on the 

virus surface allows for its incorporation as counter ions to the positively charged 

PEDOT polymer depositing onto the gold electrode. The concentration of viruses 

used in the EDOT-LiClO4 solution is an important parameter. Increased virus 

concentration leads to higher incorporation of viruses into the virus-PEDOT film.25  

A 3 nM virus solution provided an optimal working concentration. The sensitivity 

for PSMA detection was further improved by wrapping the incorporated viruses 

with additional secondary recognition ligands.  
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PSMA detection applies electrochemical impedance spectroscopy for 

monitoring the change in resistance upon PSMA binding. Data was collected 

over a wide frequency range and analyte concentrations. For the calibration 

curve, all calculations performed and parameters extracted were at 1000 Hz as 

previously described.26 As a starting point, target concentrations should not fall 

below the LOD of the device. 

The calibration curve provides the relative change in resistance obtained 

over a wide range of PSMA concentrations. The negative controls must examine 

non-specific binding between the target and the components forming the 

bioaffinity matrix; measurements with target binding to PEDOT films (no virus) 

provide an important control. Such controls also must test whether wrapping the 

phage with additional ligands increases resistance and non-specific binding. The 

data obtained can be analyzed to compute parameters such as the apparent Kd 

for the interaction between target and the virus-displayed ligands, the LOD, and 

potential cooperativity.  

 

MATERIALS 

Lithium Perchlorate (LiClO4) 

Ethylene-3,4-dioxythiophene (EDOT) 

Phage stocks (See basic protocol 2) 
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Phosphate-buffered fluoride (PBF)-Tween (PBF, 4.2 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM 

 KH2PO4 and 140 mM NaF, pH 7.2, sterile filtered, with added 0.1% Tween 

 20) 

KCS-1 (see Basic Protocol 1; used as a solution: dissolve KCS-1 in a 40:60 

 acetonitrile/HPLC-grade water solution to a final concentration of 1 μg/μl; 

 KCS-1  stock can be stored indefinitely at −20°C) 

Piranha solution (optional; sulfuric acid [H2SO4] and 30% H2O2) 

 

Circular gold electrode (CH instruments) 

Polishing microcloth (Buehler)  

Diamond polishing paste (Ted Pella) having particle sizes of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 μm 

Platinum counter electrode 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode 

Parstat 2273 potentiostat 

POWERCV and POWERSine software (Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, 

 TN) 

Glass vial 

Kimwipes 

Butane Torch 

Faraday cage 
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3.3.1 Preparing the Phage-EDOT Solution 

1. Prepare a 50 mL solution of 12.5 mM LiClO4 in water. Vortex. 

2. Transfer the solution prepared in step 1 to a glass vial. Add EDOT via pipette 

to a final concentration of 2.5 mM in water. Vortex gently. 

EDOT can adhere to plastic surfaces, hence the solution should be 

prepared in a glass vial or jar.  

3. Cool the LiClO4-EDOT solution to 4 °C by incubation in a refrigerator for 2 h. 

The protocol for the preparation of phage-EDOT solution was found 

to provide best results if prepared with intermediate cooling steps. 

This solution is stable for up to a week. 

4. Transfer 10 to 15 mL, 3 nM phage in ≈2 mM EDOT solution in a clean glass 

vial. Refrigerate overnight. 

Aliquot the EDOT solution, and then add phage to a 3 nM final 

concentration. The glass vial should have a mouth wide enough to 

hold the three electrodes. Care should be taken to eliminate any 

traces of ethanol remaining from the vial cleaning step, as ethanol 

degrades phage samples.  

 

3.3.2 Physically Clean the Electrode 

5. Polish a single gold 3 mm diameter electrode (reusable). Take a sheet of 

micropolished cloth and cut it up into smaller pieces approximately 2” × 2”. 

Take a piece and paste it onto a work bench; the reverse surface has 
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adhesives on it. Place a small quantity of 1 μm diamond polishing paste on 

one corner.  

To avoid additional variables, the same electrode was used for the 

reported measurements.  

6. With some paste on the electrode surface, move the electrode in circles on 

the polishing cloth approximately ten times. Then, apply more paste and 

slightly rotate the electrode before repeating the polishing step at a fresh 

spot on the cloth. Repeat this process for a total of ten times.  

Physical cleaning involves grinding and polishing the electrode 

surface. This crucial step requires some patience. Rushing through 

this step is not advisable, nor recommended. A smooth and clean 

electrode surface can make the difference between stable and 

disintegrating films. 

7. Wipe away excess polish from the edges using a Kimwipe. Rinse well with 

deionized (DI) water. Wipe off excess water using a Kimwipe. 

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 with 0.5 μm diamond polishing paste. 

9. Repeat steps 6 and 7 with 0.25 μm diamond polishing paste. 

Decreasing the size of the polishing paste smoothens out the 

surface and improves the deposition of the PEDOT-phage film in 

the subsequent steps. 

10. Place the electrode in a vial containing DI water, and immerse the setup in a 

water bath sonicator. Sonicate for ten minutes. Rinse with DI water. 
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Sonication helps in removing any material, which might be 

physically adhered to the glass electrode.  

 

3.3.3 Chemically Clean the Electrode 

11. Optional cleaning with piranha solution: Aliquot 3 mL H2SO4 in a glass vial, 

and carefully add 1 mL of 30% H2O2. Gently swirl to mix. Incubate the 

electrode in the solution for 10 min. Rinse with DI water.  

During the swirling process, the formation of bubbles in the piranha 

solution should be avoided. H2O2 should be added very carefully 

and slowly to H2SO4, and not vice-versa. Piranha solution 

undergoes self-decomposition, hence the solution should be 

prepared immediately before usage. This step may or may not be 

needed. In our experiments, this step proved unnecessary. 

 

3.3.4 Cyclic Voltammetry: the Three Electrode Setup 

12. Flame-clean the platinum film electrode with a butane torch. Rinse with 

water. Clamp the electrode, and immerse it into the phage-EDOT solution. 

A platinum electrode is used as the counter electrode. 

13. Rinse the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Clamp the electrode and immerse it 

into the phage-EDOT solution. 

The Ag/AgCl electrode serves as the reference electrode. 
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14. Clamp and immerse the Au working electrode into the phage-EDOT solution, 

place the setup in a Faraday cage. 

The electrodes should not be in contact with each other. 

15. Connect all electrodes to the potentiostat. 

16. Begin cycling the potential with the following parameters: 

Initial potential: 1.15 

Vertex: 0.2 

Scan rate: 20 mV/sec 

Cycles: 10 

For negative controls, the films can be electrodeposited with an 

EDOT solution lacking phage. After this step, a dark blue film 

covers the gold electrode, obscuring the original gold color of the 

electrode. If this color deposition or a cyclic voltammogram as 

shown in Figure 2-9A is not observed, the process failed to deposit 

a sufficiently thick film; the process should be repeated following 

the troubleshooting below.  

 

The maximum current flowing through the circuit, as monitored by 

the change in applied potential, increases with every scan. This 

acts as an indication of increase in the thickness or the surface 

area of this porous film (i.e., more deposition takes place at the 

electrode with each scan in Figure 2-9A).  
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The phage-EDOT solution can be refrigerated and reused. The 

limiting factor for the phage-EDOT solution is the concentration of 

phage in the solution. For all procedure optimization experiments, 

the solution was reused two to four times. For the generation of the 

calibration curve, a fresh solution was used for each experiment to 

avoid introducing variation during electrodeposition. 

 

3.3.5 Cyclic Voltammogram 

17. The acquired current versus potential data can be exported to any computing 

software of choice.  

If no parameters are computed from the cyclic voltammogram, the 

plot merely shows an increase in the maximum current flowing 

through the circuit. As a result, a graphing program such as MS 

Excel can be used to plot the trace. Each scan can be manually 

color-coded. 

 

3.3.6 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

18. Rinse the film with DI water. 

19. Fill a glass jar with ≈50 mL of PBF-Tween buffer. 

The solution is stable and can be reused for up to a week.  

20. Rinse the electrode with PBF-Tween, and lower it into the PBF-Tween buffer 
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from step 19. Also, move the counter and reference electrodes to PBF-

Tween after rinsing with DI water.  

21. Allow the virus-PEDOT film to equilibrate in PBF-Tween for 10 min. 

The virus-PEDOT film is porous, and the equilibration step is crucial 

to avoid current disturbances. It was observed that a five min 

equilibration was sufficient for virus-PEDOT films but a 10 min 

equilibration was necessary for PEDOT films lacking virus. After 10 

min, the electrode can be lifted and placed back in the solution to 

avoid any concentration gradients forming in the electrode micro-

environment. 

22. Connect the electrodes to the potentiostat. 

23. Acquire 5 consecutive EIS scans: 50 frequency data points spanning 0.1 Hz 

to 1 MHz with a 10 mV voltage modulation amplitude. 

There should be no significant drift in the resistance or impedance 

values, and the impedance should be monitored to identify drift. 

This acquisition provides the native resistance (Ro) of the native 

film, the virus-PEDOT film with no analyte bound. 

 

3.3.7 Wrapping the Virus-PEDOT Films with Additional Ligands 

24. Rinse the electrode and incubate in a 1.5 mL eppendorf tube containing 200 

μL of KCS-1 at a concentration of 0.5 μg/μL. Gently shake at room 

temperature for 15 min. 
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The interaction between KCS-1 and the virus particles is 

electrostatic. Since the negative charges on the virus surface are 

required for incorporation into the PEDOT films and wrapping with 

KCS-1, the virus-PEDOT films were wrapped after the synthesis of 

the virus-PEDOT films. 

 

The electrode remained clamped during this incubation. The KCS-1 

solution is reusable, but a fresh solution was used for each 

experiment, as described above in step 16. 

25. Rinse the electrode with DI water and then with PBF-Tween. 

Care should be taken to wipe off any excess wash liquid adhered to 

the insulator on the electrode, to avoid any changes in 

concentration especially for the KCS-1 and PSMA incubation steps.  

26. Optional: check for resistance changes after phage wrapping by acquiring 5 

consecutive EIS scans 50 frequency data points spanning 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz 

with a 10 mV voltage modulation amplitude. 

In our experiments, the resistance of the films did not undergo any 

significant change upon phage wrapping with KCS-1. However, this 

aspect should be tested for new peptide wrappers. The dynamic, 

non-covalent interaction between the KCS-1 wrappers and the 

viruses in the films could potentially result in decreased levels of 

KCS-1 wrapped on the phage. However, PSMA binding to the film 
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could reduce the possibility of the KCS-1 wrappers detaching due to 

its synergistic binding.  

 

3.3.8 PSMA (Analyte) Binding 

27. Incubate the wrapped virus-PEDOT film with a 200 μL solution (of a desired 

concentration as shown, for example, in Figure 2-12) of PSMA in PBF-

Tween buffer for 30 min with shaking. 

Typically higher concentrations are measured first, but random 

concentrations can also be used. 

28. Rinse the electrode, equilibrate and acquire 5 EIS scans as previously 

described in steps 20 through 23. 

The resistance measurement obtained here is the final resistance 

of the film (R); this measurement indicates the change in resistance 

due to PSMA binding.  

29. Repeat the above experiment with a different PSMA concentration or an 

alternative target. Also, perform appropriate negative controls. 

 

3.3.9 Analyze Data  

30. Export the data from the 5 scans for both the native film and the film after 

exposure to PSMA. 

Any computing software capable of doing simple calculations and 

plotting graphs will suffice for the analysis presented here. MS 
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Excel was used for our analysis.  

31. Calculate the average resistance and standard deviation values across the 5 

scans corresponding to each frequency for both the films. 

R = Resistance of the film post PSMA incubation = RRe 

Ro = Resistance of the native film  

Each measurement will provide a set of frequencies, and their 

corresponding RRe and RIm values, the real and imaginary 

components of the impedance, respectively.  

32. Calculate the change in resistance caused by PSMA binding across all 

frequencies as: 

∆R = R – Ro 

This value is found to be proportional to the PSMA concentration.  

33. Calculate the corresponding error across all frequencies as: 

σ = √(σi
2 + σf

2)  

 where σi = standard deviation of the native film 

  σf = standard deviation of the film post PSMA incubation 

 

More than one variable is being used to compute the above 

parameter, and thus, propagation of error is required for the 

determination of uncertainty.  

34. Calculate the relative increase in resistance caused by PSMA binding across 

all frequencies as ∆R/Ro.  
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This step is essential to remove the dependence on Ro. For each 

PSMA measurement, a new film is being synthesized. This leads to 

a new Ro for each measurement. To eliminate this variable across 

different films, the increase in resistance is normalized to the native 

resistance of the film.  

35. Next, calculate the relative error as σ/Ro across all frequencies. 

Relative error is required for the calculation in step 34 with 

interdependent variables.   

 

3.3.10 Plot Data  

36. For full impedance scans, plot ∆R/Ro as a function of frequency.  

This analysis can be done for any concentration of PSMA. The 

resultant plot can suggest the optimal frequency range for plotting 

the calibration curve. Phage-2, phage-2 wrapped with Kcs-1, and 

Stop-4 phage targeting PSMA were plotted on the graph in Figure 

2-11. Frequencies >100 Hz could provide a conclusive 

measurement of ∆R/Ro.  

37. For a calibration curve, plot ∆R/Ro as a function of PSMA concentration.  

For this analysis, a specific frequency of 1000 Hz was selected. 

The ∆R/Ro values at 1000 Hz corresponding to each PSMA 

concentration were plotted. It is essential to run all potential 

negative controls to test the validity of the data.  
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3.3.11 Extracting Key Parameters 

38. Fit the data from the calibration curve to the Hill equation. 

The equation used is for ‘non-linear regression and specific binding 

with Hill slope.’ The parameters computed by the software 

(GraphPad Prism)27 include n, Kd and Ymax.  

39. The parameters obtained, n, Kd and Ymax, were used to extrapolate the curve 

to lower concentrations for computing the theoretical LOD. 

The experimentally observed LOD is determined as the PSMA 

concentration for which the ∆R/Ro is at least 3-fold over 

background. The same principle was applied to the extrapolated 

data, and provides the theoretical LOD. 

 

REAGENTS AND SOLUTIONS 

Use Milli-Q water for the preparation of all solutions and buffers unless 

specified.  

 

Azide- and alkyne-functionalized peptides 

The lyophilized peptides can be stored indefinitely at -20 °C. Or dissolve 

the lyophilized peptides in a solution of acetonitrile and water (HPLC grade) to a 

final concentration of 200 μM, with the percentage of acetonitrile as needed for 

solubility. The solutions can also be stored indefinitely at -20 °C. 
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COMMENTARY 

3.4 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

3.4.1 M13 Bacteriophage Viruses 

 

M13 bacteriophage viruses serve as the scaffold for the receptors in the 

bioaffinity matrix of the biosensor. The viruses have a ssDNA genome, which is 

encased in a protein coat comprising ≈2700 copies of a single major coat protein 

(P8), and five copies each of the four minor coat proteins.24,28 The encapsulated 

DNA can be modified to display peptides or proteins on the surface of the phage 

as a fusion to the termini of the coat protein. For phage-2, the gene encoding the 

peptide ligand is fused to the N-terminus of the P8 coat protein. Furthermore, the 

phage propagation protocol could also be modified to simultaneously display two 

genetically encoded ligands on phage.29 In each case, the copy number of the 

displayed peptide ligands on the surface of the phage is much lower in 

comparison to the total number of P8 coat proteins. Hence, the phage are 

wrapped with additional chemically synthesized ligands to increase the apparent 

concentration of ligands in the bioaffinity matrix without increasing the phage 

concentration. Wrapping phage with additional ligands provides a quick method 

to increase the affinity and sensitivity of the device due to the enhanced avidity 

effect.   

For the generation of the secondary recognition ligands, the wrappers are 

synthesized in two parts. The first half consists of an oligolysine (K14) peptide, 
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which wraps around the phage surface due to electrostatic interactions.30,31 The 

residues near the N-terminus of the P8 coat protein impart a high negative 

charge to the phage surface. The K14 peptide is coupled to pentynoic acid during 

the synthesis process, providing an alkyne functionality for the click reaction. The 

second component of the wrapper is the peptide ligand to PSMA. The peptide 

ligand is similarly synthesized and functionalized with an azide moiety by 

coupling to 4-azidobutanoic acid. The two components are subsequently linked 

together by the click reaction. 

 

3.4.2 Phage Infectivity 

A key step in the phage propagation protocol is the infection of the 

bacterial culture with the helper phage. The helper phage encodes the proteins 

necessary for propagation, and the assembly of the virus. The phagemids 

encode an antibiotic resistance gene different from the helper phage. The 

addition of both antibiotics to the culture ensures the presence of both phagemid 

and helper phage DNA in each bacterial cell. For further details of phage 

propagation and design, we refer the reader to various books on this topic.11,24  

 

3.4.3 Multiplicity of Infection  

The infection of KO7 phage into the bacterial cell proceeds through the F 

pili, which are the receptors for phage infection. The number of F pili present per 

bacterial cell are few and limited.24 Thus, the multiplicity of infection (MOI) 
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ensures high infection efficiency (equation 1). Additionally, the density of bacterial 

cell culture at the time of infection is also crucial. Cultures grown past log phase 

have high cell density, and the expression of pili decreases, which results in 

lower infection efficiency.  

 

 

 

The number of virus particles actually infecting a cell can be estimated by 

Poisson distribution as:32 

 

 

Where, 

P(k)  = Probability that a cell will be infected by ‘k’ virus particles 

  = Fraction of cells infected by ‘k’ virus particles 

If k = 0, then,  

P(0)  = fraction of uninfected cells 

 = e-m 

For 99% infection efficiency, the fraction of uninfected cells is: 

 P(0)  = 0.01 = e-m 

Solving for m:   

 m  = 4.6 

Thus, for 99% infection, the ideal MOI is 4.6. 

number of virus particles
number of bacterial cells=MOI (m)

Equation 1

P(k)  = e-m . mk

k!
Equation 2
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3.4.4 Biosensing Theory  

The bioaffinity matrix in the biosensor consists of a composite film of a 

conductive organic polymer (PEDOT) and viruses deposited on a planar gold 

electrode. EDOT undergoes electrochemical polymerization in the presence of 

LiClO4 to form cationic PEDOT units, which associate with perchlorate ions while 

depositing onto the electrode, Scheme 2-2.33 Polymerization of EDOT in the 

presence of phage particles leads to the generation of the virus-PEDOT film due 

to the incorporation of phage particles as the counter ions during deposition, 

Scheme 2-2.  

Ligand binding interactions are enhanced due to the cooperative effect of 

the two ligands present on the surface of the phage, one genetically encoded and 

the other chemically synthesized. This bidentate binding mode combined with the 

saturation binding effect can be quantified, and its parameters computed using 

the Hill equation (Equation 3) 34: 

 

 

 

Where, 

 Y = ∆R/Ro 

 L = PSMA concentration  

 n = Hill coefficient 

 Kd = Dissociation constant 

Y  =
Ymax 

 . [L]n

Kdn  + [L]n

Equation 3
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The Hill coefficient is a measure of cooperativity present in the binding 

interaction. A value of 1 indicates no cooperative binding interactions. A value >1, 

as seen in Figure 2-12 indicates positive cooperativity, whereas a value <1, 

indicates negative cooperativity. The bidentate binding mode of ligands 1 and 2 

(arising from the combination of phage-2 and KCS-1) results in a Hill coefficient of 

1.5, which demonstrates the synergy of the two ligands in cooperatively binding 

to PSMA. 

 

3.5 TROUBLESHOOTING 

3.5.1 Optimizing the Combination of Ligands 

 

The choice of ligands coating the phage surface might require careful 

selection to optimize sensitivity of the biosensor. For example, two ligands with 

negative cooperativity would be a poor choice for biosensor development. 

Fortunately, phage display selections typically result in large numbers of possible 

ligands. Various scenarios, their causes, and suggestions for improvement are 

summarized in a flowchart, Figure 3-1. For non-competing ligands, the identity of 

the genetically displayed and chemically synthesized ligand could still be a 

crucial factor due to the inversion of the ligand structure on the phage surface 

during the synthesis of the wrapper. 
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3.5.2 Phage Propagation 

Acquiring a phage stock free from contamination is very important for 

obtaining high sensitivity and specificity for analyte detection. During the process 

of phage propagation, it is essential to meticulously follow all the steps listed 

above. Possible sources of error and points of concern have been incorporated in 

the notes for each step in the basic protocol 2. Close attention should also be 

paid to the yields obtained for phage-displayed peptide. Unforeseen 

circumstances such as errors with MOI calculations etc., could lead to the 

propagation and packaging of KO7 phage, but this results in exceptionally high 

phage yields. 

  

3.5.3 The Cycloaddition Reaction 

The choice of azide- and alkyne-functionalized peptides governs the 

identity of the solvent used for the reaction. If precipitation is observed in the 

reaction mixture, different temperature conditions (e.g., heating) or solvents could 

be tried. If the reaction results in low yields, Cu(I) stabilizing ligands such as 

TBTA could be used. 
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Figure 3-1. Flowchart describing the process of designing and planning a ligand 

combination for the detection of analyte with increased sensitivity. The commonly 

observed phenomena are listed here alongside possible solutions, including 

troubleshooting the ligand combination using biological assays such as enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay. The figures provide representative data for each 

scenario. Phage concentrations are plotted along the x-axis and the assay 

response along the y-axis. 

 

 

Affinity of the ligand combination

Wrapping has no effect on the 
apparent affinity of the wrapped 

phage.

Ligands might be competing for 
the same site. Or the two ligands 
might be too distant to obtain a 

proximity-based avidity effect. Try 
a different ligand combination.

Apparent affinity of the 
wrapped phage is lower than 

that of the higher affinity phage-
displayed ligand.

Non-competing ligands. Try reversing 
the genetically encoded and the 

chemically synthesized ligands. Try 
phage-2 wrapped with KCS-1.

phage-2 wrapped 
with KCS-1

phage-2

phage-1

Ideal result
phage-2

phage-2 wrapped 
with KCS-1

phage-2

phage-1

phage-1 wrapped 
with KCS-2

phage-1

Troubleshooting the ligand combination using biological assays such as enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay. The figures provide representative data for each scenario. Phage 
concentrations are plotted along the x-axis and the assay response along the y-axis.

Wrapping enhances the 
apparent affinity.
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3.5.4 Biosensing 

A common problem encountered with biosensing is drift observed in the 

impedance values during EIS. The possible causes leading to drifting values and 

the corresponding solutions have been summarized as a flowchart in Figure 3-2. 

Non-specific binding observed during the biosensing experiments could be 

attributed to impurities in the materials or deteriorated reagent stocks. Phage and 

peptide purity is essential for low background measurements. 
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Figure 3-2. Flowchart listing the possible problems, the corresponding sources of 

errors, and the recommended troubleshooting steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The virus-PEDOT film did not plate correctly

The virus-EDOT solution is not 
adequately refrigerated

The electrode is not completely clean

This simple step can create the largest 
number of problems

Impedance values are drifting

Possibly caused by insufficient 
equilibration of the film with the 

run-buffer

The phage stock is old
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ANTICIPATED RESULTS 

Basic protocols 1 and 2 provide the materials necessary for the generation 

of the bioaffinity layer. These materials can then be applied to the detection of the 

cancer biomarker, as described in basic protocol 3. Once a clinically relevant limit 

of detection has been obtained for biosensing with virus-PEDOT films, the assay 

setup can be used for clinical research with biological fluids from cancer patients. 

 

TIME CONSIDERATIONS 

Once the purified azide- and alkyne-functionalized peptides have been 

synthesized and purified, basic protocol 1 can be completed in 3-4 days. Basic 

protocol 2 takes a total of three days including the transformation step. The 

majority of the effort required for phage propagation occurs on day 3 with the 

phage precipitation. For basic protocol 3, each experiment from the cleaning of 

the electrode to measuring the final resistance upon PSMA incubation takes ≈2.5 

hours. With previously prepared, equilibrated and calibrated phage-PEDOT films 

in device form, five redundant measurements could theoretically be completed in 

minutes or less.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Engineering Chemically Modified Viruses for Prostate 
Cancer Cell Recognition 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

Specific detection of circulating tumor cells and characterization of their 

aggressiveness could improve cancer diagnostics and treatment. Metastasis 

results from such tumor cells, and causes the majority of cancer deaths. 

Chemically modified viruses could provide an inexpensive and efficient approach 

to detect tumor cells and quantitate their cell surface biomarkers. However, non-

specific adhesion between the cell surface receptors and the virus surface 

presents a challenge. This report describes wrapping the virus surface with 

different PEG architectures, including as fusions to oligolysine, linkers, spacers 

and scaffolded ligands. The reported PEG wrappers can reduce by >75% the 

non-specific adhesion of phage to cell surfaces. Dynamic light scattering verified 

the non-covalent attachment by the reported wrappers as increased sizes of the 

virus particles. Further modifications resulted in specific detection of prostate 

cancer cells expressing PSMA, a key prostate cancer biomarker. The approach 

allowed quantification of PSMA levels on the cell surface, and could distinguish 

more aggressive forms of the disease. 

Key reference: Kritika Mohan, Gregory A. Weiss. Engineering chemically modified 
viruses for prostate cancer cell recognition. Mol BioSys, 2015, 11, 3264-3272. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The migration and dissemination of tumor cells, termed metastasis, 

causes ≈90% of cancer deaths.1,2 Metastasis requires loss of apoptotic 

regulation, and such cells respond poorly to conventional anti-cancer treatments. 

With a majority of the estimated 27,540 deaths from prostate cancer (PCa) in the 

US for 20153 resulting from metastasis,2 new methods for efficient detection and 

characterization of metastatic cells could impact clinical care and patient 

prognosis. Previously, we reported the sensitive detection of soluble prostate-

specific membrane antigen (PSMA), a PCa biomarker, at 100 pM concentrations 

using viruses incorporated into an electrically conductive polymer.4 Here, we 

engineer similar bacteriophage, termed ‘phage,’ with polymers and ligands for 

direct binding to PSMA found on the surface of PCa cells.  

PSMA, a 750 residue, 90 kD glycoprotein, is overexpressed on the surface 

of tumor cells as a non-covalent homodimer in both primary and metastatic 

cancers.5,6 Differential splicing during tumorigenesis leads to expression of 

PSMA as a type II integral membrane protein.7 Elevated PSMA levels have also 

been observed in seminal fluid and urine of PCa patients.8 To detect the protein 

in urine, we reported viruses with both genetically displayed and chemically 

synthesized ligands for the sensitive detection of PSMA.4,9 These ligands, 

selected from phage-displayed peptide libraries had the following amino acid 

sequences: ligand-1 (CALCEFLG) and ligand-2 (SECVEVFQNSCDW). 
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Genetically encoded, phage-displayed ligand-2 binds with >100-fold higher 

affinity to PSMA than ligand-1.4,10  

Used ubiquitously for molecular display applications, the M13 filamentous 

phage applied here infects E. coli, and can be manipulated to present genetically 

encoded peptides on the phage surface.11–13 The M13 virus consists of a circular, 

single-stranded DNA genome surrounded by a protein coat composed of 

approximately 2700 copies of the major coat protein, P8, an α-helical protein of 

50 amino acid residues with an unstructured N-terminus. One Glu and two Asp 

residues near the N-terminus of P8 impart a high negative charge to the outer 

surface of the virus at physiological pH.14 Selections with phage-displayed 

libraries of peptides and proteins can target tissue-cultured cells and even organs 

in living organisms.15–19 Phage have also been incorporated into nanomedicine 

platforms for targeted drug delivery20–24 and imaging.25,26 Such applications 

require low background binding by phage to cell surfaces. 

Phage typically adhere to cell surfaces with high affinity. Such non-specific 

adhesion complicates the design of phage-based sensors for the detection of 

tumor cells; the non-specific background can reduce the signal to noise ratios 

and the ability to distinguish tumor from non-tumor cells. Francis and co-authors 

have reported covalently linking the coat proteins of fd phage with both 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) and imaging agents through a two step reaction.27 

M13 and fd phage are closely homologous with similar sizes, structural features 

and sequences.28 An alternative approach described here, applies non-covalent 
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attachment to the phage surface to access additional architectures for biosensor 

applications.   

Non-covalent attachment offers comparable stability to covalent 

modification of the virus surface. The high negative charge on the phage surface 

allows non-covalent wrapping with cationic peptides and polymers.29,30 Linking 

these wrappers to recognition ligands opens new routes to greater sensitivity and 

specificity for target analytes. The peptide ligands can be chemically synthesized 

and fused to an oligolysine peptide (K14), which wraps around the virus particle 

through complementary electrostatic interactions. Previously, this strategy 

allowed maximization of ligand density on the phage surface for sensitive 

detection of biomarkers in complex biofluids, such as synthetic urine.4 Here, the 

overall design incorporates PEG polymers in conjunction with this wrapping 

strategy to address the problem of non-specific adhesion between phage and 

cells. Then, we optimize various architectures for the specific detection of PCa 

cells. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1  Non-Specific Adhesion of Viruses to Cells  

 

Among prostate cancer cell lines, LNCaP cells provide the most commonly 

used in vitro model for early stage PCa.31,32 Derived from the lymph node 

adenocarcinoma of the human prostate, LNCaP expresses most of the important 

PCa biomarkers including PSMA, PSA and AR.33 Attempts to recognize cell 

surfaces with conventional phage-displayed ligands resulted in unacceptably 

high, non-specific adhesion by control phage, which lack a displayed peptide. As 

shown by ELISA, phage-displayed PSMA ligand 2 and control phage produced 

similar high levels of binding to LNCaP cells, Figure 4-1. In this and essentially all 

ELISAs reported here, cells are immobilized on microtiter plates; phage are then 

added before washing away non-binding viruses, and levels of bound phage are 

quantified spectrophotometrically using an anti-M13 antibody conjugated to horse 

radish peroxidase (HRP), which catalyzes conversion of its substrate into a 

colored product. Thus, the high levels of adhesion by both ligand-displayed and 

control phage are due to non-specific adhesion between phage coat proteins and 

abundant cell surface receptors, glycans and other molecules. To overcome this 

non-specific adhesion, we focused on eliminating such interactions by control 

phage.  
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Figure 4-1. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating unacceptably high non-specific 

adhesion of phage to the surface of LNCaP cells. Phage-2 display the PSMA 

ligand 2. Control phage provides a negative control with no ligand displayed on 

the phage. Throughout this report, error bars for ELISA data represent standard 

error (n = 3). All experimental data points include such error bars, though often 

these are quite small. 
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4.2  Wrapping Phage with PEG to Prevent Non-Specific 

 Adhesion  

 

The water soluble polymer PEG is commonly bioconjugated to proteins to 

reduce non-specific adhesion to cells and other surfaces.34–37 In addition, PEG 

can increase the solubility of attached therapeutic proteins, prolong circulation 

times, and decrease proteolysis.38 Furthermore, the activities of proteins 

conjugated to PEG typically remain unaffected.39,40 PEG has been shown to 

broadly adopt two distinct conformations – descriptively termed ‘mushroom’ and 

‘brush.’34,41,42 The transition from the mushroom conformation, a more random 

orientation, to the brush conformation is dependent upon the polymer length and 

packing densities; longer PEG lengths and higher packing densities favor 

formation of the brush conformation. This transition can result in a significant 

drop in non-specific adsorption. In many systems, a mole fraction of 0.15 PEG-

modified to -unmodified sites yields significantly reduced non-specific adhesion. 

High packing densities with such mole fractions can force the polymer to adopt a 

more stretched, and extended brush conformation to more effectively suppress 

non-specific adhesion.34 To provide a framework for experimental design and 

data interpretation, the reported PEG polymers are assumed to form mushroom 

and brush conformations based on PEG lengths and packing densities, as has 

been reported previously.34,41,42   
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Initial attempts to block non-specific cell adhesion applied PEG variants 

with different MWs as phage wrappers. Azide-functionalized, polydispersed 

PEGs with size distributions centered around 7, 22 or 45 ethylene glycol units 

(providing average MWs of 300, 1K or 2K, respectively) were conjugated to K14-

alkyne using the CuI-catalyzed cycloaddition (‘click’) reaction, Figures 4-2 to 4-4. 

The conjugated peptides were then purified by reverse-phase HPLC and 

characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The relative adhesion levels of 

unwrapped and PEG-wrapped phage targeting immobilized LNCaP cells were 

compared by phage-based ELISA, Figure 4-5. Since the phage lacked a 

displayed peptide, adhesion could only result from non-specific interactions by 

the phage coat proteins.  

In theory, phage wrapped with PEG should bind to LNCaP cells with much 

lower affinity due to decreased non-specific adhesion. However, no such 

reduction was observed for the different MW PEGs used, Figure 4-5. The 

ineffectiveness of this initial approach likely resulted from interaction between 

PEG and the K14 sidechains used to wrap the phage. A crown ether-like 

encapsulation can form between the primary amine of the Lys sidechains and 

ethylene glycols of PEG,43 thereby could render K14 incapable of wrapping the 

phage surface. Without the PEG wrapping the phage surface, the results merely 

compare phage in different assay wells, as is evident from the overlapping 

responses. The lack of wrapping by PEGylated oligolysine was further verified by 
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dynamic light scattering measurements, which revealed no significant change in 

the cross-sectional diameter of the treated phage (data not shown).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2. CuI-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reaction for the generation 

of oligolysine-PEG wrappers. 
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Figure 4-3. MALDI-TOF characterization of K14-alkyne fused to azide-

functionalized PEG22. The data obtained for PEGylated oligolysine showed a 

characteristic shift in the  polydispersed PEG spectra by the expected mass of 

K14-alkyne (1891.57). 
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Figure 4-4. MALDI-TOF characterization of K14-alkyne fused to azide-

functionalized PEG45. The data obtained for PEGylated oligolysine showed a 

characteristic shift in the  polydispersed PEG spectra by the expected mass of 

K14-alkyne (1891.57). 
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Figure 4-5. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating the ineffectiveness of wrapping 

phage with PEG polymers due to the encapsulation of oligolysine side chains. In 

this experiment, phage without wrapper and phage wrapped with PEG7, 22 or 45 

at 5 μM concentrations were compared.  
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4.3  On-phage Cycloaddition Reaction to Generate PEGylated 

 Phage  

 

To overcome K14 encapsulation by PEG, phage with PEG wrappers were 

generated in two steps, Figure 4-6. First, phage were wrapped with K14-alkyne by 

incubation at room temperature for 15 min. During this step, the K14-alkyne wrap 

the phage prior to PEG conjugation. Next, PEG azides were added, and the 

cycloaddition reaction with the K14-alkyne took place on the phage surface for 30 

min. Next, the ELISA described for Figure 4-5 was repeated with these 

PEGylated phage comparing the non-specific adhesion of phage wrapped with 

different MW PEGs, Figure 4-7; in this experiment negative controls of ‘No wrap’ 

and ‘No cells’ indicate the extremes of high levels of non-specific adhesion to 

LNCaP cells and non-binding, respectively. Phage wrapped with PEG45 and 

PEG100 (average MW 2K and 5K, respectively) demonstrate a >75% reduction 

in non-specific binding to LNCaP cells, as demonstrated by the observed 

decrease in HRP activity resulting from lower phage binding. The experiment 

confirms that PEG wrappers can effectively suppress non-specific adhesion, 

provided the K14 wraps around the phage first. The reduction in non-specificity 

increases with larger MW PEG polymers, and saturates at around 45 ethylene 

glycol units.  
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Figure 4-6. Schematic illustration of the on-phage cycloaddition reaction to 

bioconjugate PEG polymers to the phage surface. Phage are first wrapped with 

K14-alkyne, and then conjugated to different lengths of azide-functionalized PEG 

polymers. 
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Figure 4-7. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating the effectiveness of wrapping 

phage by click chemistry with the indicated PEG azides to reduce non-specific 

adhesion to cellular surfaces. A >75% reduction in non-specific adhesion to 

LNCaP cells is observed for PEG45 compared to unwrapped phage. A lower 

HRP signal indicates decreased non-specific adhesion. Throughout this report, 

LNCaP cells are targeted at 4.5 × 106 cells/mL, and error bars for ELISA data 

represent standard error (n = 3). All experimental data points include such error 

bars, though often these are quite small. The p-value is <0.01 for all data 

reported here.  
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PEG reduces non-specific binding largely by surrounding the attached 

surface with a hydration sphere.44 Direct contact to the phage surface, termed 

primary adsorption, requires smaller non-specific binding partners to penetrate 

the PEG layer. Alternatively, the non-specific binding partners could adhere to 

the outer surface of the PEG layer, termed secondary adsorption. For non-

specific adhesion to the larger surfaces of cells, such secondary adsorption is 

likely a more pronounced effect. To minimize secondary adsorption, the wrappers 

were applied at 0.15 mole fraction.34 Here, we estimate the mole fraction as the 

stoichiometry of PEG molecules added to P8 coat proteins; this analysis is 

analogous to the calculations for PEG grafted in lipid membranes.45 Additionally, 

we assumed that at the concentration used, PEG22, 45 and 100 adopt brush 

conformations due to their high packing densities,34,41 which were fixed by 

maximization of oligolysine wrappers as previously described.4  

Based on published precedent, PEG7 presumably adopts a mushroom 

conformation,34 and fails to suppress non-specific adhesion to the same levels. 

The brush conformation of the larger PEGs can more efficiently reduce non-

specific secondary adsorption due to the hydration sphere extending further from 

the virus surface. Beyond a certain height of the polymer brush, the effect of 

secondary adsorption remains constant as shown by the nominal difference 

obtained between PEG45 and 100 in Figure 6-7. For ligand-based recognition 

described further below, phage wrapped with PEG45 provided the negative 

control phage.  
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4.4  Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Analysis of PEGylation  

 

To characterize the PEG-wrapped phage, DLS measurements were 

conducted, Figure 4-8. The M13 phage used here have dimensions of 

approximately 6 by 1000 nm.46 Rayleigh scattering provides an estimated 45.9 

nm diameter of the average cross-section; this experiment uses measurement 

with backscatter mode, having a scattering angle of 173°, for unwrapped and 

unmodified phage. For comparison, the comparable reported measurement with 

covalently and genetically modified fd phage yielded a reported average cross-

sectional diameter of 70 nm.47 Due to the filamentous nature of the phage as a 

long, flexible cylinder, such values can only provide a relative change in size. 

Furthermore, the forward scatter mode (scattering angle of 13°) provides a 715 

nm average size for the M13 phage applied here, which compares well with 

previously reported 650 nm average size for fd phage.47 Since the phage length 

remains roughly unchanged with wrapping, we found negligible difference in the 

average phage sizes measured by forward scattering, and instead focused on 

DLS measurement in backscatter mode.  

Next, the change in average cross-sectional diameter was measured for 

different samples from each step of the phage wrapping process, Figure 4-8A. 

The addition of K14-Cys wrappers on the phage leads to an increase in cross-

sectional diameter from 45.9 to 50.0 nm. Upon conjugation of this K14-Cys 

wrapped phage to maleimide-functionalized PEG100, an approximate 10 nm 

increase in size is observed. This increase in size matches two independent 
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reports for size increases after PEG100 bioconjugation to gold nanoparticles.48,49 

Thus, the DLS-based size measurements confirm the formation of the expected 

phage-wrapped complexes.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-8. Dynamic light scattering measurements indicate the consistent 

increase in size with the addition of wrappers on phage. Labels indicate the 

measured average size in nm for each indicated phage. Error bars represent 

standard error (n=3), with each individual size measurement being the average of 

ten runs. 
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4.5  Synthesis of PEGylated Ligands 

 

Towards the goal of specific recognition of a cell surface receptor, different 

scaffolds for the display of ligands on phage were explored. First, 

heterobifunctional PEG, Mal-PEG-NH2, provided reactive groups for selective 

attachment of oligolysine at the maleimide end and PSMA binding ligands to the 

amine end, Scheme 4-1. As the scaffold, PEG100 was chosen to provide a 

longer polymer brush to reduce non-specific secondary adsorption. Azide-

functionalized PSMA ligands 1 and 2 were synthesized by conventional solid-

phase peptide synthesis (SPPS), and coupled to pentynoic acid via the click 

reaction. The resultant N-terminal carboxylic acid group was then coupled to Mal-

PEG100-NH2 using HBTU as an amide bond forming agent in water. Since this 

reaction non-specifically couples amine and carboxylate functionalities, the 

attachment sites could vary as both ligands have sidechain carboxylic acids. The 

resultant ligand is termed P100NSP-1/2 for ‘PEG100, non-specific attachment to 

ligand 1 or 2.’ as described in Table 4-1.  

 Subsequently, phage wrapped with K14-Cys were coupled to the 

maleimide terminus of P100NSP-1/2, as described above. Preliminary validation of 

binding to cell surface PSMA by the PEGylated ligand wrappers was performed 

by phage ELISA as before, Figure 4-9. Compared to the non-specific binding 

observed in Figure 4-1, a slight improvement in binding affinity resulted from 

wrapping with the PEGylated ligands. This modest result provided a starting point 

for further engineering. Phage wrapped with P100NSP-2 displayed a higher affinity 
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for LNCaP cells compared to P100NSP-1 as expected from its higher binding 

affinity for PSMA.  

 

 

 

 

Scheme 4-1. Synthesis scheme for the generation of PEGylated ligands on 

phage for the selective detection of PSMA on LNCaP cells. X indicates the PSMA 

binding ligands 1 or 2. 
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Table 4-1. Nomenclature of PEGylated PSMA ligands. All ligands were 

bioconjugated to phage wrapped with K14-Cys. 
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Figure 4-9. Phage-based ELISA illustrates a modest increase in binding affinity 

using PEGylated ligands on phage targeting LNCaP cells. PEGylated ligands on 

phage were further engineered for higher affinity recognition. 
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4.6  Bidentate Binding Mode of PEGylated Ligands  

 

Dual display of ligands 1 and 2 can enable synergistic, high affinity binding 

to PSMA due to a bidentate binding mode and a velcro-like avidity effect.4 A 

phage ELISA targeting LNCaP cells with different ratios of the two PEGylated, 

phage-wrapped ligands examined relative binding affinities. First, the 

effectiveness of the bidentate binding mode (red in Figure 4-10) was compared to 

binding by individual ligands (patterned red bars in Figure 4-10). Having two 

ligands on the phage surface consistently improved binding affinity. Furthermore, 

a 2:1 mixture of P100NSP-2 and P100NSP-1 respectively, was found to maximize 

the recognition of PSMA on LNCaP cells. The improved binding from a 2:1 ratio 

stems from the higher binding affinity of ligand 2 compared to ligand 1. Altering 

this ratio in either direction drops the apparent affinity, likely due to loss of optimal 

bidentate binding. Hereafter, phage were wrapped with a 2:1 mixture of the 

PEGylated ligands 2 and 1, respectively.  
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Figure 4-10. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating the effectiveness of the 

bidentate binding mode for the two PSMA binding ligands on the phage surface. 

A higher HRP activity indicates stronger binding affinity between the displayed 

ligands and PSMA on the cell surface. The various ratios of wrapped ligands (red 

bars) can be compared with wrapping by individual ligands (patterned red bars). 

A 1:1 ratio of the two ligands indicates the assay of equimolar amounts of each 

ligand. Negative controls (gold bars) were as previously described. The p-value is 

<0.01 for all data reported here. 
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4.7  Optimizing the Attachment Site for PEGylated Ligands  

 

Further optimization explored the size, geometry and attachment site of 

the ligands fused to the PEG wrapper. Such variables can be crucial to the 

pharmacokinetic properties of PEGylated drugs, which demonstrates the 

sensitivity of biological recognition to such factors.50 For example, the attachment 

sites of the peptide ligand to PEG100 dictates the ligand orientation and the 

potential availability of peptide sidechains. An alternative synthesis scheme was 

designed to control ligand orientation. Mal-PEG100-NH2 was first coupled to 

pentynoic acid, Scheme 4-2. The resultant Mal-PEG100-alkyne was then coupled 

to the azide-functionalized peptide ligands using click chemistry, providing a 

specific site of attachment to the ligand. The resulting PEGylated ligand is termed 

P100SP-1/2 for ‘PEG100, specific attachment to ligand 1 or 2,’ as described in 

Table 4-1.  

Specific attachment of PEG to the wrapped ligands could improve binding 

affinity by removing attachment through the ligands’ sidechains and also altering 

their orientation on the phage surface. The significance of ligand orientation is 

apparent through the higher binding affinity observed for genetically encoded, 

phage-displayed ligand 2 (dashed red line) relative to phage wrapped with 

chemically synthesized ligand 2 (solid red line), Figure 4-11. When genetically 

displayed on the phage, ligand 2 has a free N-terminus, but the synthesis of 

P100SP-2 inverts this orientation, leaving a free C-terminus, and an N-terminus 

directly conjugated to the triazole and then PEG100 (as shown in the schematic 
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flowchart of Fig. S9). As attained by the specific attachment of P100SP-2, the N-

terminal Glu residue of ligand 2 requires an unhindered and unmodified 

carboxylate sidechain, as previously shown by homolog shotgun scanning.10 The 

sidechain of Glu2 could be partially modified in P100NSP-2 due to non-specific 

attachment through the carboxylate sidechain. Subsequent experiments 

compared bioconjugation to either the N-terminal azide or carboxylate sidechain 

through incorporation of an additional linker.  
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Scheme 4-2. Synthesis scheme for the generation of PEGylated ligands on 

phage through the specific attachment mode.  
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Figure 4-11. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating the significance of the free N-

terminus of peptide-2 for PSMA binding as shown by the higher affinity of phage-

displayed peptide-2. Synthesis and wrapping of oligolysine-peptide-2 leads to the 

inversion of geometry providing a free C-terminus. 
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4.8  Insertion of a PEG4 Linker to Reduce Steric Effects on the 

 Attached Ligands  

 

Heterobifunctional linkers between PEG and a molecule of interest can 

enhance activity through flexible additional spacing.44 We envisioned the 

incorporation of an average 175 MW PEG4 linker between the peptide ligand and 

the triazole generated by the click reaction could enhance the binding affinity of 

the peptide ligands. With only four ethylene glycol units, this highly flexible linker 

can disconnect the peptide ligand from any steric constraints dictated by PEG100 

or the triazole, Figure 4-12. Thus, the peptide ligands were resynthesized via 

SPPS, and coupled to azido-PEG4-carboxylic acid (15-Azido-4,7,10,13-

tetraoxapentadecanoic acid), thereby inserting a PEG4 linker before the azide 

functionality. Azido-PEG4-ligands were further linked to PEG100 following the 

two synthesis routes described above, specific and non-specific addition. The 

resultant PEGylated ligands are termed P100SP-P4-1/2 and P100NSP-P4-1/2, P4 

to indicate the insertion of the PEG4 linker, Table 4-1.  

The P100SP-P4-1 and P100SP-P4-2 conjugated peptides were shown to 

have the expected sizes by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and DLS. The 

commercially purchased, unmodified Mal-PEG100-NH2 was found to have an 

average molecular weight of Mn = 3690, and this polymer eluted as a broad peak 

consistent with its size distribution. The calculated molecular weights for 

PEGylated-1 and -2 with the PEG4 linker, based on the molecular weight of  Mal-
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PEG100-NH2, were estimated as 5300 and 5990, respectively. The 

corresponding molecular weights observed by GPC were 5310 and 6060, 

respectively. And, a further increase of 10 nm in cross-sectional diameter was 

observed for the addition of the PEG4-fused ligand by DLS (Figure 4-8). 

An ELISA compared the relative binding affinities of the four PEGylated 

ligand 2 variants – specific (solid) and non-specific (patterned) attachment with 

and without the PEG4 linker, Figure 4-13A. P100SP-2 demonstrates a higher 

binding affinity for cell surface PSMA than P100NSP-2, illustrating the significance 

of the unmodified Glu sidechain obtained through specific attachment. 

Furthermore, inclusion of the PEG4 linker further enhances the binding affinity for  

both P100SP-2 and P100NSP-2. As a result, the PEGylated ligand P100SP-P4-2 

incorporating the PEG4 linker with specific attachment site provided the most 

effective architecture for the PEGylated ligand to recognize PSMA on the cell 

surface.  

The dual ligand combinations of peptides 1 and 2 were expected to further 

provide higher affinity through bidentate binding. However, only a modest 

improvement was observed for the combination of P100NSP-2 + P100NSP-1 versus 

the best individual ligand, P100SP-P4-2, Figure 4-13B. The slightly greater 

binding affinity can be attributed to the bidentate binding mode of the dual ligand 

system. Furthermore, the architecture of the PEG4 (P4) linker also required 

optimization. The geometry of the PEG4 linker clearly affects the availability of 

the two Lys sidechains in the 8-mer peptide 1, as shown by the drop in affinity for 
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P100NSP-P4-2 + P100NSP-P4-1. This reduction in apparent binding affinity could 

be due to the formation of a crown ether-like cavity by PEG4, which naturally 

adopts a mushroom-like conformation based on its size.34 Furthermore, the 

combination has affinity equivalent to P100NSP-P4-2, which indicates complete 

loss of ligand 1 activity by PEG4 masking; this effect renders the dual ligand 

combination of P100NSP-P4-2 + P100NSP-P4-1 equivalent to the individual ligand, 

P100NSP-P4-2. Notably, ligand 2 lacks Lys residues, and is therefore not 

susceptible to such masking effects.  

Controlling the geometry of the PEG4 linker could prevent masking of the 

Lys sidechains of ligand 1. Sandwiching PEG4 between PEG100 and the peptide 

ligand through the specific attachment mode, eliminates such debilitating effects, 

as shown by a significant increase in binding affinity for the dual ligand system 

P100SP-P4-2 + P100SP-P4-1 (Figure 4-12, 4-13B). This specific attachment 

incorporating the PEG4 linker evidently stretches the PEG4 providing higher 

apparent affinity from a constitutional isomer with different geometry. Thus, in the 

next experiments, phage were wrapped with the dual ligand combination of 

P100SP-P4-2 + P100SP-P4-1 in a 2:1 ratio.  
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Figure 4-12. Schematic representation of the two constitutional isomers of P100-

P4-X. The differences between the products obtained through the specific 

attachment mode (left) and the non-specific attachment mode (right) are 

illustrated. The non-specific attachment mode leads to partially modified Glu 

sidechains, along with a flexible PEG4 linker. In contrast, the specific attachment 

mode provides the free Glu side chain with a sandwiched PEG4 linker. The 

abbreviation ‘Alk’ in this schematic represents the alkyne group, whereas the 

dashed lines indicate possible attachment sites for PEG100-NH2. 
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Figure 4-13. (A) Phage-based ELISA comparing the different attachment modes 

with the incorporation of a PEG4 linker for PEGylated ligand 2 (red bars) 

targeting PSMA on LNCaP cells. Patterned bars indicate non-specific (NSP) 

attachment modes. (B) The combination of ligands 1 and 2 (green bars) leads to 

increased affinity due to the chelate-based avidity effect. The p-value is <0.01 for 

all data reported here. 
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4.9  PEG Spacers to Control Relative Ligand Spacing 

 

The relative spacing between ligands governs the synergy of the chelate-

based avidity effect. To achieve optimal geometry of the two ligands, the relative 

spacing was systematically engineered by interspersing long PEGylated ligands 

with smaller PEG wrappers on the phage surface. The smaller PEG wrappers 

could provide spacers to push apart the PEG-fused ligands on the phage 

surface. Generating ligands and spacers required the two wrapping modes 

described above, click chemistry and cysteine-maleimide reaction, on the same 

phage. K14-alkyne and K14-Cys were pre-mixed to an estimated mole fraction of 

0.19 (as described above), and then used to wrap the phage surface. K14-alkyne 

was linked to short PEG polymers to provide spacers. Different concentrations of 

the PEG polymers were explored. The ratio of ligands to spacers was empirically 

optimized, and a ratio of 1.5:1 provided the best levels of PSMA recognition (data 

not shown). The concentration of the PEGylated ligands remained unchanged, 

and a 2:1 molar mixture of the two ligands was reacted with the K14-Cys wrapped 

on the phage surface. A higher net concentration of wrappers could be 

accommodated by the phage as the spacers allowed higher packing density.   

 The dual PSMA ligand combination described above, P100SP-P4-2 + 

P100SP-P4-1, without (green) or with spacers (brown) of either PEG 7, 22 or 45, 

wrapped around the phage were assayed for binding to LNCaP cells, Figure 4-

14. All spacers significantly enhanced PSMA recognition by the displayed 

ligands. However, the PEG7 spacer proved most effective. The much smaller 
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PEG7 spacer can force the ligands into adopting a more optimal geometry for 

effective bidentate binding, and the height of this polymer brush does not 

interfere with ligand binding. Longer spacers failed to boost binding affinity to the 

same levels. At the mole fraction of PEG used, the PEG polymers can adopt the 

brush conformation with the height of the polymer brush dependent on the PEG 

length. Interdigitation of PEG spacers with PEGylated ligands can interfere with 

the binding affinity of the ligands, as shown with the longer brushes of PEG22 

and 45. Also, the addition of K14-alkyne without conjugated PEG spacers has no 

effect on binding affinity, as expected; thus, the increased packing of oligolysine 

wrappers is not a contributing factor. Rather, enhanced binding results from the 

improved geometry through addition of PEG spacers.  
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Figure 4-14. Phage-based ELISA demonstrates the effect of smaller PEG 

polymers applied as spacers to optimize the geometry of the PEGylated dual 

ligand combination of P100SP-P4-2 + P100SP-P4-1. The dual ligand combination 

on phage was assayed with (brown) and without (green) PEG spacers. The p-

value is <0.01 for all data reported here. 
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4.10  Selective Recognition of PSMA Positive Cells 

 

To demonstrate specificity for PCa cells by these chemically modified 

phage, binding to different prostate cancer cell lines was compared. LNCaP cells 

can model early or late stage cancer cells, through variation in their culture 

conditions. The majority of PCa cases gain resistance to therapies based on 

androgen ablation.51 The LNCaP cell line, a model for early stage PCa, is 

androgen sensitive but gradually loses the androgen requirement, providing a 

model for late stage PCa, which also mimics androgen ablation.51,52 The latter 

can be simulated by culturing LNCaP cells in androgen-depleted media, referred 

to as LNCaP CSS (for charcoal-stripped serum).53,54 Increased levels of PSMA 

are associated with androgen independent PCa.52 Thus, both LNCaP and LNCaP 

CSS cell lines were assayed. The third cell line, PC3 cells, do not express PSMA, 

and were used as the negative control.33,55 The following assays validate the dual 

ligand system for cell line discrimination and quantification of cell surface 

receptors.  

The optimized dual ligand combination of P100SP-P4-2 + P100SP-P4-1 and 

the PEG7 spacer was assayed for binding to LNCaP (red), LNCaP CSS (blue), 

and PC3 cell lines (gold), Figure 4-15. The results demonstrate high specificity 

for PSMA positive LNCaP cells in a dose-dependent manner with higher 

apparent affinity to LNCaP CSS cells. This higher sensitivity to LNCaP CSS cells 

is consistent with the increase in PSMA expression resulting from the 
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progression of the cancer cells to an androgen independent state in the LNCaP 

CSS model.52  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-15. A dose response curve demonstrates the specificity of PSMA 

detection on two types of LNCaP cells relative to the PSMA-negative PC3 cells, 

as shown by cell-based ELISA. The dual ligand combination of P100SP-P4-2 + 

P100SP-P4-1 and the PEG7 spacer on phage was used for specific detection of 

PSMA on the cell surface. 
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4.11 Detecting PSMA on Suspended Cells and in Culture Media 

 

The tailored phage could also capture cells from solution, which is critical 

for future analytical applications in circulating tumor cell detection and 

characterization. In this experiment unlike other ELISAs described here, the 

phage were immobilized on the microtiter plate before applying a solution of cells, 

Figure 4-16 and 4-17; levels of bound cells were quantified through application of 

anti-PSMA primary antibody and HRP-conjugated, anti-mouse, secondary 

antibody. Again, phage wrapped with the dual ligand combination of P100SP-P4-2 

+ P100SP-P4-1 and the PEG7 spacer were used. In this experiment, the capture 

of PSMA positive cells is detected by and proportional to cell surface PSMA 

concentration. PC3 cells, lacking PSMA, do not generate a significant response, 

as expected.  

 PSMA levels are elevated in the urine samples of PCa patients, and levels 

of this biomarker correlate with the aggressiveness of the disease.8,56 Therefore, 

cultured PCa cells should release PSMA into their culture media. Thus, PSMA 

detection was also performed with cell culture supernatant, normalized to the 

volume and the number of cells (Figure 4-16). The PEGylated dual ligand 

combination on phage allows sensitive PSMA detection in 100 μL of supernatant 

from both LNCaP and LNCaP CSS cell cultures. Cell culture media from PC3 

cells and fresh culture medias serve as the negative controls. As expected, the 

negative controls failed to show any significant binding. The effective detection of 

PSMA shed by LNCaP cells, in androgen sensitive and androgen independent 
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cells, demonstrates the use of phage wrapped with PEGylated ligands for future 

development of analytical devices and translation to the clinic.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-16. A sandwich ELISA demonstrating capture of PSMA positive cells by 

the dual ligand combination of P100SP-P4-2 + P100SP-P4-1 and the PEG7 spacer 

on phage, which are immobilized on the microtiter plate. Controls are shown in 

gold color. ‘Media’ indicates fresh culture media, whereas ‘sup’ indicates cell 

culture supernatant. The p-value is <0.01 for all data reported here. 
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Figure 4-17. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating immobilization of phage in the 

wells of a microtiter plate, as used in the sandwich ELISA assay (Figure 4-16). 

The wells were incubated with 100 mL/well of 10 nM phage, and then a BSA 

blocking solution was used. Levels of bound phage were quantified using a 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-M13 antibody. The negative control has 

identical conditions without the addition of phage. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

In conclusion, this study demonstrates a systematic approach to 

engineering the phage surface through chemical tailoring. Chemically modifying 

viruses with PEG addresses a major issue of non-specific adhesion to cellular 

surfaces, and further engineering allowed specific detection using PEGylated 

ligands. The reported PEGylated dual ligand combination provides a foundation 

for applying the phage to cell-based analysis, where highly specific molecular 

recognition of cells is essential. Optimization of binding affinity required 

optimization of the PEG length, packing density, point of attachment, linkers and 

spacers. The versatility of PEG allows such multivariate optimization. This 

biocompatible polymer is widely available with diverse functionalities for 

bioconjugation and also has moderately predictable conformations to guide 

engineering. Furthermore, we demonstrate control over the relative spatial 

configuration of the ligands using small PEG polymers interdigitated with larger 

PEG brushes in a general approach applicable to many binding optimization 

studies. Most importantly, these chemically modified phage could readily 

distinguish PSMA-positive from PSMA-negative cells, and also identify more 

aggressive PCa tumor cells. In the future, we will apply such phage to the 

capture and detection of circulating tumor cells for use in cell-based detectors.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used 

as received unless otherwise noted. PSMA and the cell lines LNCaP and PC3 

were generous gifts from Drs. William Ernst and Gary Fuji (Molecular Express). 

Maleimide-PEG100-amine and 15-azido-4,7,10,13-tetraoxapentadecanoic acid 

(azido-PEG4-carboxylic acid) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. N,N-

Diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) and azide-functionalized PEG7, 22 and 45 were 

purchased from Sigma, and 4-Azidobutanoic acid was purchased from 

Synthonix. 4-Pentynoic acid (GFS Chemicals, Inc.), O-benzotriazole-N,N,N',N'-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate, HBTU (GL Biochem Ltd.), 

triethyammonium acetate buffer (Fluka Biochemika) and Tween-20 (EMD 

Science) were used as received. HPLC-grade water was used for the preparation 

of solutions.  

 
M13 bacteriophage propagation 
 

Phage propagation and isolation was performed as previously 

described.4,57 Briefly, the phagemid DNA was transformed into CaCl2 competent 

E. coli XL-1 Blue cells. The cells were grown at 37 °C in 2 mL 2YT media 

supplemented with carbenicillin and tetracycline until the culture reached log-

phase growth. The culture was then infected with KO7 helper phage with a 

multiplicity of infection of 4.5:1. The starting culture was then transferred to 75 mL 

2YT media supplemented with carbenicillin and kanamycin. The phage culture 
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was incubated for 16 h at 37 °C with shaking. The phage were isolated from the 

culture supernatant by centrifugation at 10 krpm after precipitation through 

addition of 1/5th volume of PEG-NaCl (2.5 M NaCl, 20% PEG-8000). After second 

precipitation, the phage were resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 

135 mM NaCl, 2.50 mM KCl, 8.00 mM Na2HPO4, 30.0 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.2). 

Phage concentration was determined by UV absorbance at 268 nm (OD268 of 1.0 

= 8.31 nM phage).  

 

Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis  

The peptides were synthesized by conventional solid-phase peptide 

synthesis with Fmoc-protected amino acids on Rink-amide resin (Novabiochem), 

as previously described.4,58,59 The peptide N-terminus was coupled to 4-azido 

butanoic acid or 4-pentynoic acid to yield the azide- or alkyne-functionalized 

peptides, respectively. For incorporation of the PEG4 linker, the last coupling 

step was performed with 15-azido-4,7,10,13-tetraoxapentadecanoic acid. The 

reported peptides were purified by reverse-phase HPLC purification with a C18 

column. Fractions containing the purified peptides were combined and 

concentrated using rotary evaporation, followed by lyophilization and 

characterization by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The calculated m/z for 

peptide-1 [M+] 1349.67, found 1349.77. The calculated m/z for peptide-2 [M+] 

2040.28, found 2040.23. The calculated m/z for peptide-1 fused to the azido-

PEG4 linker is [M+] 1510.80, found 1511.78. The calculated m/z for peptide-2 
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fused to the azido-PEG4 linker is [M+] 2201.02, found 2202.06. The calculated 

m/z for alkyne-functionalized K14 peptide [M+Na]+ 1914.37, found 1914.18. The 

calculated m/z for K14-Cys peptide [M3+] 638.79, found 638.79. 

 

Click chemistry reaction for the synthesis of PEGylated oligolysines 

The protocol for the synthesis of PEGylated oligolysines was adapted from 

Lumiprobe Corporation’s protocol, as described previously.4,57,60,61 Briefly, the 

reaction was performed at a final concentration of 100 μM azide-functionalized 

PEG. The product obtained was purified using reverse-phase analytical HPLC 

and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The calculated m/z for 

alkyne-functionalized K14 fused to azide-functionalized PEG7 [M+] 2285.61, found 

2286.93. The mass spectrometry data obtained for PEGylated oligolysine 

showed a shift in the characteristically polydispersed PEG spectra by the 

expected mass of K14-alkyne, Figure 4-3 and 4-4.  

 

Synthesis of PEGylated ligands – specific attachment mode 

The protocol for the synthesis of the PEGylated ligands was adapted from 

the solid phase peptide synthesis and click chemistry reaction described above, 

and also described in Figures S7 and S9. In a glass test tube, 40 μL of 1 mM 

Mal-PEG100-NH2 (commercially purchased from Alfa Aesar) in water, 12 μL of 

10 mM pentynoic acid (in water), 12 μL of 10 mM HBTU (in NMP), 40 μL of 

DIPEA and 296 μL of HPLC grade water were combined and stirred at room 
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temperature for 2 h, yielding alkyne-functionalized-PEG100-Mal. To obtain more 

quantities of the product, multiple reactions at this volume were run in parallel. To 

remove unreacted starting material and to concentrate the product, the reaction 

mixtures were diluted with an equal volume HPLC grade water before 

concentration to 1/5th volume using 2K MWCO concentrators (Sartorius).  

For the next step of the synthesis, ≈50 μL of the alkyne-functionalized-

PEG100-Mal, obtained as described above, was conjugated to azide-

functionalized peptide ligands (final concentration of 40 μM) by click chemistry as 

before.4,60 The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. Four 

identical reactions were run in parallel. To remove unreacted starting materials, 

the four reaction mixtures were then combined and concentrated to 1/4th volume 

using 3K MWCO concentrators. Next, the resultant solution was diluted with an 

equal volume of HPLC grade water before concentrating to ≈1/2 volume using 5K 

MWCO concentrators. The concentrated reaction mixture was purified using 

reverse-phase analytical HPLC (Figures 4-18 and 4-19) and fractions were 

identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The high polydispersity of the high 

MW PEG polymer prevents accurate mass determination by this technique, and 

instead Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) was used as described in the 

next section.  

 For the non-specific attachment mode described in the text and Figure 4-

12, the PEGylated ligands were synthesized in the reverse order. The azide-

functionalized peptides were first conjugated to pentynoic acid using click 
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chemistry. The resultant peptide was then coupled to Mal-PEG100-NH2 using 

HBTU and DIPEA as described above.  

 

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) 

GPC was used to characterize the MW’s of the PEGylated peptides. The 

molecular weights of the polymers, calibrated with PEG MW standards, were 

obtained with an Agilent 1100 series GPC system (Agilent Technologies, Santa 

Clara, CA) using 0.1% (v/v) LiBr/DMF solution (1.0 mL/min) as the eluent.  

 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

 To demonstrate wrapping by PEGylated ligands and other materials on 

the phage surface, DLS measurements were obtained using Nano ZetaSizer ZS 

series. For determination of size, 1 mL of each sample was measured at the 

same concentration as used for the biological assay. Each sample was 

measured at least three times at 25 °C, with each individual size measurement 

being the average of 10 runs. 

 

Cell growth 

The cell lines were grown as monolayers in media supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (Cellgro), 1 mM sodium pyruvate62 and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin-glutamine in a 5% CO2 and 95% air-humidified atmosphere at 37 

°C. LNCaP cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media. For studies with LNCaP 

cells cultured in charcoal-stripped serum (LNCaP CSS cells), LNCaP cells were 
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washed with PBS and then incubated with phenol free RPMI 1640 media 

supplemented with 10% charcoal-stripped serum (Cellgro) for five minutes. The 

cells were again washed with PBS, and provided fresh media.51 PC3 cells were 

grown in Ham’s F-12 media. 

 

Cell-based phage Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 

Day 1: The cell-based ELISA was performed as previously described by 

Watanabe et. al. with the following modifications.63 Cells were detached with 

Trypsin-EDTA, resuspended in PBS, and then collected by centrifuging at 1200 

rpm for 5 min. The cells were further washed with PBS and then concentrated as 

in the previous step. The concentration of the cells was adjusted to 4.5 × 106 

cells/mL in PBS using a hemocytometer, and 100 μL was aliquoted to specific 

wells of a 96-well microtiter plate (Maxisorp plates from Nunc). The Maxisorp 

plates used here have a high protein-binding capacity. Thus, the plates can be 

used to run assays with either the cells or the phage immobilized in the wells. 

Next, 50 μL of a 0.15% glutaraldehyde in PBS solution was added to the wells at 

4 °C, and the solution was gently mixed by pipetting. The ELISA plate was then 

centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C, followed by overnight incubation at 4 

°C.  

Day 2: The cell solution was gently removed, and the wells were blocked 

with 200 μL/well of blocking buffer containing 100 mM glycine, 1% gelatin and 
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0.1% w/v BSA (bovine serum albumin) in PBS. The plate was incubated 

overnight (≈20-22 h) at room temperature.  

Separately, phage were prepared before attachment to PEG and 

PEGylated ligands. Phage (10 nM in 100 μL of PBS) and 1 μL of K14-alkyne (525 

μM in water) were thoroughly mixed by pipetting ≈25 times. For phage wrapped 

with PEGylated ligands, phage were mixed with 0.75 μL of K14-Cys (525 μM in 

water). For mixed wrapping on the phage surface, 0.5 μL of K14-alkyne was pre-

mixed with 0.75 μL of K14-Cys, and then mixed with 100 μL of 10 nM phage. The 

solution was shaken at room temperature for 15 min on an orbital shaker. Next, 2 

μL of PEGylated ligand (625 μM in water) was added to the appropriate wells. 

For the dual ligand combinations, the PEGylated ligands were pre-mixed in the 

desired ratio (a 2:1 molar ratio for example), and then 2 μL of the mixture was 

added to the appropriate wells. The solutions were gently mixed by pipetting, and 

incubated overnight at 4 °C. 

 Day 3: Next, the click reaction was performed, as previously described, 

but with the following modifications.4,57,60 To buffer the pH, triethylammonium 

acetate was added to a final concentration of 50 mM, followed by the addition of 

1.5 μL of 1 mM azide-functionalized PEG. The solutions were mixed by pipetting. 

Next, ascorbic acid was added to a final concentration of 1 mM and the solutions 

were mixed by gently pipetting. Then, copper sulfate was added to a final 

concentration of 1.5 mM, followed by pipetting to mix the solutions. Water was 
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added to the other wells to maintain consistent phage concentrations. The plate 

was incubated at room temperature for 30 min. 

The wells of the ELISA plate were then incubated with the phage samples. 

The blocking buffer was removed and the wells were gently washed two times 

with PBS. Next, the phage solution was added to the respective wells and 

incubated for 45 min. The phage solution was removed, and the wells were 

washed three times with 300 μL/well of wash buffer PT (0.05% Tween-20 in 

PBS), once with PBS, and then incubated with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated anti-M13 antibody (100 μL/well, 1:5000 dilution in PBS) for 40 min. 

The wells were washed three times with PT and once with PBS. The plate was 

then developed by incubating with HRP substrate solution (100 μL/well; 1 mg/mL 

o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and 0.02% w/v H2O2) in citric acid buffer (50 

mM citric acid, 50 mM Na2HPO4, pH 5.0). The HRP activity was measured 

spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a microtiter plate reader (Bio-Tek). The 

absorbance at 630 nm was subtracted from the absorbance at 450 nm to 

eliminate background. 

 

Phage-based sandwich ELISA for cell capture. 

To demonstrate cell capture by the PEGylated-ligand phage, the phage 

were coated on the plate, and cells added before quantifying binding. This assay 

setup inverts other cell-based phage ELISAs reported here. This experiment is a 

significant step towards establishing the relevance of this phage architecture for 
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biosensing assays planned in the future. In this assay, the PEGylated phage 

architecture is immobilized on the plate as demonstrated in Figure 4-17. Next, a 

cell suspension is added to the wells, and the amount of cells captured are then 

measured spectrophotometrically as detailed here and in the text. The protocol 

here focuses on experimental details altered from the above-described ELISA; all 

other conditions remained unchanged. 

Day 1: In this phage capture ELISA, specific wells of a 96-well microtiter 

plate were coated with 100 μL/well of a solution of 10 nM phage pre-wrapped 

with oligolysine wrappers, as described above. The plate was incubated for 1 h 

on a shaker at room temperature. The coating solution was removed, and the 

wells were blocked with 200 μL/well of 0.2% w/v solution of BSA in PBS for 30 

min, and washed two times with PT. Next, 98 μL PBS was added per well, 

followed by PEGylated ligands and incubated overnight at 4 °C.  

Day 2: Azide-functionalized PEG variants were then conjugated as 

described above. Separately, the cells were collected and the concentration 

adjusted as described above; the ELISA plate was then incubated with 100 

μL/well of the cell solution or media for 1 h. The wells were washed with PBS and 

incubated with 100 μL/well of the anti-PSMA antibody, YPSMA antibody (Abcam) 

at 1:1000 dilution. The wells were then washed with PBS, followed by incubation 

with horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse antibody (Sigma) at a 

1:1000 dilution. The levels of phage binding were quantified as described above. 
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Figure 4-18. Representative reversed-phase HPLC for purification of the 

concentrated reaction mixture to form P100SP-P4-1. To obtain pure P100SP-P4-1, 

the peak designated in the trace was collected and accurate mass determination 

was performed using gel permeation chromatography. As shown here, the use of 

3K and 5K MW cut off concentrators and extensive washing removed a majority 

of the unreacted starting materials from the reaction mixture. 
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Figure 4-19. Representative reversed-phase HPLC for purification of the 

concentrated reaction mixture for P100SP-P4-2. As described above, gel 

permeation chromatography characterized the mass of this PEGylated ligand.  

As shown here, the use of 3K and 5K MW cut off concentrators and extensive 

washing removed a majority of the unreacted starting materials from the reaction 

mixture. 
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Figure 4-20. Representative reversed-phase HPLC analysis of the purified K14-

alkyne. Accurate mass determination was performed using MALDI-TOF mass 

spectrometry. The features in the HPLC chromatogram before the two minute 

mark are also observed when only water is injected onto the HPLC column; thus, 

these features do not reflect the purity of the peptide. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Dual Genetically-Encoded Phage-Displayed Ligands 
 
 

 

ABSTRACT 

M13 bacteriophage display presents polypeptides as fusions to phage coat 

proteins. Such phage-displayed ligands offer useful reagents for biosensors. Here, we 

report a modified phage propagation protocol for the consistent and robust display of 

two different, genetically encoded ligands on the major coat protein, P8. The results 

demonstrate that the phage surface reaches a saturation point for maximum peptide 

display. 

 

 

 

 

 

Key reference: Kritika Mohan, Gregory A. Weiss. Dual genetically encoded phage-
displayed ligands. Anal Biochem, 2014, 453, 1-3. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

M13 bacteriophage or “phage” have a readily customizable protein coat allowing 

the display of peptide or protein ligands on their surfaces. Such molecular display links 

the phenotype of the displayed ligand with its encoding DNA encapsulated by the 

phage. The display of one peptide in single or multiple copies on the phage surface, 

termed individual-display here, is extensively used for therapeutic and ligand 

discovery.1,2 However, some experiments require two different ligands displayed on the 

same phage surface, termed dual-display. For example, we previously attached to the 

phage surface two different ligands – one chemically synthesized and one genetically 

encoded. Such viruses with two ligands presented were then incorporated into a 

bioaffinity matrix for the sensitive detection of prostate-specific membrane antigen 

(PSMA).3,4  

M13 viruses infect only bacteria, and consist of a single-stranded DNA genome 

encapsulated by a protein coat. Approximately 2700 copies of the major coat protein 

(P8) appear along the length of the virus, and five copies each of the four minor coat 

proteins cap the ends of the virus.5–8 Manipulating the viral genome allows the display of 

individual ligands as fusions to the phage coat proteins. Multi-copy ligand display can 

increase the affinity for the target due to avidity effects. Here, we report a method to 

simultaneously introduce two genetically encoded, different ligands on the phage 

surface. Fusion of each ligand to P8 can best allow the two different ligands to 

simultaneously bind to the target, as both binding sites appear along the length of the 

virus. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1  Double Infection into E. coli Cells 
 

Double transformations can result from bacteria having two plasmids 

simultaneously or consecutively inserted. To achieve such double transformations, 

bacteria can be infected by two phage; however, infection of the same E. coli cell by two 

phage is generally an inefficient process.9 Despite this caveat, double infection remains 

a staple procedure in phage display, as helper phage typically infect phage-infected 

cells after each round of selection. As an additional caveat, the growth advantages of 

one plasmid can result in the loss of the other plasmid after double transformation.10 As 

reported here, the phage propagation protocol can be modified to provide a consistent 

combination of two peptides presented on the phage surface. Furthermore, the modified 

procedure prevents loss of the slower propagating plasmid, as confirmed by ELISA 

(enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) and other assays described below. 

 

5.2  Generation of Dual Genetically Encoded Phage 

 

Two previously reported peptide ligands specific for PSMA (provided by 

Molecular Express), binding ligands 1 – LDCVEVFQNSCDW and 2 – 

SECVEVFQNSCDW,11 were simultaneously displayed using a modified phage 

propagation protocol. First, E. coli were transformed with the phagemid DNA encoding 

the first ligand. Next, the bacterial cell cultures were infected with bacteriophage 
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displaying the second ligand. The resultant phage were designated either phage-12 or 

phage-21. This nomenclature identifies the ligand introduced through genetic 

transformation as the first number; the second number indicates the second ligand 

introduced by super-infection. Reversing the order of ligands used during the two steps 

generates two combinations of the dual-ligand system. The phage resulting from each 

combination could have potentially the same or different copy numbers of each ligand.  

 

5.3  Propagation of Dual Genetically Encoded Phage 

 

Phage propagation was performed as reported earlier.12 Chemicals and reagents 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise noted. 

Phage-1 consistently propagates 20% more efficiently than phage-2 (yields of 412 and 

342 pmol per 150 mL culture, respectively). Briefly, the M13 phage display vectors 

(phagemids) with an ORF encoding either peptide 1 or 2 fused to P8 were used to 

transform CaCl2 competent E. coli XL-1 Blue cells, before plating onto LB agar plates 

supplemented with carbenicillin.  For example, phage-12 resulted from a single colony 

of cells transformed with phagemid-1, and then grown at 37 °C in 2 mL 2YT media 

supplemented with carbenicillin and tetracycline until the culture reached log-phase 

growth. The culture was then infected with phage-2 at an MOI (multiplicity of infection) 

of 200:1 and shaken at 250 rpm for 45 min at 37 °C. Next, M13-KO7 (GE Healthcare) 

phage (MOI of 3:1) was added. The starting culture was then transferred to 75 mL of 

2YT media, and grown overnight. Phage were isolated from the cells by PEG-NaCl 
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precipitation. Phage concentration was determined by UV absorbance at 268 nm (OD268 

= 8.31 nM).  

 

5.4  Packaging of Either Phagemid 

 

Packaging of both phagemids was confirmed by PCR, followed by sequencing 

(Genewiz, Inc.), Figure 5-1. This procedure can verify propagation of both phagemids, 

but does not confirm dual-display. The forward primers were specific for ligands 1 or 2, 

whereas each PCR used the same reverse primer: 

 

Primer-1: CAGCCATATGGCCTATGCATTGGACT  

Primer-2: CAGCCATATGGCCAGCGCGTCG  

Reverse Primer: CAGGAAACAGCTATGACGACAACAACCATCGCCC  

 

PCR was performed with Iproof DNA polymerase. When subjected to PCR and 

sequencing, phage-12 and -21 confirmed the presence of both individual phagemids in 

each of the dual-displayed phage samples. Each dual-displayed phage sample, phage-

12 and -21, includes both phagemid-1 and -2. Phage-1 amplified with primer-1, and 

phage-2 amplified with primer-2 serve as the positive controls for priming and 

amplification. Phage-1 amplified with primer-2, and vice-versa, were used as negative 

controls to test for non-specific annealing of the primers.  
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Figure 5-1. Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis confirms the presence of both phagemids 

from dual display phage samples. Phage-1 amplified with primer-2, and phage-2 

amplified with primer-1 serve as the negative controls to dismiss any non-specific 

annealing of the primers. 
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5.5  Binding Affinities of Dual-Displayed Phage with Similar 

 Sequences 

 

A previously reported phage-based ELISA was next used to examine binding to 

PSMA.12 Briefly, specific wells of a 96-well microtiter plate (Nunc Maxisorp) were coated 

with a 5.6 nM PSMA solution, followed by blocking with BSA (bovine serum albumin). 

The wells were then incubated with serially diluted, phage-displayed ligands. Levels of 

bound phage were quantified using a horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-M13 

antibody. The negative controls included phage-displayed ligands targeting BSA and 

Stop-4 phage replacing the phage-displayed ligands. Stop-4 phage consists of a 

phagemid with the wild type phage coat, four stop codons in the ORF encoding the 

display sequence, and, thus, no peptide displayed on the phage surface.  

An ELISA compared binding by dual- and individual-displayed phage. This 

experiment also examined possible differences in affinity resulting from the new 

propagation protocols, compared to conventional practices (phage-1 and phage-2). 

Phage-12 and -21 produced an overlapping response upon binding to PSMA, Figure 5-

2. In comparison, the individual-displayed phage-1 and -2 revealed the expected 

extremes of weak and strong binding, respectively. Phage-2 binds with >100-fold higher 

affinity to PSMA than phage-1. Strikingly, the binding affinity of the dual-displayed 

phage falls between the binding affinities of each individual-displayed ligand.  

 The intermediate binding observed for the dual-displayed phage suggests that 

the number of displayed peptides per phage particle remains narrowly constant. Thus, 
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the apparent binding failed to result from the simple addition of binding affinities of 

phage-1 and -2 which would result in a much higher apparent binding affinity by the 

dual-displayed phage. In addition, the overlapping responses for both phage-12 and -21 

demonstrates that the inherent growth advantage for phagemid-1 does not eliminate 

phagemid-2 during propagation of dual-displayed phage. Thus, the two distinct modes 

of propagating phage-12 or -21 results in the same display levels. Comparing this result 

with binding by the mixture of phage-1 and phage-2 (inset Figure 5-2) suggests that the 

dual-displayed phage present a mixture of peptides on their surfaces. This experiment 

rules out the possibility of phage-12 or -21 consisting of a mixture of individual-displayed 

phage resulting from each propagation condition; such a mixture would be expected to 

have different phage levels and altered apparent affinities from the two modes of 

propagation with two phage experiencing unequal growth conditions. 
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Figure 5-2. Phage-based ELISAs demonstrating the binding affinity of dual-displayed 

phage generated with similar ligand sequences targeting PSMA. The inset compares a 

1:1 mixture of phage-1 and -2, to phage-12 and -21. Phage-displayed ligands targeting 

BSA, and Stop-4, helper phage packaging the phagemid DNA targeting PSMA, serve as 

the negative control. Throughout this report, error bars indicate standard error (n=3). 
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5.6  Binding Affinities of Dual-Displayed Phage with Dissimilar 

Sequences  

 

To further investigate the generality of the method, dual-displayed phage were 

prepared with two PSMA binding ligands having dissimilar sequences, ligands 1 and 3 – 

CALCEFLG;11 ligands 1 and 2 differ in only two residues, but ligands 1 and 3  differ in 

every position. As shown above, similar binding affinities of dual-displayed phage result 

from a different order of propagation, and, thus, only phage-23 was produced. The 

propagation protocol and negative controls used for this experiment were as described 

above. The binding affinity of phage-23 falls between the binding affinities of phage-2 

and -3, as expected, Figure 5-3. This experiment demonstrates that the generation of 

dual-displayed phage is independent of the ligands’ sequence homology.  
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Figure 5-3. Phage-based ELISAs demonstrating the binding affinity of dual-displayed 

phage generated with dissimilar ligand sequences targeting PSMA. Phage-displayed 

ligands targeting BSA, and Stop-4 phage targeting PSMA, serve as the negative control. 
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5.7 Dual-displayed Phage with Ligands to Different Targets 

 

To further demonstrate, dual display of two different peptides on the surface of 

the phage, a sandwich ELISA was designed for simultaneous detection of two ligands 

displayed on the phage surface. In this experiment, dual-displayed phage were 

prepared with PSMA binding ligand 2 and BSA binding ligand 4 – 

SSQDVCELGRWLSEECELYM. The binding affinity of phage-24 towards BSA and 

PSMA confirms the presence of both ligands on phage, Figure 5-4. The ELISA protocol 

was modified as follows. Briefly, specific wells were coated with a 5.6 nM BSA solution, 

followed by blocking with SuperBlock (Thermo scientific). The wells were then incubated 

with phage-displayed ligands, followed by incubation with PSMA (16.8 nM). Levels of 

bound PSMA were quantified using anti-PSMA (YPSMA-1) antibody (Abcam) at a 

1:1000 dilution, followed by horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse antibody 

(Sigma) at a 1:1000 dilution. The negative controls included phage-displayed ligands 

and Stop-4 phage replacing phage-24 in the sandwich ELISA setup. Packaging of both 

phagemids for phage-23 and -24 was verified by PCR as described above. 
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Figure 5-4. Phage-based ELISA demonstrating simultaneous binding to both BSA and 

PSMA. Stop-4 phage and individual-displayed phage ligands replacing phage-24 in the 

sandwich ELISA setup, serve as the negative controls. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

As reported here, the technique of super-infection provides a method for 

consistently generating E. coli cells with two different phagemids. The approach allows 

for the display of two genetically encoded ligands fused to P8. Such dual-displayed 

phage particles could potentially be used for targeting different markers, and thus be 

enormously useful for biosensing.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

PEGylated, Extended-Linker Phage Library for 
Selections against Cell Surfaces 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Specific binding to diseased cells such as cancer cells is crucial for both 

diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. For example, efficient and specific 

detection of metastatic cells could improve prognosis for the >90% of deaths 

resulting from metastatic causes.1 Additionally, side effects to drugs are observed 

due to the non-specific delivery to non-target sites. Non-specific delivery, in 

addition, leads to reduced effective dose at the target site, thereby requiring 

increase in the drug dosage with concomitant increased site effects. 

Furthermore, the delivery of hydrophobic drugs such as doxorubicin and 

paclitaxel is affected by heightened non-specific delivery due to adhesion to the 

hydrophobic lipid membranes of cells.2–4 Thus, we engineer phage to provide a 

specific capture or delivery platform with improved sensitivity and selectivity 

based on not just one target protein, but the whole cell surface.  

Phage-display is a well-established technique for molecular display and 

affinity selection.5,6 M13 bacteriophage or ‘phage,’ are rod-shaped filamentous 

viruses that infect bacterial cells. The dimensions of the virion are approximately 

1 μm by 6 nm, and it packages a single-stranded circular DNA genome or a 

‘phagemid’ plasmid. The majority of the virus capsid comprises of a single coat 
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protein P8, which constitutes the length of the capsid. Five copies each of P3 and 

P6 are found at one end, whereas P7 and P9 are found at the other end. 

Additionally, P8 proteins are oriented such that the C-terminus interacts with the 

packaged DNA, whereas the N-terminus is exposed to the environment. Hence, 

the gene of interest is fused to the N-terminus of P8 gene, and leads to the 

display of the peptide or protein of interest as a fusion to the coat protein. 7–9 A 

phagemid display system provides less than 10% coverage of the displayed 

protein on the virus surface, to avoid damage to the capsid structure.10 

Furthermore, the phage surface presents a high negative charge due to the 

presence of three carboxylate bearing Asp and Glu residues in the N-terminal 

region of P8.11 

Sensitive and specific detection of biopolymers and small molecules can 

be achieved through utilization of the phage surface. To maximize the density of 

ligands present on the surface, we previously established the concept of ‘phage 

wrapping.’ An oligolysine peptide (Lys14) wraps around the surface of the phage 

due to electrostatic interactions. Furthermore, the oligolysine peptide was 

functionalized with an alkyne or thiol group for conjugation to azide-functionalized 

PEG or peptide ligands, or maleimide-functionalized PEGylated ligands, 

respectively. The approach allowed the sensitive detection of prostate-specific 

membrane antigen (PSMA),12–14 a prostate cancer biomarker, at 100 pM limit of 

detection. Two PSMA binding peptide ligands were used: ligand-1 (CALCEFLG) 

and ligand-2 (SECVEVFQNSCDW). Also, phage-displayed peptide-2 
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demonstrates a >100-fold higher affinity for PSMA than peptide-1.15,16 In a 

subsequent study, the wrapping concept along with the PSMA binding ligands 

was utilized to specifically capture PSMA expressing, prostate cancer LNCaP cell 

line.17 PSMA is present on LNCaP cells as an integral membrane protein.18–20 

A cell surface presents a multitude of receptors on its surface. The 

presence of these receptors in conjunction with the hydrophobic lipid membrane 

renders the surface prone to non-specific adhesion. As previously reported, 

phage surface shows high non-specific adhesion to cells. To eliminate this non-

specificity, we previously used polyethylene glycol (PEG) conjugated wrappers 

on phage, which reduced such adhesion by ≈80%. PEG is commonly employed 

in a myriad of biomedical applications to reduce non-specific adhesion, among 

other benefits.21 Additionally, longer PEGylated ligands with ≈100 PEG units, 

wrapped on phage allowed selective capture of target cells.17 Here, we 

envisioned replacing the non genetically-encoded PEG linker with a genetically-

encoded Gly-Ser linker to improve the properties of the entire system, retaning 

the displayed ligand. In addition, the use of a genetically encoded linker would 

allow the generation of a peptide library on phage for selections against cell 

surfaces. The non-specific adhesion will be reduced with the use of PEGylated 

wrappers.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1  Design of Genetically-Encoded Linkers 

 

Linkers act as a connector between two different protein domains, which 

can be functionally independent or cooperative. Linkers assist binding affinity and 

other properties by creating a covalent link between the two domains. The key 

variables for linker design are length and composition. The most commonly used 

amino acids for the design of linkers in nature are Gly, Ser, Thr, and Ala.22 The 

absence of a β-carbon allows Gly to adopt conformations, which are 

unachievable by other amino acids.23 This property programs Gly with flexibility, 

which is especially relevant for designing linkers and forming loops that 

interconnect independent domains.24,25 Though poly-Gly linkers provide the 

maximum levels of flexibility, they affect the stability, solubility or oligomeric state 

of the fused protein.26 Thus, Gly-rich linkers are preferred to poly-Gly linkers, and 

obtained through the insertion of Ser residues. Ser is preferred over Ala due to 

the hydrophilic nature of the amino acid. Ser predominately improves linkers by 

slowing the rate of unfolding of the attached protein, thus, providing more stability 

to the conjugate.27 For optimal stability and flexibility, >60% Gly composition is 

considered favorable.26  

Codon optimization of the Gly-Ser linker is essential for enhanced 

expression. Gly is encoded by GGN, where N indicates the base A, T, G or C in 

IUB code, whereas Ser is encoded by codons such as AGC, TCA or TCC. A 
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>60% Gly composition could lead to long repeats of G. Thus, a careful design of 

the linker is required for insertion into the phagemid through Kunkel mutagenesis-

based approach.28 Furthermore, codon pairs that are over-represented are 

known to translate slower than the under-represented ones. The over-

represented pairs act as ribosomal pause sites, thereby leading to slower 

incorporation. Additionally, such pairs can pause translation to assist in the 

proper folding of the nascent protein. For example, the codon is GGA GGC is 

extremely slow, whereas is GGT GGC a faster incorporating pair.29,30 

Furthermore, a complete array of Gly-Ser linker patterns is seen in the literature 

with specific patterns such as (GGGGS)n or (GGS)n, to completely random linkers 

with no obvious pattern.26 In addition, the specific positions of Gly and Ser in the 

linker are known to be unimportant, though the overall composition is relevant.27 

Thus, a random mixture of Gly and Ser residues, with >60% Gly composition was 

used to design the linkers discussed in this chapter. Gly codons were mixed, and 

interspersed with Ser codons, to avoid long stretches of G. The linkers also 

incorporated a mixture of slow and fast incorporating codon pairs. 
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6.2  Generation of Phagemid-2 with Different Linker Lengths 

 

Phage-displayed peptide-2 was genetically modified to insert linkers of 

different lengths. The Gly-Ser linkers were inserted between the displayed 

peptide and P8 through extension of kunkel mutagenesis. Briefly, the Gly-Ser 

linker was designed as a primer with flanking regions overlapping the displayed 

peptide and the N-terminus of the P8 coat protein. Next, uracil containing 

phagemid DNA was prepared, and the primer annealed, extended and ligated to 

provide a non-uracil containing genome with the linker inserted. The hybrid DNA 

was then transformed into E. coli cells carrying dUTPase and uracil 

deglycosidase, which can degrade the uracil containing parental DNA. The result 

is the phagemid DNA containing the inserted linker. Despite the necessary 

precautions taken during the design of the Gly-Ser linker primers, full 

incorporation of the desired linkers was not achieved. For example, mutagenesis 

to insert a 30-mer Gly-Ser linker lead to the incorporation of only 20 Gly-Ser 

residues, probably due to non-specific annealing of the primers. Finally, three 

different scaffolds were generated with 15, 35 and 51-mer Gly-Ser linkers, 

termed ‘phage-GS15/35/51-2,’ where the subscript indicates the linker length.  
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The sequences of the obtained linkers are as follows: 

 

General format: SECVEVFQNSCDW-(Gly-Ser)n- AEGD 

Phage-GS15-2: GGGSGSSSGGGSGGG 

Phage-GS35-2: GGGSGSSSGGGGSSGGGSGGGSGGSGGSSSGSGGG 

Phage-GS51-2: GGGSGSSSGGGGSSGGGSGGGSGGSGGGSGGSGGGSGSS  

     SGGGSGGSSGGG 

 

SECVEVFQNSCDW is the sequence for PSMA ligand 2, AEGD is the 

beginning of the P8 coat protein sequence, and (Gly-Ser)n indicates a 

combination of Gly and Ser as the linker. 

 

6.3  PSMA Binding Affinities of Phage with Extended Gly-Ser 

 Linkers  

 

The relative binding affinities of the phage-displayed ligands with the 

extended Gly-Ser linkers (phage-GS15/35/51-2) targeting PSMA were first 

compared by ELISA, Figure 6-1. In this assay, PSMA protein was immobilized on 

microtiter plates, followed by the addition of phage-GS15/35/51-2. The levels of 

bound phage were quantified using HRP-conjugated anti-M13 antibody, which 

generates a colored product upon substrate addition. The color change can be 
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measured spectrophotometrically. The ELISA illustrates that peptide-2 with any 

of the three linker lengths is still effective at targeting PSMA, with high but 

different affinities. A very slight decrease in the binding affinity of phage-GS35-2  

is observed, compared to phage-GS15-2. Whereas, an almost 35% reduction in 

affinity is observed for phage-GS51-2  compared to phage-GS15-2. The decrease 

in affinity could be attributed to the lower copy number of the phage-displayed 

ligands with increase in linker length, which causes the combined size of the 

displayed moiety to increase. Thus, the longer 51-mer Gly-Ser linker could lead 

to fewer displayed peptides on the phage surface compared to the 15-mer linker. 

The larger size of the displayed protein can interfere with the capsid formation. 

As a result, the drop in affinity for phage-GS51-2 could be a consequence of the 

increased size of the displayed peptide. Phage targeting bovine serum albumin 

(BSA), and Stop-4 phage (control phage with no ligands displayed on the 

surface) targeting PSMA provided the negative controls for the assay. 
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Figure 6-1. Phage-based ELISA comparing the relative binding affinities of 

phage-displayed peptide-2 (red bars) with 15, 35 or 51-mer Gly-Ser linker 

targeting PSMA. A higher HRP acitivity indicates stronger binding between the 

ligands and the target. Phage-2 targeting BSA, and Stop-4 phage (control phage 

with no displayed ligands) targeting both BSA and PSMA provide negative 

controls (gold bars) for the assay. Error bars represent standard error, n = 3. All 

experimental data points with the exception of the negative controls (n = 1) 

include such error bars. 
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6.4  Pegylated Wrappers on Phage with Extended Gly-Ser 

Linkers 

 

Wrapping the extended-linker phage-displayed ligands with PEG would be 

required for cell targeting assays. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the affinity of 

phage-displayed ligands upon PEG wrapping. As previously described, azide-

functionalized PEG with 7, 22 or 45 ethylene glycol units (average molecular 

weights of 300, 1K or 2K, respectively) were used. Three different lengths of PEG 

were previously compared as differences in PEG units leads to different 

conformations of the polymer. Smaller PEG length such as PEG 7 presumably 

adopts a mushroom conformation, whereas PEG 22 or 45 adopt the brush 

conformation with the height of the brush increasing with increase in the number 

of PEG units. The brush conformation is more efficient at reducing non-specific 

adhesion due to the extended hydration sphere leading to lower secondary 

adsorption, which is defined as adhesion occuring at the outer surface of the 

PEG layer. Additionally, as previously described, the wrappers were applied at 

0.15 mole fraction to minimize secondary non-specific adhesion.17 

 The binding affinities of proteins conjugated to PEG normally remain 

unaffected.31,32 But, the affinities of the phage-displayed ligands could be affected 

if the PEG layer completely or partially encapsulates the displayed ligands. An 

ELISA compared the binding affinities of phage-GS15/35/51-2 wrapped with PEG 

45, Figure 6-2. The wrappers were applied at an estimated concentration of 500/ 
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phage, as previously reported.17 All the extended-linker phage-displayed peptides 

wrapped with PEG bound to PSMA, although with decreased affinities compared 

to the unwrapped phage. A 30% decrease in affinity is observed for wrapped 

phage-GS15-2, compared to unwrapped phage, whereas a 45% decrease is 

observed for phage-GS35-2. In theory, a much larger decrease in affinity should 

have been observed for the 15-mer Gly-Ser linker compared to the 35-mer linker, 

as the shorter linker might lead to the displayed peptides being more susceptible 

to encapsulation by PEG. The reversal in trend could be attributed to the high 

copy number of the shorter linker-peptide, providing a saturation in assay 

response. As expected, the long 51-mer linker allows the peptide ligands to be 

most spatially free and unencumbered by the PEG layer, thereby providing the 

lowest drop in affinity, and will be used as the scaffold for the remainder of the 

experiments.   

 To further confirm the hypothesis that the decrease in binding affinity of 

wrapped phage-displayed ligands resulted from PEG encapsulation or hindrance, 

different PEG lengths were assayed. An ELISA compared the binding affinities of 

phage-GS15/35/51-2 wrapped with PEG 7/22/45, Figure 6-3. As expected, the 

decrease in affinity increases with longer lengths of the PEG polymer. The trend 

is consistent across different lengths of Gly-Ser linkers, thereby confirming the 

initial hypothesis. But, as the drop in affinity is not as significant between PEG 7 

and PEG 45, PEG 45 will be used with phage-GS51-2 for future experiments to 
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reduce non-specific adhesion, as this length of PEG has previously been shown 

to be the most effective.17  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2. Phage-based ELISA illustrating the effect of PEG 45 wrapping on  

phage-GS15/35/51-2 (red bars) targeting PSMA. Green bars indicate phage 

wrapped with PEG 45. The negative controls (gold bars) were as described 

above. The wrappers were applied at an estimated concentration of 500/phage. 
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Figure 6-3. Phage-based ELISA comparing the effects of different lengths of 

PEGylated wrappers on Gly-Ser extended-linker phage targeting PSMA. The 

colors indicate the length of the PEG wrapper used; green bars correspond to 

PEG 45, blue bars correspond to PEG 22, and red bars correspond to PEG 7. A 

similar trend is observed for all three Gly-Ser linkers; a decrease in PSMA-

binding affinity results from increasing the length of the PEGylated wrapper. 
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6.5  Library Generation with 51-mer Gly-Ser Linker  

 

To obtain cell targeting peptides, a phage-displayed library was 

constructed. As a proof of concept study, the phage-GS51-2 was used as the 

template for this library. The sequence of peptide-2, SECVEVFQNSCDW could 

be represented as X2CX7CX2, where X could be any amino acid. Thus,  

X2CX7CX2 was used as one of the scaffolds for library generation with some 

modifications. The two Cys residues were retained to provide conformational 

rigidity. Furthermore, in the phagemid, the C-terminal end of the ligand is 

followed by the Gly-Ser linker. The  high Gly composition implies multiple G 

bases, which could lead to non-specific annealing during mutagenesis, which is 

used for library generation, as explained below. Thus, the last two C-terminal 

residues Asp and Trp were retained for specific annealing providing X2CX7CDW 

as the library scaffold. An increase in the X7 variable region of the library would 

further enhance the library diversity, while also providing a longer construct 

capable of different binding modes. Therefore, a X2CX11CDW library scaffold was 

also designed. 

 The libraries were constructed using an oligonucleotide-directed 

mutagenesis protocol.9,28 As described above, uracil-containing phage-GS51-2 

DNA was generated. Next, the oligonucleotides were annealed, extended and 

ligated to the uracil-containing template DNA. Transformation into E. coli cells 

provided the desired phage libraries. Both the libraries were generated 

separately, and then mixed in equimolar amounts. The theoretical diversity of 
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X2CX7CDW would be 5.1 × 1011, and the X2CX11CDW library includes 8.2 × 1016 

different peptides for complete representation. The experimental diversity of the 

combined library was calculated to be 1.8 × 107, whereas phage propagation and 

amplification provided 9 × 1014, indicating the presence of multiple copies of each 

individual clone obtained above. 

 

6.6  Cell-Targeting Selections 

 

The synthesized libraries were next used to target LNCaP cells, and 

extract high affinity ligands through cell-based selections. To increase the 

specificity of selections, a negative selection round was first performed with 

prostate cancer PC3 cells. This could increase the specificity of ligands obtained 

for LNCaP cells. The selection assays were modified from previous cell-based 

ELISAs.17 Briefly, the cells were cultured in 24-well plates, to ≈80-90% 

confluency, and fixed with glutaraldehyde. The phage library at a concentration of 

15 nM was first wrapped with PEG 45, and then incubated with PC3 cells. Next, 

the depleted library was transferred to LNCaP cells. After incubation and washing 

away the non-binders, the bound phage were eluted with hydrochloric acid, and 

propagated in E. coli cells. Unfortunately, this initial attempt did not yield the 

desired result. The phage titers obtained indicated negligible amounts of eluted 

phage, which was suspected during the elution step with hydrochloric acid, as the 

immobilized layer seemed highly stable under the microscope. The 
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glutaraldehyde used for cross-linking could have cross-linked phage to the cells, 

and, thus, rendered them incapable of elution. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

Selections towards whole cell surfaces offer an advantageous approach 

for specific cell targeting, for capture and delivery purposes. A novel phage-

displayed peptide library was designed with an extended, genetically-encoded 

Gly-Ser linker. A 51-mer Gly-Ser linker incorporated into the library allowed 

phage wrapping with PEG 45 without hindering the displayed ligands. Wrapping 

phage with PEG 45 prevents non-specific adhesion to the cell surfaces. The 

library scaffolds designed were X2CX7CDW and X2CX11CDW. 

 This chapter provides the phage scaffold, the PEGylated extended-linker 

libraries for performing cell-based selections. The cell-targeting approach 

presented in this chapter requires optimization. For example, the fixation step 

could either be avoided or performed with methanol. Alternatively, microtiter 

plates could be tried as a replacement for 24-well plates. Additionally, an initial 

negative selection round could be avoided to prevent excessive depletion of the 

library. And, the phage elution step with hydrochloric acid requires an in-depth 

analysis. Furthermore, additional library scaffolds could also be designed. For 

example, Ala residue, which increases linker stability by accelerating folding,27 

could be incorporated. We hope that careful optimization and planning would 

provide a suitable approach for performing cell-based selections. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used 

as received unless otherwise noted. PSMA and the cell lines LNCaP and PC3 

were generous gifts from Drs. William Ernst and Gary Fuji (Molecular Express). 

N,N-Diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) and azide-functionalized PEG7, 22 and 45 

were purchased from Sigma, and 4-Azidobutanoic acid was purchased from 

Synthonix. 4-Pentynoic acid (GFS Chemicals, Inc.), O-benzotriazole-N,N,N',N'-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate, HBTU (GL Biochem Ltd.), 

triethyammonium acetate buffer (Fluka Biochemika) and Tween-20 (EMD 

Science) were used as received. Library DNA oligonucleotides were purchased 

from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. HPLC-grade water was used for the 

preparation of solutions.  

 
M13 bacteriophage propagation 
 

Phage propagation and isolation were performed as previously 

described.15–17 Briefly, phagemid DNA encoding for the desired peptide was 

transformed into CaCl2 competent E. coli XL-1 Blue cells. The cells were grown in 

a 2 mL 2YT media culture supplemented with carbenicillin and tetracycline 

antibiotics, at 37 °C. Next, the culture at log-phase growth was infected with KO7 

helper phage with a 4.6 multiplicity of infection. This starting culture was then 

transferred to a 75 mL 2YT media culture supplemented with carbenicillin, and 

kanamycin. The phage culture was incubated for 19 h at 37 °C with shaking. The 
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phage were isolated using PEG-NaCl (2.5 M NaCl, 20% PEG-8000) precipitation. 

The phage precipitation step was repeated to obtain a phage solution of higher 

purity. After the second precipitation, the phage were resuspended in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS, 135 mM NaCl, 2.50 mM KCl, 8.00 mM Na2HPO4, 30.0 mM 

KH2PO4, pH 7.2). The phage concentration was determined by UV absorbance at 

268 nm (OD268 of 1.0 = 8.31 nM phage).  

 For the propagation of uracil-containing phage, the phagemid was 

transformed into E. coli CJ236 cells. The overnight 75 mL culture was 

supplemented with 0.5 μg/mL uracil, in addition to the antibiotics. Subsequently, 

the uracil containing phagemid DNA was isolated using Qiagen QIAprep M13 

spin kit. 

 

Solid-phase peptide synthesis  

The oligolysine peptide was synthesized by conventional solid-phase 

peptide synthesis with Fmoc-protected amino acids on Rink-amide resin 

(Novabiochem), as previously described.15,33,34 The final coupling step with 4-

pentynoic acid provided an alkyne functionality at the N-terminus. The peptide 

was purified by reverse-phase HPLC, and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass 

spectrometry. The calculated m/z for alkyne-functionalized K14 peptide [M+Na]+ 

1914.37, found 1914.18.  
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Oligonucleotide design for Gly-Ser linker generation 

To generate phage-GS35-2: 

5' - GGA TCC GGA GGA GGC GGT GGG AGC GGT GGC GGA GGC TCA AGC 
GGA GGG GGT TCC GGA GGT GGC AGC GGG GGC AGC GGG GGA TCC 
AGC TCA GGG AGC GGG GGA GGT GCC GAG GGT GAC GAT - 3' 
 

To generate phage-GS51-2: 

	  
5'-GGG AGC GGG GGA GGT TCA GGA TCC GGA AGC GGC GGC TCC GGT 
GGG AGC GGT GGA GGC TCA GGT TCC TCA AGC GGA GGT GGG TCC 
GGC GGA AGC TCA GGT GGA GGG GCC GAG GGT GAC GAT C - 3' 
 

To generate X2CX7CDW library scaffold: 

5' - G TTT AGC GCC AGC GCG NNS NNS TGC NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS 
NNS TGC GAC TGG GGT GGC - 3' 
 

To generate X2CX11CDW library scaffold: 

5' - G TTT AGC GCC AGC GCG NNS NNS TGC NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS 
NNS NNS NNS NNS NNS TGC GAC TGG GGT GGC - 3' 
 

The underlining denotes the overlapping region, flanking the insert. And, N = 

A/T/G/C, and S = G or C. 

 

Oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis   

Library generation: The oligonucleotides for library generation were first 

phosphorylated at the 5' terminus in a 22 μL reaction, as follows. In a thin walled 

tube, 2 μL of 10x TM buffer, 2 μL of 10 mM ATP, 1 μL of 100 mM DTT, and 2 μL 

of T4 polynucleotide kinase were added. Next, oligonucleotide was added to a 
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final concentration of 2 μM. The volume was completed to 22 μL using DEPC-

treated water, and the reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 2h. 

Next, the phosphorylated oligonucleotides were annealed to the uracil-

containing DNA template at 20 μg scale. The DNA template was added to the 

phosphorylated reaction mixture, followed by addition of 25 μL of 10x TM buffer. 

The volume was completed to 250 μL using DEPC-treated water. The reaction 

mixture was given a pulse spin followed by incubation at 90 °C for 2 min, 50 °C 

for 3 min, and 20 °C for 5 min. The reaction mixture was then place on ice for 5 

min. Next, 10 μL of 10 mM ATP, 10 μL of 25 mM dNTPs, 15 μL of 10 mM DTT, 

and 3 μL of T7 DNA polymerase were added, and the reaction mixture was 

allowed to incubate at room temperature for 1 h.  Then, 1 μL of T4 Ligase was 

added and the reaction mixture was incubated overnight at room temperature. 

The product of the reaction was analyzed using gel electrophoresis. The hybrid 

hetero-DNA was then electroporated into SS320 electrocompetent cells. Next, 

the cells were transferred to a 2YT media culture, and phage propagation and 

purification was performed, as described above, to isolate the extended-linker 

Gly-Ser phage-displayed peptide libraries. 

For the insertion of Gly-Ser linkers, a smaller scale of the same procedure 

was followed. The reaction product was analyzed using gel electrophoresis, and 

the band containing the circular, covalently closed DNA was extracted. Next, the 

DNA was transformed into E. coli XL-1 cells, and plated on agar. The colonies 

obtained were analyzed by polymerase chain reaction for the insertion of the Gly-
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Ser linker. The insertion of the Gly-Ser linkers was confirm through sequencing, 

Figures 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6. 

 

PSMA Targeting Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) 

The phage-based ELISAs were performed as previously described.15 

Briefly, specific wells of a 96-well microtiter plate (Nunc Maxisorp) were coated 

with 11 nM, 100 μL/well PSMA solution for 1 h on a shaker at room temperature. 

Next, the wells were blocked with a 0.2% w/v solution of bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) in PBS for 30 min. The wells on the ELISA plate were then incubated with 

the phage samples (100 μL/well, 10 nM) for 1 h. The levels of bound phage were 

quantified using horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-M13 antibody (100 

μL/well, 1:5000 dilution in PBS) for 30 min. Next, HRP substrate o-

phenylenediamine dihydrochloride was added in conjunction with hydrogen 

peroxide, a redox mediator. The enzyme activity was measured 

spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using a microtiter plate reader (Bio-Tek).   

 

Phage wrapping: Phage (10 nM in 100 μL) was wrapped with 1 μL of 

K14-alkyne (525 μM), as previously described.17 Next, the azide-alkyne copper-

catalyzed cycloaddition ‘click’ reaction was performed, but with the following 

modifications.15,16,35 Triethylammonium acetate was added to a final 

concentration of 50 mM, followed by the addition of 1.5 μL of 1 mM azide-
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functionalized PEG. Next, ascorbic acid was added to a final concentration of 1 

mM, followed by the addition of copper sulfate to a final concentration of 1.5 mM.  

 

Cell growth 

The cell lines were grown as monolayers in media supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (Cellgro), 1 mM sodium pyruvate36 and 1% penicillin-

streptomycin-glutamine in 5% CO2 and 95% air-humidified atmosphere at 37 °C. 

LNCaP cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media. PC3 cells were grown in Ham’s 

F-12 media. 

 

Cell-based Selections 

LNCaP and PC3 cells were grown to ≈80-90% confluency in 24-well 

plates. The cells were washed twice with 500 μL PBS/well. Next, 400 μL of a 

0.05% glutaraldehyde in PBS solution was added to the wells, and allowed to 

incubate at room temperature for 15 min. The solution was removed, and the 

wells were washed twice with 700 μL PBS/well. Next, the wells were blocked with 

400 μL/well of blocking buffer containing 1% w/v BSA in PBS. The plate was 

incubated for 45 min at room temperature. The solution was removed, and the 

wells were washed twice with 700 μL PBS/well. 

Separately, phage libraries were prepared before wrapping with PEG. 

Phage (15 nM in 100 μL of PBS) were wrapped with K14-alkyne (1.5 μL of 525 

μM in water) by thoroughly mixing and incubating at room temperature for 15 
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min. PEGylated phage were then generated through an on-phage click reaction, 

as previously described.15,16,35 Briefly, triethylammonium acetate buffer was 

added to a final concentration of 50 mM. Next, 2.25 μL of 1 mM azide-

functionalized PEG was added. Ascorbic acid was added to a final concentration 

of 1 mM,  and copper sulfate was added to a final concentration of 1.5 mM. The 

solutions were gently mixed by pipetting at each step, and incubated for 30 min 

at room temperature. 

The wells of the 24-well plate containing the PC3 cells were first incubated 

with 400 μL/well of PEG-wrapped phage for 30 min. Next, the phage solution was 

gently aspirated and transferred to the wells containing LNCaP cells, and 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature with shaking at 50 rpm. The solution was 

removed, and the wells were washed three times with 700 μL/well of PBS. Next, 

400 μL/well of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid was added, and the plate was sonicated 

for 10 min at room temperature. The solution was neutralized with 1/3rd volume of 

Tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane buffer (pH 8). A 10 mL E. coli XL-1 cell 

culture was infected with the eluted- and neutralized-phage solution for 45 min at 

37 °C. Next, the cells were infected with KO7 helper phage at 4.6 multiplicity of 

infection for 1 h at 37 °C. The solution was then transferred to 150 mL 2YT media 

supplemented with carbenicillin and kanamycin. Phage propagation was 

continued as described above. 
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Figure 6-4. Sequence of phage-GS15-2 confirming the insertion of a 15-mer Gly-

Ser linker. ASA corresponds to the end of the DsbA Signal sequence. 

SECVEVFQNSCDW corresponds to the sequence of peptide-2, followed by the 

Gly-Ser linker. AEGD corresponds to the beginning of the P8 coat protein, and 

the sequence ends with the stop codon.  
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Figure 6-5. Sequence of phage-GS35-2 confirming the insertion of a 35-mer Gly-

Ser linker. ASA corresponds to the end of the DsbA Signal sequence. 

SECVEVFQNSCDW corresponds to the sequence of peptide-2, followed by the 

Gly-Ser linker. AEGD corresponds to the beginning of the P8 coat protein, and 

the sequence ends with the stop codon. 
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Figure 6-6. Sequence of phage-GS51-2 confirming the insertion of a 51-mer Gly-

Ser linker. ASA corresponds to the end of the DsbA Signal sequence. 

SECVEVFQNSCDW corresponds to the sequence of peptide-2, followed by the 

Gly-Ser linker. AEGD corresponds to the beginning of the P8 coat protein, and 

the sequence ends with the stop codon. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

Conclusions and Future Directions 
 

Chemical modifications of the M13 virus have allowed its incorporation into 

many systems with multifarious applications. Here, we exploited the inherent 

negative charge present on the surface of the phage coat protein to further 

expand the repertoire of phage-based applications. The concept of ‘phage 

wrapping’ was developed to enhance the binding affinity, while simultaneously 

reducing the non-specific adhesion.1,2 The concept utilizes the electrostatic 

interactions between the negatively charged phage surface and the positively 

charged oligolysine peptide. Furthermore, one end of the oligolysine peptide is 

pre-modified to impart additional and orthogonal functionalities to the phage 

surface such as an alkyne or a thiol group. These functional groups allow the 

placement of a second ligand, in addition to the genetically displayed one, or the 

attachment of moieties such as polyethylene glycol (PEG). In addition, another 

approach was applied to generate dual-modified phage through double-infections 

into E. coli cells during phage propagation. The method allowed the generation of 

dual genetically modified phage; two sets of ligands present on the same phage 

particle but targeting two different proteins.3 

In a major application of phage wrapping, highly sensitive and specific 

detection of a prostate cancer biomarker, prostate-specific membrane antigen, 

PSMA, was achieved.4 An electrochemical biosensor was designed to 
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incorporate such wrapped viruses. The bioaffinity matrix utilized a polymeric film 

composed of a conducting organic polymer, PEDOT, incorporating viruses again 

through electrostatic interactions.5 The binding of the target biomarker, PSMA, 

provided a quantifiable change in resistance, which was found to be proportional 

to the PSMA concentration. Furthermore, the placement of additional ligands on 

the phage surface through phage wrapping provided an increase in the apparent 

affinity through maximization of ligand density, and a bidentate binding mode of 

the two ligands. Such avidity effects allowed the highly sensitive electrochemical 

detection of PSMA at 100 pm levels in synthetic urine, which is relevant for early 

diagnosis of prostate cancer.1,6,7 This study was further advanced to detect 

PSMA in human urine samples in an ELISA format. The ability to detect PSMA in 

barely 100 μL of urine samples from 2006-08 signifies the strength of the protein 

as a clinically relevant biomarker. In the future, biosensing measurements with 

wrapped phage will be utilized to study a full array of urine samples for 

comprehensive analysis of this method. This study holds the potential towards 

the development of a point-of-care device for early prostate cancer detection. 

The concept of phage wrapping was also applied towards the detection of 

whole cell surfaces to develop a method for the early detection of metastasis. 

The phage surface though highly applicative, suffers from the limitation of high 

non-specific adhesion to cell surfaces. This major challenge was solved by the 

combination of phage wrappers and PEG. The oligolysine wrappers 

functionalized with alkynes allowed the placement of azide-functionalized PEG 
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through on-phage cycloaddition. Furthermore, the phage surface was 

simultaneously modified with PEGylated PSMA-binding ligands through a thiol-

maleimide wrapping system. This unique wrapping system with two orthogonal 

reactions allowed the placement of two different wrappers, and thus, two different 

moieties on the same phage surface in the desired ratios. The PEG polymers 

reduced the non-specific adhesion to cell surfaces by ~80%, whereas the ligands 

allowed the capture of PSMA-positive LNCaP cells from a solution.2  

The ability of PEGylated phage to selectively target cells was next utilized 

towards the development of phage-based libraries for performing whole cell-

based selections. The infrastructure of PEGylated phage, though, was devoid of 

a genetic link between the phage genome and the attached ligand, thereby 

limiting its capabilities for selections. As a result, the chemically applied ligand-

PEG-oligolysine wrappers were replaced with an extended, genetically encoded 

Gly-Ser linker. Furthermore, the framework allowed the genetic display of ligands 

and libraries, and only a marginal drop in affinity was observed in the presence of 

PEG wrappers. In the future, these novel extended-linker libraries will be used for 

selections towards whole cell surfaces. Additionally, the viruses wrapped with 

PEG and ligands will be incorporated into the bioaffinity matrix for efficient and 

selective capture of whole cells for metastasis detection and other applications. 

In addition to the above mentioned research, a foundation was laid for the 

following projects. The binding and attachment to the cell-surface PSMA leads to 

internalization of the bound moeity.8,9 This concept, in conjunction with the 
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orthogonal wrappers could be utilized to develop a highly specific imaging and 

delivery platform, with suitably functionalized payloads. On the biosensing front, 

the exact mechanism behind the change in resistance of the virus-PEDOT films 

obtained on PSMA binding, is still unknown. Additionally, PSMA binding could 

also affect the dielectric constant of the film leading to similar outcomes. To 

further investigate this cause, variants of Lysozyme protein carrying neutral, 

positive or negative charge at pH 7, could be designed through controlled 

acetylation of the Lysine amines.10 Biosensing measurements with these charged 

variants could further shed light on the mechanism, and allow the development of 

a universal sensing platform.  

A significant advantage of the biosensor is the easy adaptation of the 

device towards the detection of other diseases with markers present in the 

biological fluids, through alteration of the ligands in the bioaffinity matrix. Current 

preliminary diagnostics for pancreatic cancer utilizes the levels of expression of 

the biomarker, Carbohydrate Antigen, CA-19-9.11 A biosensor based detection of 

CA-19-9 in conjunction with TIMP1 (tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase) and 

IGFBP4 (insulin like growth factor binding protein) could improve diagnostic 

specificity.12–14 Diseases other than cancers, such as urinary tract infection with 

E. coli being the primary causative agent could also be readily detected as phage 

inherently target F+ bacterial cells.15 The biosensing platform could provide an 

efficient alternative to the time-consuming current detection method involving 

urine cultures. The key goal would be the generation of modified phage for the 
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specific detection of individual E. coli strains responsible for the infection. The 

preliminary steps towards each of these goals were undertaken, with initial 

success. I wish, in the future, the research presented here will provide the 

platform necessary to further the interdisciplinary area of chemically modified 

viruses and prostate cancer. 
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